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Preface

These lecture notes provide an introduction to supersymmetry with a focus on the
non-perturbative dynamics of supersymmetric field theories. It is meant for students
who have had a one-year introductory course in quantum field theory, and assumes
a basic knowledge of gauge theories, Feynman diagrams and renormalization on the
physics side, and an aquaintance with analysis on the complex plane (holomorphy,
analytic continuation) as well as rudimentary group theory (SU(2), Lorentz group)
on the math side. More adanced topics—Wilsonian effective actions, Lie groups and
algebras, anomalies, instantons, conformal invariance, monopoles—are introduced as
part of the course when needed. The emphasis will not be on comrehensive discussions
of these techniques, but on their “practical” application.

The aims of this course are two-fold. The first is to introduce the technology of global
supersymmetry in quantum field theory. The first third of the course introduces the
N = 1 d = 4 superfields describing classical chiral and vector multiplets, the geometry
of their spaces of vacua and the nonrenormalization rules they obey. A excellent text
which covers these topics in much greater detail than this course does is S. Weinberg’s
The Quantum Theory of Fields III: Supersymmetry [1]. These notes try to follow
the notation and conventions of Weinberg’s book; they also try to provide alternative
(often more qualitative) explanations for overlapping topics, instead of reproducing
the exposition in Weinberg’s book. Also, the student is directed to Weinberg’s book
for important topics not covered in these lectures (supersymmetric models of physics
beyond the standard model and supersymmetry breaking), as well as to the original
references.

The second second aim of these notes is to use our understanding of non-perturbative
aspects of particular supersymmetric models as a window on strongly coupled quan-
tum field theory. From this point of view, supersymmetric field theories are just es-
pecially symmetric versions of ordinary field theories, and in many cases this extra
symmetry allows the exact determination of some non-perturbative properties of these
theories. This gives us another context (besides lattice gauge theory and semi-classical
expansions) in which to think concretely about non-perturbative quantum field theory
in more than two dimensions. To this end, the last two-thirds of the course ana-

v
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lyzes examples of strongly coupled supersymmetric gauge theories. We first discuss
non-perturbative SU(n) N=1 supersymmetric versions of QCD, covering cases with
completely Higgsed, Coulomb, confining, and interacting conformal vacua. Next we
describe d=4 theories with N=2 and 4 extended supersymmetry, central charges and
Seiberg-Witten theory. Finally we end with a brief look at supersymmetry in other
dimensions, describing spinors and supersymmetry algebras in various dimensions, 5-
dimensional N=1 and 2 theories, and 6-dimensional N=(2, 0) and (1, 1) theories.

These notes owe a large intellectual debt to Nathan Seiberg: not only is his work
the main focus of much of the course, but also parts of this course are modelled on two
series of lectures he gave at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton in the fall of
1994 and at Rutgers University in the fall of 1995. These notes grew, more immediately,
out of a graduate course on supersymmetry I taught at Cornell University in the fall
semesters of 1996 and 2000. It is a pleasure to thank the students in these courses,
and especially Zorawar Bassi, Alex Buchel, Ron Maimon, K. Narayan, Sophie Pelland,
and Gary Shiu, for their many comments and questions. It is also a pleasure to thank
my colleagues at Cornell—Eanna Flanagan, Kurt Gottfried, Tom Kinoshita, André
Leclair, Peter Lepage, Henry Tye, Tung-Mow Yan, and Piljin Yi—for many helpful
discussions. I’d also like to thank Mark Alford, Daniel Freedman, Chris Kolda, John
March-Russell, Ronen Plesser, Al Shapere, Peter West, and especially Keith Dienes for
comments on an earlier version of these notes. Thanks also to the physics department at
the University of Cincinnati for their kind hospitality. Finally, this work was supported
in part by NSF grant XXXX.

Philip Argyres

Ithaca, New York
January, 2001



Chapter 1

N=1 d=4 Supersymmetry

1.1 Why Supersymmetry?

Though originally introduced in early 1970’s we still don’t know how or if supersym-
metry plays a role in nature. Why, then, have a considerable number of people been
working on this theory for the last 25 years? The answer lies in the Coleman-Mandula
theorem [2], which singles-out supersymmetry as the “unique” extension of Poincaré in-
variance in quantum field theory in more than two space-time dimensions (under some
important but reasonable assumptions). Below I will give a qualitative description of
the Coleman-Mandula theorem following a discussion in [3].

The Coleman-Mandula theorem states that in a theory with non-trivial scattering
in more than 1+1 dimensions, the only possible conserved quantities that transform
as tensors under the Lorentz group (i.e. without spinor indices) are the usual energy-
momentum vector Pµ, the generators of Lorentz transformations Jµν , as well as possible
scalar “internal” symmetry charges Zi which commute with Pµ and Jµν. (There is an
extension of this result for massless particles which allows the generators of conformal
transformations.)

The basic idea behind this result is that conservation of Pµ and Jµν leaves only the
scattering angle unknown in (say) a 2-body collision. Additional “exotic” conservation
laws would determine the scattering angle, leaving only a discrete set of possible angles.
Since the scattering amplitude is an analytic function of angle (assumption # 1) it then
vanishes for all angles.

We illustrate this with a simple example. Consider a theory of 2 free real bose fields
φ1 and φ2:

L = −1

2
∂µφ1∂

µφ1 −
1

2
∂µφ2∂

µφ2. (1.1)

Such a free field theory has infinitely many conserved currents. For example, it follows

1



2 CHAPTER 1. N=1 D=4 SUPERSYMMETRY

immediately from the equations of motion ∂µ∂
µφ1 = ∂µ∂

µφ2 = 0 that the series of
currents

Jµ = (∂µφ2)φ1 − φ2∂µφ1,

Jµρ = (∂µφ2)∂ρφ1 − φ2∂µ∂ρφ1,

Jµρσ = (∂µφ2)∂ρ∂σφ1 − φ2∂µ∂ρ∂σφ1, etc. (1.2)

are conserved,
∂µJµ = ∂µJµρ = ∂µJµρσ = 0, (1.3)

leading to the conserved charges

Qρσ =

∫
dd−1x J0ρσ, etc. (1.4)

This does not violate the Coleman-Mandula theorem since, being a free theory, there
is no scattering.

Now it is well known that there are interactions which when added to this theory
still keep Jµ conserved; for example, any potential of the form V = f(φ2

1 + φ2
2) does

the job. However, the Coleman-Mandula theorem asserts that there are no Lorentz-
invariant interactions which can be added so that the others are conserved (nor can
they be redefined by adding extra terms so that they will still be conserved).

For suppose we have, say, a conserved traceless symmetric tensor charge Qρσ. By
Lorentz invariance, its matrix element in a 1-particle state of momentum pµ and spin
zero is

〈p|Qρσ|p〉 ∝ pρpσ −
1

d
ηρσp

2. (1.5)

(ηµν is the Minkowski metric, d is the space-time dimension.) Apply this to an elastic
2-body collision of identical particles with incoming momenta p1, p2, and outgoing
momenta q1, q2, and assume that the matrix element of Q in the 2-particle state |p1p2〉
is the sum of the matrix elements in the states |p1〉 and |p2〉:

〈p1p2|Qρσ|p1p2〉 = 〈p1|Qρσ|p1〉+ 〈p2|Qρσ|p2〉. (1.6)

This should seem entirely reasonable for widely separated particle states, and is true
if Q is “not too non-local” (assumption # 2)—say, the integral of a local current .

It is then follows that conservation of Qρσ together with energy momentum conser-
vation implies

pρ
1p

σ
1 + pρ

2p
σ
2 = qρ

1q
σ
1 + qρ

2q
σ
2 ,

pρ
1 + pρ

2 = qρ
1 + qρ

2 , (1.7)
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and it is easy to check that the only solutions of these two equations have pµ
1 = qµ

1 or
pµ

1 = qµ
2 , i.e. zero scattering angle. For the extension of this argument to non-identical

particles with spin, and a more detailed statement of the assumptions, see [2] or [1,
section 25.B].

The Coleman-Mandula theorem does not apply to spinor charges, though. Consider
a d=4 free theory of two real massless scalars φ1, φ2, and a massless four component
Majorana fermion1

L = −1

2
∂µφ1∂

µφ1 −
1

2
∂µφ2∂

µφ2 −
1

2
ψγµ∂µψ (1.8)

Again, an infinite number of currents with spinor indices, e.g.

Sµα = ∂ρ(φ1 − iφ2)(γ
ργµψ)α,

Sµνα = ∂ρ(φ1 − iφ2)(γ
ργµ∂νψ)α, etc., (1.9)

are conserved. Now, as we will see in more detail in later lectures, after adding the
interaction

V = gψ(φ1 + iγ5φ2)ψ +
1

2
g2(φ2

1 + φ2
2)

2 (1.10)

to this free theory, Sµα (with correction proportional to g) remains conserved; however,
Sµνα is never conserved in the presence of interactions.

We can see this by applying the Coleman-Mandula theorem to the anticommutators
of the fermionic conserved charges

Qα =

∫
d3x S0α, Qνα =

∫
d3x S0να. (1.11)

Indeed, consider the anticommutator {Qνα, Q
†
να}, which cannot vanish unless Qνα is

identically zero, since the anticommutator of any operator with its hermitian adjoint
is positive definite. Since Qνα has components of spin up to 3/2, the anticommutator
has components of spin up to 3 by addition of angular momentum. Since the anti-
commutator is conserved if Qνα is, and since the Coleman-Mandula theorem does not
permit conservation of an operator of spin 3 in an interacting theory, Qνα cannot be
conserved in an interacting theory.

Conservation of Qα, on the other hand, is permitted. Since it has spin 1/2, its
anticommutator has spin 1, and there is a conserved spin-1 charge: Pµ. This gives rise
to the N=1 d=4 supersymmetry algebra

{Q,Q} = −2iγµPµ,

[Q,Pµ] = 0, (1.12)

1Our spinor and Dirac matrix conventions are those of [1] and will be reviewed in section 1.3 below.
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extending the usual Poincaré algebra.

The above arguments are too fast. Proper arguments involve the machinery of spinor
representations of the Lorentz group and an analysis of the associativity constraints
of algebras like (1.12) to determine the precise right hand sides—see [4] and [1, sec-
tions 25.2 and 32.1]. The more general result is that a supersymmetry algebra in any
dimension has the form

{Qn, Qm} = Γµ
nmPµ + Znm,

[Qn, Pµ] = 0, (1.13)

where the Qn label all the spinor supercharges and their adjoints, Γµ
nm are some c-

number coefficients, and Znm are some scalar conserved charges. The Znm are called
central charges of the algebra and can be shown to commute with all other charges;
this implies in particular that they can only be the conserved charges of U(1) inter-
nal symmetry groups (e.g. electric charge or baryon number). If there is more than
one independent spinor charge (and its conjugate) the algebra is called an extended
supersymmetry algebra.

To avoid confusion, it is worth noting that algebras involving both commutators and
anticommutators are sometimes called superalgebras (or graded Lie algebras) even if
they do not have the form (1.13). We will reserve the term supersymmetry algebra
only for those superalgebras some of whose bosonic generators have the interpretation
as energy-momentum.

Finally, it is worth pointing out a few situations where the assumptions of the
Coleman-Mandula theorem break down, thus allowing more general symmetry alge-
bras than the supersymmetry algebras outlined above. One case is field theories in
d=2 space-time dimensions. Here it is the assumption of analyticity in the scattering
angle which fails, since with one spatial dimension there can only be forward or back-
ward scattering. This allows a much wider variety of space-time symmetry algebras
(e.g. those underlying completely integrable systems), though d=2 supersymmetric
theories still exist and play an important role.

Another case are theories of objects extended in p spatial directions called p-branes
(1-branes are strings, 2-branes are membranes, etc.) which can carry p-form conserved
charges (that is, charges Q[µ1···µp] antisymmetric on p indices). For these extended
objects it is the assumption of locality which is violated in the Coleman-Mandula
theorem. It turns out that in this case the most general space-time symmetry algebra
with spinors is still of the form (1.13) but with the p-form charges appearing along
with the scalar central charges on the right hand side of the supersymmetry algebra.
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1.2 Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics

In this lecture we examine a toy model of supersymmetric quantum field theory—
supersymmetric quantum mechanics. Our aim is to present the main qualitative
features of supersymmetric theories and techniques without having to deal with the
mathematical, notational and conceptual difficulties associated with four-dimensional
quantum field theory. Much of this lecture follows [5].

(Supersymmetric quantum mechanics is interesting in its own right, and not just
as a toy model. The dynamics of higher dimensional supersymmetric quantum field
theories in finite volume reduce to that of supersymmetric quantum mechanics in the
infrared (low energy) limit; this has been used to extract non-perturbative data on
supersymmetry breaking in superYang-Mills theories [6]. A supersymmetric quantum
mechanics with 16 supercharges appears in the matrix theory description of M theory
[7]. And, in mathematics supersymmetric quantum mechanics has proved to be an
effective and intuitive tool in proving index theorems about diferential operators and
related subjects [8, 9, 10].)

Quantum mechanics can be thought of as quantum field theory in 0 + 1 dimensions
(i.e. no space and one time dimension). The Poincaré algebra reduces simply to time
translations, generated by the energy operator H . Field operators φ(t) in 0+1 dimen-
sions are just the time-dependent Heisenberg picture operators of quantum mechanics.
Thus the quantum mechanics of a spinless particle on the x-axis, described by a position
operator x and its conjugate momentum p, can be interpreted as a 0 + 1-dimensional
scalar quantum theory with the real field φ canonically conjugate field π playing the
roles of x and p. The ground state of quantum mechanics is the vacuum state of the
field theory.

1.2.1 Supersymmetry algebra in 0+1 dimensions

By analogy with the supersymmetry algebra in 3+1 dimensions, we define the super-
symmetry algebra in quantum mechanics to be

{Q†, Q} = 2H, {Q,Q} = 0, [Q,H ] = 0, (1.14)

where Q is the supercharge and H the Hamiltonian.

The superalgebra implies that the energy spectrum is positive. One way to see this
is by taking expectation values in any state |Ω〉:

〈Ω|{Q†, Q}|Ω〉 = 〈Ω|Q†Q|Ω〉+ 〈Ω|QQ†|Ω〉 = |Q|Ω〉|2 +
∣∣Q†|Ω〉

∣∣2 ≥ 0. (1.15)

It follows from (1.14) that 〈Ω|H|Ω〉 ≥ 0 for all |Ω〉 and therefore that H ≥ 0. This
lower bound on the energy spectrum does not mean, of course, that the minimum
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energy state saturates it, or even (in field theory) that there is any minimum energy
state. For example, the potential V (φ) may slope off to infinity as in figure 1.1, so that
the energy never attains its minimum and there is no vacuum.

V

x

Figure 1.1: A bounded potential may never attain its minimum.

If we diagonalize H by H|n〉 = En|n〉, then on a given eigenspace {Q†, Q} = 2En. If
En > 0 we can define

a ≡ 1√
2En

Q, a† ≡ 1√
2En

Q†, (1.16)

and the supersymmetry algebra becomes

{a†, a} = 1, {a, a} = 0, (1.17)

which is the algebra of a fermionic creation and annihilation operator (a 2-dimensional
Clifford algebra). Its representation theory is very simple: its single irreducible repre-
sentation is 2-dimensional, and can be represented on a basis of states |±〉 as

a|−〉 = 0 a|+〉 = |−〉
a†|+〉 = 0 a†|−〉 = |+〉. (1.18)

Thinking of a† as a fermion creation operator, we can assign fermion number F = 1 to
|+〉 and fermion number F = 0 to |−〉. Of course, calling |+〉 and |−〉 fermionic and
bosonic states, respectively, makes no sense in quantum mechanics, but is the reduction
of what happens in higher dimensional theories where fermion number is well-defined.
(In 2+1 or more dimensions there is an independent definition of (−)F as the operator
implementing a 2π rotation: (−)F = e2πiJz .)

When there is a state (the vacuum) with E = 0, however, the supersymmetry algebra
in this energy sector becomes simply

{Q†, Q} = 0. (1.19)

There is only the trivial (one-dimensional) irreducible representation Q|0〉 = Q†|0〉 = 0.
These states can be assigned either fermion number, (−)F |0〉 = ±|0〉, and is a matter
of convention.
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These properties are also true (qualitatively) of the supersymmetry algebra in other
space-time dimensions. Thus the spectrum of a supersymmetric theory will have an
equal in number boson and fermion states degenerate in energy (mass) at all positive
energies. But, there need not be such a degeneracy among the zero energy states
(vacua).

When there exists an E = 0 state, we will say that it is a “supersymmetric vac-
uum”. This is because such a state is annihilated by the supersymmetry generators.
If there is no E = 0 state, then the vacuum is not annihilated by the supersymmetry
generators (i.e. it transforms under supersymmetry) and we say that supersymmetry
is (spontaneously) broken.

1.2.2 Quantum mechanics of a particle with spin

The supersymmetry algebra can be realized in quantum mechanics by a one-dimensional
particle with two states (spin). Normally, we would describe such a system by two-
component wave functions of x, the particle position. Viewed as a 0 + 1-dimensional
field theory, we replace x by the field value φ, and write the wave function as

Ω =

(
ω+(φ)
ω−(φ)

)
. (1.20)

The conjugate momentum operator to φ is then

π = −i~ ∂

∂φ
. (1.21)

Define the operators

Q ≡ σ− (f ′(φ) + iπ) , σ− ≡
(

0 0
1 0

)
,

Q† ≡ σ+ (f ′(φ)− iπ) , σ+ ≡
(

0 1
0 0

)
, (1.22)

where f(φ) is a real function and f ′ = ∂f/∂φ. It is then easy to compute

{Q†, Q} = π2 + (f ′)2 − ~f ′′σ3 ≡ 2H, σ3 ≡
(

1 0
0 −1

)
, (1.23)

where we have simply defined the right hand side to be twice the Hamiltonian. It is
easy to check that the rest of the supersymmetry algebra, Q2 = [Q,H ] = 0, is satisfied
by these operators. Furthermore, going back to the quantum mechanical interpretation
of this system, H indeed has the form expected for the Hamiltonian for a particle with
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spin: 1
2
π2 is the usual kinetic energy, 1

2
(f ′)2 is a potential, and −1

2
~σ3f ′′ has the form

of a the interaction of the spin with a magnetic field ∝ f ′′. The only odd thing is
the special relation between the form of the potential and the magnetic field that was
required by the supersymmetry.

An interesting question for supersymmetric field theories is whether supersymmetry
is spontaneously broken. The analogous question here is whether or not there is a
supersymmetric (i.e. zero energy) vacuum. When we are looking for exact zero-energy
states H|Ω〉 = 0, then, by the supersymmetry algebra (1.14), Q|Ω〉 = Q†|Ω〉 = 0. Thus
we need only look for solutions to the first order equations:

Ω =

(
ω+

0

)
⇒ (f ′ + iπ)ω+ = 0 ⇒ ω+ ∝ e−f/~,

Ω =

(
0
ω−

)
⇒ (f ′ − iπ)ω− = 0 ⇒ ω− ∝ e+f/~. (1.24)

For these solutions to correspond to vacua, they must be normalizable. There are three
cases:

(1) limφ→±∞ f → +∞ ⇒ ω+ normalizable, ω− not;
(2) limφ→±∞ f → −∞ ⇒ ω− normalizable, ω+ not;
(3) limφ→+∞ f = − limφ→−∞ f ⇒ neither normalizable.

(1.25)

So in cases (1) and (2) we find a unique supersymmetric vacuum, while in case (3)
we learn that supersymmetry is broken, for there is no supersymmetric vacuum state.
With this, we have solved for the supersymmetric vacua of supersymmetric quantum
mechanics. The simplification due to the supersymmetry algebra reducing a second
order equation (in this case, the Schrödinger equation) to first order equations will be
a recurring theme in supersymmetric field theory.

1.2.3 Superspace and superfields

We will now rewrite the supersymmetric quantum mechanics (1.23) using anticom-
muting (or Grassmann) numbers. These are classical analogs of fermionic operators,
which are the 0 + 1-dimensional version of fermionic fields in higher dimensional field
theory. We will then define a superspace by formally extending space-time to include
anticommuting coordinates. This will prove to be helpful for developing a represen-
tation theory for the supersymmetry algebra like that of ordinary symmetries, and
in particular gives a powerful tool for quickly and compactly writing supersymmetric
actions.

Define the (Schrödinger picture) quantum mechanical operators ψ and ψ† by

ψ =
√

~σ+, ψ† =
√

~σ−, (1.26)
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so that they satisfy the algebra

{ψ, ψ} = {ψ†, ψ†} = 0, {ψ†, ψ} = ~. (1.27)

In the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics, these operators become 0+1-dimensional
field operators ψ(t). The point of this renaming is that now our supersymmetric quan-
tum mechanics becomes

Q = ψ(f ′ + iπ)/
√

~

Q† = ψ†(f ′ − iπ)/
√

~

H =
1

2
π2 +

1

2
(f ′)2 − 1

2
[ψ†, ψ] f ′′, (1.28)

that is, without any explicit factors of ~ in the Hamiltonian. This allows us to iden-
tify a “classical” analog of the ψ fields, and so develop classical methods for treating
fermions. The only novelty is that the classical limit of the algebra (1.27) of ψ’s is
{ψ, ψ} = {ψ∗, ψ∗} = {ψ∗, ψ} = 0 (where we have simply set ~→ 0 and traded Hermi-
tian conjugation for complex conjugation). This is the algebra of anticommuting (or
Grassmann) numbers, so we see that classical ψ fields take anti-commuting number
values.

Now we can derive the above Hamiltonian from a classical Lagrangian by the canon-
ical method, treating ψ as an independent field. The action that does the job is

S =

∫
dt

{
1

2
φ̇2 + iψ∗ψ̇ − 1

2
(f ′)2 +

1

2
f ′′ [ψ∗, ψ]

}
, (1.29)

where a dot denotes a time derivative. Note that we have adopted the convention that
the complex conjugate of a product of anticommuting numbers reverses their order
without introducing an extra sign:

(θ1θ2)
∗ = θ∗2θ

∗
1. (1.30)

It is easy to check that with this convention S is real. Canonical quantization of this
action gives π = φ̇ as the momentum conjugate to φ, and shows that ψ and ψ∗ are
canonically conjugate fields, with anticommuting Poisson brackets which reproduce
(1.27) upon quantization.

We define the supersymmetry variation of any field χ by

δχ = [ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†, χ], (1.31)

where ǫ is an (infinitesimal) constant anticommuting parameter. Because of our conju-
gation convention (1.30), ǫ∗Q+ǫQ† is anti-Hermitian, so (δχ)† = δχ†. The infinitesimal
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anticommuting parameter ǫ is just a bookkeeping device. From (1.28) the action of the
supersymmetry generators on the fields φ, ψ, ψ∗, is (from now on we set ~ = 1)

[Q, φ] = ψ, [Q†, φ] = ψ†,
{Q,ψ} = 0, {Q†, ψ} = f ′ − iπ,
{Q,ψ†} = f ′ + iπ, {Q†, ψ†} = 0,

(1.32)

so we find the supersymmetry variations

δφ = ǫ∗ψ − ǫψ†,

δψ = ǫ(f ′ − iπ). (1.33)

We now introduce superspace by extending space-time (in quantum mechanics this is
only t) to include an anticommuting parameter θ for each supercharge Q: t→ (t, θ, θ∗).
A superfield Φ is then simply a general function on superspace:

Φ(t, θ, θ∗) = φ(t) + θψ(t)− θ∗ψ∗(t) + θθ∗F (t). (1.34)

Here we have chosen Φ to be a commuting superfield, implying that φ and F are
commuting fields, while ψ is anticommuting. With our conjugation convention (1.30),
if φ and F are real, then Φ∗ = Φ. Note that there can be no higher order terms in
θ or θ∗ since θ2 = (θ∗)2 = 0. We speak of the coefficient fields φ, ψ, and F as the
components of the superfield.

The reason superspace is useful is that, just as the Hermitian generator of time
translations,

H = i
∂

∂t
, (1.35)

gives a geometrical realization of the Hamiltonian operatorH acting on fields, so we can
find similar translation operators acting on superfields which obey the supersymmetry
algebra. To see this, recall that anticommuting differentiation is defined by

{
∂

∂θ
, θ

}
=

{
∂

∂θ∗
, θ∗
}

= 1,

{
∂

∂θ
, θ∗
}

=

{
∂

∂θ∗
, θ

}
= 0, (1.36)

and that anticommuting integration is the same as differentiation so that integration
of a single Grassmann variable θ is

∫
dθ θ = 1,

∫
dθ 1 = 0, (1.37)

and for multiple integration dθ1dθ2 = −dθ2dθ1. Note that with these definitions, the
Hermitian conjugate of the the anticommuting derivative satisfies

(
∂

∂θ

)†

=
∂

∂θ∗
. (1.38)
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This has a minus sign relative to the adjoint of derivatives of commuting parameters
(e.g. [∂/∂t]† = −∂/∂t by integration by parts) because the conjugation convention
(1.30) implies that complex conjugation reverses the sign of anticommuting derivatives
on commuting superfields:

(
∂

∂θ
A

)∗

= −(−)A ∂

∂θ∗
A∗ (1.39)

for a general superfield A, where (−)A = +1 if A is a commuting superfield and
(−)A = −1 if A is anticommuting.2

Now we can define differential operators on superspace

Q =
∂

∂θ
+ iθ∗

∂

∂t
, Q† =

∂

∂θ∗
+ iθ

∂

∂t
, (1.40)

which satisfy the supersymmetry algebra:

{Q,Q†} = 2H, {Q,Q} = 0. (1.41)

Thus any superfield automatically provides a representation of the supersymmetry
algebra, since we can define the supersymmetry variation of any superfield Φ by

δΦ = [ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†,Φ] = (ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†)Φ, (1.42)

where ǫ is an (infinitesimal) constant anticommuting parameter. It is straight forward
to calculate

[Q,Φ] =

(
∂

∂θ
+ iθ∗

∂

∂t

)
Φ = ψ + θ∗(F + iφ̇)− iθθ∗ψ̇, (1.43)

so expanding out both sides of (1.42) in components gives

δφ = ǫ∗ψ − ǫψ∗,

δψ = ǫ(F − iφ̇),

δF = −i(ǫ∗ψ̇ − ǫψ̇∗). (1.44)

Note that this supersymmetry variation applies to any product of superfields as well.
(By the definition of the supersymmetry variation of fields, (1.31), the rule for the vari-
ation of a product of superfields is δ(Φ1Φ2) = [ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†,Φ1Φ2] = [ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†,Φ1]Φ2 =
Φ1[ǫ

∗Q + ǫQ†,Φ2] = δΦ1Φ2 + Φ1δΦ2; but this is satisfied as well by the superspace
definition of the variation of superfields (1.42): δ(Φ1Φ2) = (ǫ∗Q + ǫQ†)(Φ1Φ2) =

2More properly, one shows that
∫

dθdθ∗ A∗(∂/∂θ)B =
∫

dθdθ∗ [(∂/∂θ∗)A]∗B for arbitrary super-
fields A and B.
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[(ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†)Φ1]Φ2 +Φ1[(ǫ
∗Q+ ǫQ†)Φ2], by the Leibniz rule.) Since the sum or product

of superfields is also a superfield, we can apply the above supersymmetry variation to
a general polynomial function L(Φ) of superfields.

The last equation in (1.44) shows that the supersymmetry variation of the θθ∗ (“high-
est”) component of any superfield is a total time derivative. Thus an action of the form
S =

∫
dt F , where F is the highest component of any superfield, will automatically be

supersymmetry invariant. By the rules for integration of anticommuting parameters,
this can be written as ∫

dtdθdθ∗ L(Φ), (1.45)

since the dθdθ∗ integration picks out only the highest component of L.

We want not only to allow products of superfields in the Lagrangian L, but also
derivatives of superfields. To this end it is also convenient to define covariant derivatives
or superderivatives on superspace,

D =
∂

∂θ
− iθ∗ ∂

∂t
,

D† =
∂

∂θ∗
− iθ ∂

∂t
. (1.46)

which differ from Q and Q† just by taking t→ −t. They satisfy

{D,Q} = {D,Q†} = {D,D} = 0, {D,D†} = −2H, (1.47)

which is to say, they anticommute with Q and Q†, and satisfy the supersymmetry
algebra with a wrong sign. Their action on superfields is just like that of Q but with
t→ −t, e.g.

DΦ = ψ + θ∗(F − iφ̇) + iθθ∗ψ̇,

D†Φ = −ψ∗ − θ(F + iφ̇) + iθθ∗ψ̇∗. (1.48)

The utility of the covariant derivatives is that the covariant derivative of a superfield
also transforms like a superfield under supersymmetry transformations:

δDΦ = [ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†,DΦ] = D[ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†,Φ] = DδΦ
= D(ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†)Φ = (ǫ∗Q+ ǫQ†)DΦ, (1.49)

where the second equality (D commuting with ǫ∗Q + ǫQ†) follows because D acts
on the superspace coordinates while Q acts on the fields, and the last equality (D
commuting with ǫ∗Q + ǫQ†) follows from (1.47). Therefore we have shown that an
arbitrary polynomial function of superfields and their superderivatives transforms in
the same way under supersymmetry variations as a superfield does (1.44).
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For this formalism to be useful, we would like to be able to write our supersymmetric
quantum mechanics (1.29) in terms of superfields and covariant derivatives. An appar-
ent problem with this is that the superfield Φ which we would like to associate with
the fields φ and ψ has an extra component F which does not appear in (1.29); also
the supersymmetry variation of the Φ components (1.44) does not match that of the
quantum mechanics (1.33). Nevertheless, we can usefully make the above association
of fields φ, ψ with superfield Φ.

Consider the supersymmetry invariant action

S =

∫
dtdθdθ∗

{
−1

2
DΦD†Φ + f(Φ)

}

=

∫
dtdθdθ∗

{1

2

(
ψ + θ∗(F − iφ̇) + iθθ∗ψ̇

)(
ψ∗ + θ(F + iφ̇)− iθθ∗ψ̇∗

)

+f(φ) + (θψ − θ∗ψ∗ + θθ∗F ) f ′(φ) +
1

2
(θψ − θ∗ψ∗)2 f ′′(φ)

}

=

∫
dt

{
1

2

(
F 2 + φ̇2 + i(ψ∗ψ̇ − ψ̇∗ψ)

)
− f ′F +

1

2
f ′′ · (ψ∗ψ − ψψ∗)

}
, (1.50)

where in the third line we have expanded function f(Φ) in components by Taylor
expanding in the anticommuting coordinates. F is an auxiliary field since its classical
equation of motion,

F = f ′(φ), (1.51)

is algebraic (it involves no time derivatives). Furthermore, since F appears only
quadratically in the action, we can substitute its classical equation of motion even
quantum mechanically (e.g. in a path integral formulation of quantum mechanics, the
F -integral is Gaussian and just gives the classical result). With this substitution, the
above action becomes precisely the original action (1.29).

The great utility of the superfield derives from the fact that it realizes the supersym-
metry action on the fields linearly (1.44), as compared to the component formalism
with only propagating fields (1.33). This linearization is accomplished through the
introduction of the auxiliary F field. Although a superspace and superfields can be
defined for arbitrary supersymmetry algebras (1.13) and in arbitrary number of dimen-
sions, the hard problem is whether one can find a suitable (and simple enough) set of
auxiliary fields for a given field theory for it to be reproducible by superfields (i.e. so
that the supersymmetry algebra closes without using the classical equations of motion
for the fields). In later lectures when we deal with extended supersymmetric theories
in d≥4 dimensions, we will be forced to abandon superspace techniques for lack of a
suitable set of auxiliary fields.

An important aspect of superfields is that the field representations of the supersym-
metry algebra which they provide are typically not irreducible; smaller representations
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can be formed by constraining the superfields in some supersymmetry covariant way.
Such constrained superfields can provide potentially new types of terms in supersym-
metry invariant actions besides the

∫
dθdθ∗L terms discussed above. An example illus-

trating this (which is somewhat artificial in 0+1 dimensions, but plays an important
role in 3+1 dimensions) is the chiral superfield. This is a complex superfield X satisfy-
ing the additional constraint D†X = 0. Noting that the coordinate combinations θ and
τ ≡ t− iθθ∗ are themselves chiral (D†θ = D†τ = 0), it is easy to solve this constraint
in general:

X(t, θ, θ∗) = X(τ, θ) = φ(τ) + θψ(τ)

= φ(t) + θψ(t)− iθθ∗φ̇(t). (1.52)

It is easy to show that a product of chiral superfields is still chiral, and that D†Φ is
chiral whether Φ is or not.

Supersymmetric invariants can be formed as an integral of a chiral field over half of
superspace,

S =

∫
dtdθX, (1.53)

since by (1.44) the supersymmetry variation of any such term is a total derivative (since
F = −iφ̇ for chiral fields). If X is chiral but not of the form D†Φ for some superfield Φ,
then such a term cannot be expressed as an integral over all of superspace, and can be
used to write potentially new supersymmetry invariant terms in the action. Note that
because anticommuting differentiation and integration are the same, we can dispense
with the integration if we like. For example,∫

dtdθdθ∗L =

∫
dtdθ

∂

∂θ∗
L =

∫
dtdθD†L, (1.54)

where in the last step we have added a total derivative. What we have seen with the
above construction of chiral superfield contibutions to the action is that the converse
is not true: not every supersymmetry invariant term can be written as an integral over
all of superspace.

Problem 1.2.1 Analyze the low-lying spectrum (E ≃ 0) of the supersymmetric quan-
tum system (1.23) when f(φ) is a generic fourth- or third-order polynomial in φ. In
particular, are there supersymmetric vacua, what is an estimate of the energies of the
next lowest states, and what are their degeneracies?

Problem 1.2.2 Develop a superspace formalism for supersymmetric quantum me-
chanics with just one self-adjoint supercharge Q (as opposed to the one with two
independent supercharges Q and Q† that we discussed above). Can you construct any
nontrivial quantum systems with this supersymmetry alone (i.e. not as a subalgebra
of a supersymmetric quantum mechanics with more supersymmetry generators)?
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1.3 Representations of the Lorentz Algebra

In this lecture we upgrade to four dimensions. One of the main technical difficulties of
four dimensions compared to one dimension is the complication of the representation
theory of the Lorentz algebra. This lecture will be a quick review of this representation
theory without reference to supersymmetry.

The finite dimensional representations of the Lorentz algebra classify the different
Lorentz covariant fields, local symmetry currents, and conserved charges that can arise
in field theory. Our discussion of these representations will also serve to set our nota-
tion and conventions for spinors. I will not follow the easiest route to constructing the
representations of the d=4 Lorentz algebra, but our path will have the virtue of gen-
eralizing to any dimension. Also, we will take the opportunity to review (or, perhaps,
introduce) some basic notions in the representation theory of Lie algebras which will
be useful in other contexts in later lectures.

Recall that the generators of Lorentz transformations Jµν = −Jνµ satisfy the Lie
algebra

i[Jµν , Jρσ] = ηνρJµσ − ηµρJνσ − ηνσJµρ + ηµσJνρ, (1.55)

where ηµν = diag(−1,+1,+1,+1) is the Minkowski metric. The six independent com-
ponents of Jµν can be organized into the generators of rotations, Ji ≡ 1

2
ǫijkJ

jk, and
boosts, Ki ≡ J i0, where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3.

Fields are classified by the finite dimensional representations of this algebra, which
means that under an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation Λµ

ν = δµ
ν + ηµρωρν (where

ωρν = −ωνρ are infinitesimal parameters), the components of a field φi, i = 1, . . . , n,
mix as

δφi =
i

2
ωµν (J µν)j

i φj , (1.56)

where the n× n matrices J µν satisfy the commutation relations (1.55):

i[J µν ,J ρσ] = ηνρJ µσ − ηµρJ νσ − ηνσJ µρ + ηµσJ νρ. (1.57)

In this matrix notation, the fields can be thought of as n-component column vectors,
and the transformation rule (1.56) becomes δφi = i

2
ωµνJ µνφ, where matrix multiplica-

tion is understood. These infinitesimal transformations can be exponentiated to give a
finite matrix representation of the action of the Lorentz group, i.e. the transformation
rule for finite values of the ωµν parameters is φ′

i = D(ω)j
iφj where

D(ω) = exp

{
i

2
ωµνJ µν

}
. (1.58)

Because of the structure of the Lorentz algebra, the J µν cannot all be Hermitian
matrices, and thus the finite dimensional representations D(ω) of the Lorentz group
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are not unitary. This has to do with the non-compactness of the Lorentz group; indeed
we will see later that the rotation generators are Hermitian, but the boosts must be
anti-Hermitian, giving the reality conditions

(
J ij
)†

= J ij ,
(
J i0
)†

= −J i0, i, j = 1, 2, 3. (1.59)

A change of basis of the components of φ to φ̃ = Sφ implies that φ̃ transforms by
the representation matrices J̃ µν = SJ µνS−1. Conversely, if there exists a similarity
transformation S relating two n-dimensional representation J µν and J̃ µν for all µ, ν,
then the representations are said to be equivalent. If a representation is equivalent
to one whose matrices all have the same block diagonal form (with more than one
block), then the representation is said to be reducible, since we can then split the

n field components of φ̃ into smaller sets which form representations of the Lorentz
algebra by themselves. A representation which cannot be reduced any further is called
irreducible. It is conventional to denote irreducible representations by their dimensions,
so that an n-component field φi may be said to transform in the n representation. (Two
inequivalent representations of the same dimension are differentiated by an appropriate
subscript or superscript, e.g. n and n′.) We will denote a field vector transforming in
the n representation by φn and the generator matrices similarly, J n

µν ; thus, if n 6= m,
φn and φm are different fields even though I’ve used the same symbol φ for both.

The inverse operation to reducing a representation is the direct sum of representa-
tions, n⊕m, in which two fields φn and φm are concatenated into a single field given
by

φn⊕m =

(
φn

φm

)
, J n⊕m

µν =

(
J n

µν 0
0 Jm

µν

)
. (1.60)

All finite dimensional representations of Lie algebras can be built out of ireducible
representations by taking direct sums, and so it is sufficient to classify all the irreducible
representations. Another way of building larger representations is by taking the tensor
product, n⊗m, of representations, defined by

φn⊗m = φn ⊗ φm, J n⊗m
µν = J n

µν ⊗ 1lm + 1ln ⊗ Jm
µν , (1.61)

where the ⊗ on the right hand sides denotes the usual tensor product of vectors and
matrices, and 1ln denotes the n× n identity matrix. In components this reads

φn⊗m
ia = φn

i φ
m
a ,

(
J n⊗m

µν

)ia
jb

=
(
J n

µν

)i
j
δa
b + δi

j

(
Jm

µν

)a
b
, (1.62)

where i, j = 1, . . . , n and a, b = 1, . . . , m.
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Tensor products of representations are typically reducible.3 Products of two identical
representations can immediately be reduced into their symmetric and antisymmetric
parts:

n⊗ n = (n⊗S n) ⊕ (n⊗A n), (1.63)

where (
φn⊗An

)
ij

= (φn)i(φ̃
n)j − (φn)j(φ̃

n)i, (1.64)

and similarly for the symmetrized product. That these form separate representations
follows from the form (1.62) of the generators for products identical representations.
This generalizes to n-fold products of the same representation which is the sum of
representations with specific patterns of symmetrizations and antisymmetrizations of
sets of factors. A useful method for further reducing product representations involves
the invariant tensors of the algebra. To define invariant tensors, we need to know
about the simplest representation all, the unique one dimensional trivial, singlet, or
scalar representation,

1 : φ, J µν = 0, (1.65)

for which the generators simply vanish (i.e. the field φ in this representation does not
transform at all under Lorentz transformations). An invariant tensor arises whenever
the singlet representation occurs in the direct sum decomposition of a product of repre-
sentations; the coefficients of the product factors that appear in the singlet piece form
the invariant tensor. For example, if the product m ⊗ n ⊗ p contains a singlet given
by Aafi(φm)a(φ

n)f(φ
p)i for some coefficients Aafi, then the numerical tensor Aafi is

an invariant tensor. Invariant tensors are useful since they give a way of contracting
representations; in the above example, any product of representations whose factors
include m, n, and p can be multiplied with Aafi, summing over the respective indices,
to obtain a new, smaller representation. Will see examples below.

1.3.1 Tensors

With these generalities under our belts, we now turn to constructing the irreducible
representations of the Lorentz algebra. A simple non-trivial representation is the four
dimensional vector representation,

4 : φµ, (J µν)ρ
σ = δµ

ση
νρ − δν

ση
µρ, (1.66)

3A familiar example is the addition of angular momenta in quantum mechanics, where “adding”
angular momenta corresponds to taking the tensor product of representations of the angular momen-
tum (so(3)) algebra: n⊗m = (n−m+1)⊕ · · ·⊕ (n+m− 1). Conventionally in quantum mechanics
these representations are denoted by their spins j = (n− 1)/2, instead of by their dimensions n as we
are doing.
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where we have used the space-time indices µ, ν, etc. as labels for the four components
of the field (and we will adopt the convention of raising and lowering these indices with
the ηµν metric, as well).

From the tensor product of n vector representations we can make the rank n tensor
representations, φµ1···µn

. These are not irreducible. They can be reduced by splitting
them into tensors with definite symmetrizations or antisymmetrizations of subsets of
their indices.4 Thus, for example, the 16-dimensional rank 2 tensor representation can
be split into a 10-dimensional symmetric and a 6-dimensional antisymmetric rank 2
tensor representation, which we denote by curly or square brackets on the indices:

4⊗S 4 = φ{µν}, 4⊗A 4 = φ[µν]. (1.67)

However, such tensors of definite symmetry are not, in general, irreducible, because
of the possibility of contracting some of the indices with invariant tensors to form
smaller representations. The simplest invariant tensor comes from the product of two
vectors, since it is a familiar fact that

φνφ′
ν = ηµνφµφ

′
ν (1.68)

is a scalar (i.e. transforms in the trivial representation). Thus the invariant tensor is
the Minkowski metric ηµν . Treating of ηµν as a tensor field, it is easy to show directly
from (1.66) and (1.62) that its variation vanishes (hence the name “invariant tensor”).
Contracting the symmetric tensor φ{µν} with ηµν gives a singlet (the “trace”), so the
remainder forms a 9-dimensional representation, the traceless symmetric tensor, which
is irreducible:

9 : P ρσ
µν φ{ρσ} = φ{µν} −

1

4
ηµν

(
ηρσφ{ρσ}

)
, (1.69)

where

P ρσ
µν = δρ

µδ
σ
ν −

1

4
ηµνη

ρσ (1.70)

is a traceless projection operator: P αβ
ρσ P

ρσ
µν = P αβ

µν . Thus we have found the decom-
position 4 ⊗S 4 = 1 ⊕ 9. The graviton is an example of a field transforming in the
traceless antisymmetric representation. Note that contraction of the antisymmetric
tensor φ[µν] with the symmetric ηµν gives zero identically, so does not help in reducing
the antisymmetric tensor further.

Another invariant tensor arises in the completely antisymmetric product of four vec-
tors, for such a tensor has only one independent component, and so is a singlet. We can

4The combinatorics of splitting a rank n tensor into parts with definite symmetries is the problem
of finding the irreducible representations of the permutation group, and is conveniently soved in terms
of Young tableaux; see [11, section 4.3] for a quick introduction.
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write this component as ǫµνρσφµφνφρφσ where ǫµνρσ is the unique tensor antisymmetric
on four indices with

ǫ0123 = +1. (1.71)

(Note that, upon lowering indices with the Minkowski metric, we get the opposite sign
ǫ0123 = −1.) Upon contracting the rank 2 antisymmetric tensor with the ǫ tensor, we
get another rank 2 antisymmetric tensor,

φ∗
[µν] =

i√
2
ǫµνρσφ

[ρσ], (1.72)

which we will call the Hodge dual tensor. The factor of i/
√

2 is chosen in the definition
of the Hodge dual so that (dropping indices) (φ∗)∗ = φ. Given this definition, there
are two possible invariant conditions one can put on φ, namely

φ∗ = ±φ. (1.73)

An antisymmetric tensor satisfying this condition with the plus sign is said to be a self
dual tensor, while one with the minus sign is an anti-self dual tensor. These are both
3-dimensional irreducible representations, and will be denoted 3±. Thus we have found
the decomposition 4 ⊗A 4 = 3+ ⊕ 3−. Note that because of the i in the definition of
the Hodge dual, the 3± representations are necessarily complex, and

(
3±
)∗

= 3∓. (1.74)

Thus a real antisymmetric field (like the electromagnetic field strength) must transform
in the reducible 3+ ⊕ 3− representation.

1.3.2 Spinors

In general, for tensor representations of the Lorentz group (and of orthogonal groups in
any dimension) the metric and completely antisymmetric tensor are a complete set of
invariant tensors, i.e. any tensor representation can be completely reduced using them.
But not all irreducible representations of the Lorentz algebra are tensor representations;
there are also spinor representations. A product of an even number of spinors is a
tensor representation, while odd numbers of spinors give new representations, which
can always be realized in the product of a spinor with some tensor. Lorentz spinors
can be constructed (for any dimension) by the following trick. Given representation
matrices γµ of the four dimensional Clifford algebra

{γµ, γν} = 2ηµν , (1.75)
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it is straight forward to show that the matrices

J µν = − i
4
[γµ, γν ] (1.76)

form a representation of the Lorentz algebra. This Clifford algebra has a single, four
dimensional irreducible representation (I’m not proving this), whose representation
matrices are the Dirac gamma matrices, and give rise to the four dimensional Dirac
spinor representation of the Lorentz algebra. We will denote the associated spinor
fields by ψα, with spinor indices α, β, . . . = 1, . . . , 4. In what follows we will follow the
conventions of [1]; unfortunately there is no set of universally accepted conventions for
gamma matrices and spinors.

Products of γργσ · · · of gamma matrices can always be chosen to be totally anti-
symmetric on their ρσ · · · indices since by the Clifford algebra any symmetric pair in
the product can be replaced by the identity matrix. The complete list of independent
products is then 1 (the 4 × 4 identity matrix), γµ, γ[µγν], γ[µγνγρ], and γ[µγνγργσ],
where the square brackets denote antisymmetrization on n indices without dividing by
n!. The rank 3 and 4 antisymmetric combinations can be rewritten as

γ[µγνγρ] = 3! i ǫµνρσγ5γσ, γ[µγνγργσ] = 4! i ǫµνρσγ5, (1.77)

where we have defined (the phase is a non-universal convention)

γ5 ≡ −iγ0γ1γ2γ3 (1.78)

which obeys
{γ5, γµ} = 0, γ5

2 = 1, γ5 = γ5
†. (1.79)

(The last condition follows from the Hermiticity condition described below.) The set
M = {1, γµ, [γµ, γν ], γ5γµ, γ5} of sixteen matrices forms a (complex) basis for the space
of all 4× 4 matrices.

Since γ5
2 = 1, its eigenvalues are all ±1; since its trace vanishes, it has two +1

and two −1 eigenvalues. It is easy to show that [γ5,J µν ] = 0, implying that in the
basis which diagonalizes γ5 all the J µν are block diagonal with two 2× 2 blocks. Thus
we learn that the Dirac spinor is reducible as a representation of the Lorentz algebra.
Indeed, we can define two-component left- and right-handed Weyl spinors as spinors
satisfying

ψL = γ5ψL, ψR = −γ5ψR. (1.80)

These two 2-dimensional spinor representations of the Lorentz group will be denoted
as 2L and 2R. They can be formed from a general Dirac spinor representation by pro-
jecting out the components in the different γ5 eigenspaces using the chirality projection
operators

P± ≡
1

2
(1± γ5) (1.81)
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so that
ψL ≡ P+ψ, ψR ≡ P−ψ. (1.82)

These two representations are inequvalent, though we will see below that they are
related by complex conjugation.

One conventionally demands that the γµ satisfy definite Hermiticity conditions. Be-
cause −(γ0)2 = (γi)2 = +1, the eigenvalues of γ0 are all ±i while those of the γi are
±1. Thus the γi can be taken Hermitian, while γ0 must be antiHermitian:

(γ0)† = −γ0, (γi)† = +γi; (1.83)

note that this implies the reality conditions (1.59) for the Lorentz generators. Then

βγµβ
−1 = −γ†µ, (1.84)

where we have defined (the phase is a non-universal convention)

β ≡ iγ0 (1.85)

which obeys
β2 = 1, β = β†. (1.86)

If a given set of 4 × 4 matrices γµ form a representation of the Clifford algebra,
then ±γT

µ , ±γ∗µ, and therefore ±γ†µ also satisfy the Clifford algebra. Since the Clifford
algebra has only the one irreducible representation, all these matrices must be related
to γµ by similarity transformations. γ5 and β are the similarity matrices for −γµ and
−γ†µ. There is also a matrix C, called the charge conjugation matrix, such that

CγµC−1 = −γT
µ . (1.87)

It follows that

MT =

{
+CMC−1 M = 1, γ5γµ, γ5

−CMC−1 M = γµ, [γµ, γν ]
. (1.88)

One can show that, independent of the representation used for the γµ, C can be chosen
to satisfy

CC† = 1, C = −CT . (1.89)

In [1] a specific basis for the gamma matrices is chosen for which

γT
0 = +γ0, γ

T
1 = −γ1, γ

T
2 = +γ2, γ

T
3 = −γ3. (1.90)

and the phase of C is chosen so that

C = C∗. (1.91)
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These are representation-dependent statements, i.e. they change under unitary changes
of spinor basis. More explicitly, we choose

γ0 = −i
(

0 1
1 0

)
, γi = −i

(
0 σi

−σi 0

)
, (1.92)

where 1 is the 2× 2 identity matrix and σi are the Pauli matrices

σ1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. (1.93)

γ5, β, and C are then

γ5 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, β =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, C = −i

(
σ2 0
0 −σ2

)
. (1.94)

In summary, in this basis we have

γ5 = γ5
T = γ5

∗ = γ5
† = γ5

−1 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3,

β = βT = β∗ = β† = β−1 = −iγ0,

C = −CT = C∗ = −C† = −C−1 = iγ0γ2,

{γ5, β} = {β, C} = [C, γ5] = 0. (1.95)

By (1.84), (1.87) and the above relations it follows that

M∗ =

{
+βCM(βC)−1 M = 1, γµ, [γµ, γν]
−βCM(βC)−1 M = γ5γµ, γ5

. (1.96)

In particular, βCJµν(βC)−1 = −J ∗
µν from which it follows that the spinors ψ∗ and

βCψ transform in the same way under the Lorentz group. We’ll call βC the complex
conjugation operator. It gives us another way to reduce a Dirac spinor consistent with
the Lorentz algebra: we can impose the reality condition

ψ∗ = βCψ (1.97)

which is consistent since (βC)2 = 1. A spinor satisfying this reality condition is called
a Majorana spinor. Any Dirac spinor ψ can be decomposed into two Majorana spinors
ψ± by the projections

ψ+ = 1
2
(ψ + βCψ∗), ψ− = −i1

2
(ψ − βCψ∗). (1.98)

Because {γ5, βC} = 0, it is impossible to impose both a Majorana and a Weyl condition
on a spinor. For instance, a spinor satisfying both ψ∗ = βCψ and ψ = γ5ψ vanishes
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by ψ∗ = βCψ = βCγ5ψ = −γ5βCψ = −γ5ψ
∗ = −(γ5ψ)∗ = −ψ∗. This also shows that

the complex conjugation operator interchanges left- and right-handed Weyl spinors.
Finally, given a Majorana spinor ψ one can build a Weyl spinor ψR, and vice versa, by
the inverse relations

ψR = P−ψ, ψ = (ψR + βCψ∗
R). (1.99)

Despite this one-to-one map between Majorana and Weyl spinors, they are not equiv-
alent as representations of the Lorentz algebra. In particular, a Majorana spinor can
be projected onto both left- and right-handed Weyl spinors (which are complex con-
jugates of one another) and so transforms under Lorentz rotations as the reducible
representation 2L ⊕ 2R. Note that in our specific gamma matrix basis, the chirality
projector P− simply kills the lower two components of ψ:

ψR =

(
ψ3

ψ4

)
if ψ =




ψ1

ψ2

ψ3

ψ4


 . (1.100)

We will be using Majorana spinors in most of these lectures, though it will be convenient
at times to work in terms of Weyl spinors.

Now we turn to fermion bilinears, that is to say, the tensor product of two spinor
representations. The basic result (which is not too difficult to check) is that for any
Dirac spinors ψ1,2 the bilinears

ψ†
1βMψ2, for M = 1, γµ, [γµ, γν ], γ5γµ, γ5, (1.101)

transform as tensors under the Lorentz algebra according to the vector indices of M ,
where matrix multiplication on the spinor indices is understood. Since ψ∗ transforms in
the same way as βCψ, these tensors could equally well be written as ψT

1 (βC)TβMψ2 =
−ψT

1 CMψ2, which shows that the matrices CM are invariant tensors for two spinor and
various tensor representations. The form of these invariants motivates the bar notation

ψ ≡ ψ†β. (1.102)

For Majorana spinors, by (1.97), this becomes

ψ = −ψTC. (1.103)

The properties of the Majorana bilinears under transposition and complex conjugation,

(ψ1Mψ2) =

{
+(ψ2Mψ1) M = 1, γ5γµ, γ5

−(ψ2Mψ1) M = γµ, [γµ, γν ]
,

(ψ1Mψ2)
∗ =

{
+(ψ1Mψ2) M = 1, γµ, [γµ, γν ]

−(ψ1Mψ2) M = γ5γµ, γ5
, (1.104)
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follow from the definition of ψ and the properties of β and C. The only subtleties arise
from the fermionic nature of spinor fields, i.e. that they are values in the anticommuting
numbers. In particular, one must remember the minus sign from interchange ψ1 and ψ2

in the first equation, our complex conjugation convention which reverses the order of
anticommuting factors without introducing a minus sign under complex conjugation,
and the extra minus sign in the second equation that comes from undoing the complex
conjugation reversal of ψ1 and ψ2. It is important to note that these identities apply
only to classical (anticommuting number valued) quantities, and not to operators (like
the supersymmetry generators) which can have non-trivial anticommutation relations.

When ψ1 = ψ2 = θ (with an eye towards superspace) the above relations imply that
the θγµθ and θ[γµ, γν]θ bilinears vanish identically. Thus the only tensors built from
bilinears in a Majorana spinor θ are

(θθ), (θγ5γ
µθ), (θγ5θ). (1.105)

The following identities will prove useful in manipulating superfields:

θαθβ = −1

4
Cαβ(θθ)− 1

4
(γ5C)αβ(θγ5θ) +

1

4
(γ5γµC)αβ(θγ5γ

µθ),

θαθβθγ = −1

8
(θγ5θ)

{
C[αβ(γ5θ)γ] − (γ5C)[αβθγ]

}
,

θαθβθγθδ = − 1

128
(θγ5θ)

2 {−C[αβCγδ] + (γ5C)[αβ(γ5C)γδ]

}
, (1.106)

which, upon contracting appropriately, give

θα(θθ) = −(γ5θ)α(θγ5θ),

θα(θγ5γµθ) = −(γ5µ)α(θγ5θ),

(θθ)
2

= −(θγ5θ)
2
,

(θθ)(θγ5θ) = (θθ)(θγ5γµθ) = (θγ5θ)(θγ5γµθ) = 0,

(θγ5γµθ)(θγ5γνθ) = −ηµν(θγ5θ)
2
. (1.107)

Note that any product of 5 or more θ’s vanishes identically since θ has only four
independent anticommuting components. These and other useful identities are proven
in the appendix to [1, chapter 26].5

Finally, I would like to mention a quicker route to the representations of the Lorentz
algebra which is special to d=4. One notices that the combinations of rotation and
boost generators

Li ≡ 1
2
(Ji + iKi), Ri ≡ 1

2
(Ji − iKi), (1.108)

5Note that [1] introduces another matrix ǫ ≡ −Cγ5 so that for Majorana spinors θ = −θTC = θT ǫγ5.
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satisfy two commuting copies of the so(3) (angular momentum) algebra:

[Li, Lj] = iǫijkLk, [Ri, Rj] = iǫijkRk, [Li, Rj ] = 0. (1.109)

Thus the finite dimensional representations of the Lorentz group can be classified by
pairs of “spins” (jL, jR) corresponding to (2jL + 1)(2jR + 1)-dimensional irreducible
representations. The dictionary to our notation is

Name Field Dimension (jL, jR)

scalar φ 1 (0, 0)
left-handed spinor ψL 2L (1

2
, 0)

right-handed spinor ψR 2R (0, 1
2
)

vector φµ 4 (1
2
, 1

2
)

self dual antisymmetric φ+
[µν] 3+ (1, 0)

anti-s.d. antisymmetric φ−
[µν] 3− (0, 1)

traceless symmetric φ{µν} 9 (1, 1)

(1.110)

This classification of Lorentz representations makes reducing tensor products especially
easy. For example

(1
2
, 0)⊗ (1

2
, 0) = (0, 0)⊕ (1, 0),

(1
2
, 0)⊗ (0, 1

2
, ) = (1

2
, 1

2
), (1.111)

follow easily from the usual rules for the addition of angular momenta.

Problem 1.3.1 Show from the d=4 Clifford algebra that the sixteen matrices Mi =
{1, γµ, [γµ, γν ], γ5γµ, γ5} are orthogonal with respect to a trace inner product:

tr(MiMj) = δi
j . (1.112)

Problem 1.3.2 Show that the d=4 N=1 supersymmetry algebra can be written as

QγµQ = −4iPµ, (1.113)

and that (QγµQ)† = −QγµQ. More generally, compute the traces of {Qr, Qs} with
the Mi of the previous problem to determine which tensor operators can appear in the
anticommutator by Lorentz invariance; here r, s = 1, 2, . . ., label different supercharges.

Problem 1.3.3 Show that the action

S =

∫
d4x

(
−1

2
ψγµ∂µψ −

1

2
mψψ − i1

2
m̃ψγ5ψ

)
(1.114)

is real. What is the mass of this free fermion?
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1.4 Supermultiplets

Particles states must transform in unitary representations of the 3+1 dimensional
Poincaré algebra, generated by the Hermitian generators Jµν of Lorentz transforma-
tions and by the energy-momentum four-vector P µ (generating translations), and sat-
isfying the the Lorentz algebra (1.55) as well as

i[P µ, Jρσ] = ηµρP σ − ηµσP ρ,

i[P µ, P ν ] = 0. (1.115)

Since the Poincaré algebra is extended by the supersymmetry generators, different
particle representations will be related by supersymmetry transformations. These col-
lections of supersymmetry-related particles are called supermultiplets.

Particle (scattering) states are labelled by the eigenvalues of the P µ charges, i.e.
their four-momenta pµ (as long as translational invariance is not broken). Since the
supercharges commute with the P µ, supersymmetry transformations will not affect the
four-momenta of states. In particular, the different particles in a supermultiplet will
all have the same mass.

1.4.1 Poincaré algebra and particle states

Since the group corresponding to the Poincaré algebra is not compact, all its unitary
representations (except the trivial representation) are infinite dimensional. This infi-
nite dimensionality is simply the familiar fact that particle states are labelled by the
continuous parameters pµ—their four-momenta. Such representations can be organized
by the little group, the subgroup of (usually compact) transformations left after fixing
some of the non-compact transformations in some conventional way.

In the present case, the non-compact part of the Lorentz group are the boosts and
translations. For massive particles, we can boost to a frame in which the particle is at
rest

pµ = (m, 0, 0, 0). (1.116)

The little group in this case is just those Lorentz transformations which preserve this
four-vector—that is SO(3), the group of rotations. Thus massive particles are in rep-
resentations of SO(3), labelled by the spin j ∈ 1

2
Z of the (2j+1)-dimensional represen-

tation

|j, j3〉, −j ≤ j3 ≤ j. (1.117)

We have derived the familiar fact that a massive particle is described by its four-
momentum and spin quantum numbers (as well as any internal quantum numbers).
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Massless states are classified similarly. Here we can boost to

pµ = (E, 0, 0, E), (1.118)

(for some conventional value of E) which is preserved by SO(2) rotations around the
z-axis.6 Representations of SO(2) are one dimensional, labelled by a single eigenvalue,
the helicity

|λ〉, (1.119)

which physically measures the component of angular momentum along the direction of
motion. Algebraically λ could be any real number, but there is a topological constraint.
Since the helicity is the eigenvalue of the rotation generator around the z-axis, a ro-
tation by an angle θ around that axis produces a phase eiθλ on wave functions. Now,
the Lorentz group is not simply connected: while a 2π rotation cannot be continuously
deformed to the identity, a 4π rotation can. This implies that the phase e4πiλ must be
one, giving the quantization of the helicity

λ ∈ 1

2
Z. (1.120)

The student for whom this material is unfamiliar is referred to [12, chapter 2] for a
detailed exposition.

1.4.2 Particle representations of the supersymmetry algebra

Recall the d=4 N=1 supersymmetry algebra (1.12) written in terms of a four compo-
nent Majorana spinor supercharge Q:

{Q,Q} = −2iγµPµ, [Q,Pµ] = 0. (1.121)

This defines the normalization of the supersymmetry generators. The uniqueness of
this algebra was discussed in the first lecture. Using the Majorana conditionQ = −QTC
and multiplying by C gives the algebra in another useful form:

{Qα, Qβ} = −2i(γµC)αβPµ. (1.122)

6Actually, the little group preserving pµ is isomorphic to the non-compact group of Euclidean
motions on the plane—SO(2) plus two “translations” generated by the linear combinations K1 + J2

and K2 − J1 of boosts and rotations. However, being a non-compact group itself, this little group’s
unitary representations are infinite-dimensional, except when the eigenvalues of the “translations”
are zero, in which case it effectively reduces to SO(2). The infinite-dimensional representations are
considered unphysical because we never see particle states in nature labelled by extra continuous
parameters.
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For the analysis of supermultiplets that follows, it will be useful to rewrite the su-
persymmetry algebra in terms of a right-handed Weyl supercharge and its complex
conjugate:

QR = P−Q, Q∗
R = P−Q

∗ = P−βCQ, (1.123)

where we have used γ5 = γ5
∗ and the Majorana condition in the form Q∗ = βCQ.

Multiplying (1.122) appropriately by P− and P−βC gives the anticommutators

{P−Q,P−Q} = −2i(P−γ
µCP−)Pµ,

{P−Q,P−Q
∗} = −2i(P−γ

µC(βC)TP−)Pµ. (1.124)

A little gamma matrix algebra shows that P−γ
µCP− = 0 and P−γ

µC(βC)TP− =
P−γ

µβP−. In our specific gamma matrix basis, recall that P− simply annihilates the
upper two of the four spinor components, and so the non-zero 2× 2 block of P−γ

µβP−

is iσµ where we define
σ0 = −1, σi = σi, (1.125)

the Pauli matrices. Thus in terms of two-component Weyl spinors the supersymmetry
algebra becomes

{QR, QR} = 0, {QR, Q
∗
R} = 2σµPµ. (1.126)

Now we are set to analyze the particle content of supermultiplets. Start with a
massive particle state |Ω〉 boosted to its rest frame: pµ = (−m, 0, 0, 0). Then, acting
on this state, the supersymmetry algebra (1.126) becomes

{QRa, Q
∗
Rb} = 2mδab, {QRa, QRb} = 0 (1.127)

where a, b = 1, 2 index the components of the Weyl spinors. The representations of
this algebra are easy to construct, since it is the algebra of two fermionic creation and
annihiliation operators (up to a rescaling of QR by

√
2m). If we assume that QRa

annihilate a state |Ω〉, then we find the four-dimensional representation:

|Ω〉, Q∗
Ra|Ω〉, Q∗

R1Q
∗
R2|Ω〉. (1.128)

Suppose |Ω〉 is a spin j particle. The Q∗
Ra operators transform in the 2L representation

which transforms as spin 1
2

under rotations. Thus the states Q∗
Ra|Ω〉, by the rule for

the addition of angular momenta, have spins j + 1
2

and j − 1
2

if j 6= 0, while if j = 0
they have only spin 1

2
. The operator Q∗

R1Q
∗
R2, on the other hand, transforms in the

2L⊗A 2L = 1 representation since the Q∗’s anticommute. In other words it transforms
as a singlet (j = 0) under rotations, and so the state Q∗

R1Q
∗
R2|Ω〉 has the same spin j

as |Ω〉. So, explicitly, the spin content of a massive spinless supersymmetry multiplet
is

j = 0, 0, 1
2
, (1.129)
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while for a massive spinning multiplet, it is

j−1
2
, j, j, j+1

2
. (1.130)

You can check that such multiplets have equal numbers of bosonic and fermionic (prop-
agating) degrees of freedom.

For massless particles, we boost to the frame where the four-momentum is pµ =
(−E,E, 0, 0), and denote the state by |Ω〉. The supersymmetry algebra (1.126) is then

{QRa, Q
∗
Rb} = 4E

(
1 0
0 0

)
. (1.131)

This implies that QR2 = Q∗
R2 = 0 on all representations. Thus the massless supersym-

metry multiplets are just two-dimensional, for if |Ω〉 is annihilated by QR1, then the
only states are

|Ω〉, Q∗
R1|Ω〉. (1.132)

If |Ω〉 has helicity λ, thenQ∗
R1|Ω〉 has helicity λ+ 1

2
. By CPT invariance, such a multiplet

will always appear in a field theory with its opposite helicity multiplet (−λ , −λ−1
2
).

We will only concern ourselves with a few of these representations in these lec-
tures. For massless particles, we will be interested in the chiral multiplet with helicities
λ = {−1

2
, 0, 0, 1

2
}, corresponding to the degrees of freedom associated with a com-

plex scalar and a Majorana fermion: {φ, ψα}; and the vector multiplet with helicities
λ = {−1,−1

2
, 1

2
, 1}, corresponding to the degrees of freedom associated with a Majo-

rana fermion and a vector boson: {λα, Aµ}. Other massless supersymmetry multiplets
contain fields with spin 3/2 or greater. The only known consistent (classical) couplings
for such fields occur in supergravity and gravity theories. Chiral multiplets are the
supersymmetric analog of matter fields, while vector multiplets are the analog of the
gauge fields. A terminology we will often use will refer to the fermions in the chiral
multiplets as “quarks” and call their scalar superpartners squarks; also the fermionic
superpartner of the gauge bosons are gauginos.

For massive particle multiplets, we have the massive chiral multiplet with spins
j = {0, 0, 1

2
}, corresponding to a massive complex scalar and a Majorana fermion

field: {φ, ψα}; and a massive vector multiplet with j = {0, 1
2
, 1

2
, 1} with massive field

content {h, ψα, λα, Aµ}, where h is a real scalar field. In terms of propagating degrees
of freedom, the massive vector multiplet has the same counting as a massless chiral
plus a massless vector multiplet. This is indeed the case dynamically: massive vector
multiplets arise by the usual Higgs mechanism.
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1.4.3 Supersymmetry breaking

The above argument showing that at each mass there are equal numbers of boson and
fermion states is valid only when supersymmetry is not spontaneously broken. We
made the (hidden) assumption that the supersymmetry algebra charges were finite
(i.e. that they always mapped states in the Hilbert space to other states in the Hilbert
space). Precisely this assumption fails in the case of spontaneous breaking of ordinary
(bosonic) internal symmetries: there the generators (charges) of the broken symmetry
diverge because a field carrying that charge has formed a condensate in the vacuum.
Thus the vacuum carries a finite charge per unit volume, so the total charge of the
vacuum diverges. The broken charge does not annihilate the vacuum, and indeed,
maps it to a non-normalizable state.

A similar mechanism is at work in spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. Just as in
supersymmetric quantum mechanics, supersymmetry is broken if and only if the energy
of the vacuum is non-zero. This follows from the supersymmetry algebra, which we
can write as (see problem 1.3.2)

4P µ = Q†(iβγµ)Q. (1.133)

Since iβγ0 = 1, it follows that

P 0 =
1

4
Q†

αQα, (1.134)

so the energy density of the vacuum, ρ, is given by

ρV = 〈P 0〉 =
1

4

∑

α

|Qα|0〉|2 ≥ 0, (1.135)

where we are thinking of the system in a finite spatial volume V . Thus a vanishing
vacuum energy is equivalent to Qα|0〉 = 0 and unbroken supersymmetry.

Now, in the infinite volume limit, if supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, the
vacuum energy and therefore the norm of Qα|0〉 is infinite. In supersymmetric field
theory the supercharge is the the integral of a locally conserved supersymmetry cur-
rent Sµ

α: Qα =
∫
d3xS0

α. The volume divergence of 〈Q†Q〉 implies that Sµ
α must

create from the vacuum a spin-1
2

state with vanishing four-momentum and normal-

ization 〈0|Sµ
α|ψβ(pν = 0)〉 ∝ (γµ)αβ/

√
V , which is the normalization of a one particle

state in finite volume. This massless fermion is called the goldstino in analogy to the
massless boson associated with a spontaneously broken bosonic global symmetry. We
will see goldstinos explicitly in field theory in later lectures. Thus in spontaneously
broken supersymmetry the supersymmetry charges Qα create from any state |Ω〉 a
non-normalizable partner |Ω + {pµ=0 goldstino}〉 of opposite statistics (see [1, sections
29.1-2] for a discussion).
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The fact that the vacuum energy is the order parameter for supersymmetry breaking
means that supersymmetry breaking can be seen even in finite volume regularizations of
supersymmetric theories. Indeed, the low energy modes of a finite volume field theory
form a quantum mechanical system with a finite number of degrees of freedom, and
we saw spontaneous supersymmetry breaking in such a system in section 1.1. (This
should be contrasted with bosonic spontaneous symmetry breaking, where in finite
volumes quantum tunnelling mixes what would have been degenerate vacua in infinite
volume.) Conversely, if supersymmetry is not broken at any finite volume, then it is
not broken in the infinite volume limit. Finite volume regularization has been used [6]
to show that supersymmetry is not spontaneously broken even non-perturbatively in
supersymmetric versions of QCD.
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1.5 N=1 Superspace and Chiral Superfields

Fields form representations of the N=1 d=4 supersymmetry algebra which are most
conveniently handled in superspace. In this lecture we will introduce the chiral super-
field describing the chiral supermultiplet. Vector multiplets will be discussed in later
lectures.

1.5.1 Superspace

Extend space-time by including one anticommuting spinor coordinate for each super-
charge Qα:

xµ → (xµ, θα). (1.136)

Because we are working with Majorana supercharges, we also take θ Majorana. Dif-
ferentiation and integration of θ satisfy the usual rules

{
∂

∂θα

, θβ

}
=

∫
dθα θβ = δαβ . (1.137)

The usual chain rule for differentiation implies that if θ = Mθ′ for some matrix M then
(∂/∂θ) = M−T (∂/∂θ′). Since the Majorana condition for θ, θ = −θTC = Cθ implies
that

∂

∂θα

= Cαβ
∂

∂θβ

. (1.138)

A compact notation for superspace derivatives is

∂α ≡
∂

∂θα
, ∂α ≡

∂

∂θα

, ∂µ ≡
∂

∂xµ
. (1.139)

More writing is saved by dropping spinor indices whenever there is no ambiguity, and
by using the usual Dirac slash notation

6∂ = γµ∂µ. (1.140)

Thus, for example, in this compact notation the N=1 d=4 supersymmetry algebra
(1.122) is

{Q,Q} = −2i 6PC, (1.141)

and a useful identity is
∂(θMθ) = 2Mθ, (1.142)

for M any linear combination of the matrices 1, γ5, and γ5γ
µ (which are the only

matrices for which (θMθ) does not vanish identically).
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We want to realize the supersymmetry algebra in terms of differential operators on
superspace, with the four-momentum represented by the usual generator of transla-
tions:

Pµ = i∂µ. (1.143)

One can check that
Q = −∂ + 6∂θ (1.144)

does the job, i.e. {Q,Q} = 2 6∂C. (Just to be clear for those having trouble with the
indexless notation, the definition of Q scans as Qα = −∂α + (γµ)αβθβ∂µ.) We also
define the superderivative

D = −∂ − 6∂θ (1.145)

which anticommutes with Q and satisfies the supersymmetry algebra with the wrong
sign.

1.5.2 General Superfields

A general superfield Φ(xµ, θ) is a function on superspace whose supersymmetry varia-
tion is given by

δΦ = (ǫQ)Φ. (1.146)

By the Leibniz rule for differentiation on superspace and {Q,D} = 0, it follows that
an arbitrary polynomial function of superfields and their superderivatives is itself a
superfield. Since, as we saw in section 1.3, the product of two θ’s is a linear combination
of (θθ), (θγ5θ), and (θγ5γµθ); the product of three θ’s is proportional to (θγ5θ)θ; the

product of four θ’s is proportional to (θγ5θ)
2
; and the product of five or more θ’s

vanishes; the most general complex scalar superfield (i.e. one whose lowest component
is a scalar field) has a component expansion

Φ = φ+ (θψ) + (θθ)A + (θγ5θ)B + (θγ5γµθ)V
µ + (θγ5θ)(θλ)− 1

4
(θγ5θ)

2
D, (1.147)

where φ(x), A(x), B(x), and D(x) are complex scalar fields, ψ(x) and λ(x) are Dirac
spinor fields, and V µ(x) is a complex vector field.

It is traditional to always denote the top component of an N=1 superfield by the
letter “D”, and to write

D ≡ [Φ]D. (1.148)

Note the factor of −1
4

implicit in this definition, coming from (1.147). It is a straight
forward exercise to show that the supersymmetry variation of the top component of a
general superfield is a total space-time derivative,

δ[Φ]D = ∂µX (1.149)
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for some X. (We will write out the supersymmetry variation of a general superfield in
components in a later lecture.) This implies that S =

∫
d4x [Φ]D is a supersymmetry

invariant. Define
d4θ ≡ dθ1 dθ2 dθ3 dθ4, (1.150)

so that
∫
d4θ θ4θ3θ2θ1 = 1. In our spinor basis it is easy to show that −1

4
(θγ5θ)

2
=

−1
2
θ4θ3θ2θ1, so that a supersymmetry invariant action can be written as an integral

over all of superspace:

S =

∫
d4x [Φ]D = −1

2

∫
d4x d4θΦ. (1.151)

1.5.3 Chiral superfields

The general superfield has many component fields and gives a reducible representation
of the supersymmetry algebra. To get an irreducible field representation we must
impose a constraint on the superfield which (anti)commutes with the supersymmetry
algebra. One such constraint is simply a reality condition, which turns out to lead to
a vector multiplet—we will return to this representation in later lectures.

Another constraint we can impose is the so-called left-chiral superfield constraint:

DRΦ = 0, (1.152)

where we have defined the left-handed part of the superderivative by

DR ≡ P−D, (1.153)

and where we recall that P± = 1
2
(1±γ5) are the left- and right-handed chirality projec-

tion operators. Thus the constraint (1.152) says that the right-handed superderivative
annihilates a left-chiral superfield; a right-chiral superfield can be similarly defined to
be annihilated by DL ≡ P+D. One can check that

[P±,Q] = 0, (1.154)

implying that DL anticommutes with Q. This shows that the left-chiral superfield
constraint is consistent: if Φ is a left-chiral superfield, then QΦ is too.

This constraint is easy to solve explicitly by noting that

θL ≡ P+θ (1.155)

and
xµ

+ ≡ xµ + 1
2
(θγ5γ

µθ) (1.156)
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are both annihilated by DR. Thus the general solution to (1.152) is (assuming the
lowest component is a scalar)

Φ(x, θ) = φ(x+) +
√

2
(
θT

LCP+ψ(x+)
)
−
(
θT

LCθL

)
F (x+)

= φ−
√

2(θψL) + (θP+θ)F +
1

2
(θγ5γµθ)∂

µφ

+
1√
2
(θγ5θ)(θγ5 6∂ψL)− 1

8
(θγ5θ)

2
2φ, (1.157)

where in the second line φ(x) and F (x) are complex scalar fields, ψ(x) is a Majorana
fermion field, and 2 ≡ ∂µ∂

µ. Actually we see that it is the left-handed Weyl fermion

ψL ≡ P+ψ (1.158)

which naturally enters in the left-chiral superfield (hence the name). A right-chiral
superfield has the same expansion as in (1.157) but with P+ → P−.

Note that the complex conjugate of a left-chiral superfield is a right-chiral superfield.
This follows from

(DRΦ)∗ = P∗
+D†

RΦ∗ = P+βCDΦ∗ = βCP−DΦ∗ = βCDLΦ∗. (1.159)

We will use only left-chiral superfields from now on, and complex conjugate when we
need a right-chiral superfield. If Φn are left-chiral superfields, then it is easy to see that
Φ1+Φ2 and Φ1Φ2 are also left-chiral superfields. Mixed objects such as ΦΦ∗ are neither
left-chiral superfields nor right-chiral superfields. This can be summarized in the rule
that any function of left-chiral superfields but not their complex conjugates is itself a
left-chiral superfield. Note, however, that a left-chiral covariant derivative such as DLΦ
for a left-chiral superfield Φ is a right-chiral superfield, not a left-chiral superfield. This
gives another way to make a left-chiral superfield out of left-chiral superfields, since,
for example, DRΦ∗ is a left-chiral superfield if Φ is. Also, the space-time derivative of
a left-chiral superfield is a left-chiral superfield since ∂µΦ ∝ {DL,DR}Φ = DRDLΦ so
DR∂µΦ ∝ D2

RDLΦ = 0.

The supersymmetry variation of the left-chiral superfield components is

δφ =
√

2ǫP+ψ,

δψ =
√

2P+( 6∂φ+ F )ǫ+
√

2P−( 6∂φ∗ + F ∗)ǫ,

δF =
√

2ǫ 6∂P+ψ, (1.160)

or, in terms of Weyl fermions,

δφ =
√

2ǫψL,

δψL =
√

2P+( 6∂φ+ F )ǫ,

δF =
√

2ǫ 6∂ψL. (1.161)
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The θP+θ component of a left-chiral superfield is traditionally denoted by the letter
“F”, and we write

F ≡ [Φ]F . (1.162)

From the above supersymmetry variation we see that the F -component of a left-chiral
superfield transforms by a total derivative, so its space-time integral is a supersymmetry
invariant:

S =

∫
d4x [Φ]F =

1

2

∫
d4x d2θL Φ, (1.163)

where we have also expressed it as an intergral over half of superspace by defining

d2θL ≡ dθL1 dθL2. (1.164)

1.5.4 Chiral superfield action: Kahler potential

Given a collection {Φn} of left-chiral superfields labelled by an index n, consider a
supersymmetric action of the form

S =
1

2

∫
d4x [K(Φn, (Φn)∗)]D +

∫
d4x [f(Φn)]F + c.c. (1.165)

whereK, called the Kahler potential, is a real function of left-chiral superfields and their
complex conjugates with no derivatives, and f , called the superpotential, is a complex
function of left-chiral superfields alone, and “c.c.” denotes the complex conjugate of
the superpotential term. In the rest of this lecture we will expand this action in
components and verify that it describes propagating and interacting chiral multiplets.
Other possible supersymmetric terms, involving derivatives of chiral superfields, could
be added to this action, but they turn out to give rise to higher-derivative terms in
the component fields. In a later lecture we will explain why the terms with the fewset
number of derivatives are generally the most interesting.

Let’s start with the Kahler term. Note that a change in the Kahler potential of the
form

K(Φn,Φ∗n)→ K(Φn,Φ∗n) + f(Φn) + f ∗(Φ∗n) (1.166)

will not change the component action since the D-component of a chiral superfield like
f(F n) is a total derivative, by (1.160). Thus, expanding K in a power series in the
fields Φn, the first non-trivial term is quadratic in the fields. These quadratic terms
give rise to the free action for massless chiral supermultiplets.

We illustrate this with the simplest case of a single left-chiral superfield Φ:

SK =
1

2

∫
d4x [Φ∗Φ]D

=

∫
d4x

[
−∂µφ

∗∂µφ− ψL 6∂ψL + F ∗F
]
, (1.167)
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where I have dropped total derivatives. (It is a good exercise to verify this.) This
describes a free complex boson and a free Weyl fermion. This can also be written in
terms of a free Majorana fermion using the identity

−
∫
d4xψL 6∂ψL = −1

2

∫
d4xψ 6∂ψ, (1.168)

which follows since ψ 6∂γ5ψ is a total derivative. F has no derivatives and so is an auxil-
iary field; indeed, it enters the action quadratically, and so, even quantum mechanically,
can be substituted by its equation of motion: F = 0.

We turn now to a general Kahler potential K = K(Φn,Φ∗n). First, we introduce a
seemingly redundant, but useful notation in which the index n labelling the different
left-chiral superfields Φn is barred when taking the complex conjugate. Hence

(Φn)∗ = Φ∗n. (1.169)

When we expand in component fields, the coefficients of the expansion will be the
Kahler potential, and derivatives of it with respect to its arguments, evaluated on the
lowest components of Φn,

K(φn, φ∗n),
∂

∂φm
K(φn, φ∗n), etc.. (1.170)

We can now introduce a shorthand notation for the derivatives of K (or any function
of the fields) with respect to its arguments:

∂n ≡
∂

∂φn
, ∂n ≡

∂

∂φ∗n
. (1.171)

It will be useful to think of the complex scalar fields φn as maps from space-time to
a target space with complex coordinates {φn, φ∗n}. The Kahler potential is thus a real
scalar function on the target space. We can use it to define a metric on target space
by

gmm ≡ ∂m∂mK(φ, φ∗), (1.172)

so that the line element reads ds2 = gmmdφ
mdφ∗m. (We treat barred and un-barred

indices as independent, so that in the line element there are separate summations over
m and m.) Then, in the usual way, one defines a Christoffel symbol

Γk
ℓm = gkkgℓk,m, Γk

ℓm
= gkkgkℓ,m, (1.173)

and a Riemann tensor,
Rkℓmn = gkℓ,mn − Γp

kmgppΓ
p

ℓn
, (1.174)
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associated to this metric. Here gmn is the inverse to gmn, and the indices after commas
denote derivatives, e.g. gkℓ,m = ∂mgkℓ. In terms of these quantities one finds (this is an
instructive exercise)

SK =
1

2

∫
d4x [K]D (1.175)

=

∫
d4x

[
gmmF

mF ∗m − 1

2
FmgmmΓm

kℓ
(ψ

k

Lψ
ℓ
R)− 1

2
F ∗mgmmΓm

kℓ(ψ
k

Rψ
ℓ
L)

− gmm∂µφ
m∂µφ∗m − gmmRe(ψ

m

L 6Dψm
L ) + 1

4
gkℓ,mn(ψ

k

Rψ
m
L )(ψ

ℓ

Lψ
n
R)

]
,

where
Dµψ

m ≡ (δm
ℓ ∂µ + Γm

kℓ∂µφ
k)ψℓ. (1.176)

Note that the unbarred indices always adorn the left-handed Weyl fermion fields ψm
L

(and thus the conjugates ψ
m

R of the right-handed fields as well), which fits with their
being the superpartners of φm in left-chiral superfields; likewise right-handed Weyl
fermions ψm

R are superpartners of φ∗m in a right-chiral superfield. The kinetic terms
for the fermions can no longer be written in a simple way in terms of a Majorana field
since the ψ

m 6∂γ5ψ
n total derivative can no longer be discarded as the metric gmn is not

a constant.

The equation of motion found by varying F ∗m is gmmF
m − 1

2
gmmΓm

kℓ(ψ
k

Rψ
ℓ
L) = 0.

For the kinetic term to have the right sign, gmm must be positive definite, and hence

invertible, giving Fm = 1
2
Γm

kℓ(ψ
k

Rψ
ℓ
L). Substituting gives

SK =

∫
d4x

[
−gmm∂µφ

m∂µφ∗m − gmmRe(ψ
m

L 6Dψm
L ) + 1

4
Rkℓmn(ψ

k

Rψ
m
L )(ψ

ℓ

Lψ
n
R)
]
.

(1.177)
This is known as the supersymmetric non-linear sigma model for historic reasons.
Its interest lies in the fact that it is the second term in the expansion of the (non-
renormalizable) low energy effective action of a supersymmetric theory of left-chiral
superfields. We will return to this point in later lectures.

It should not be surprising that complex Riemannian geometry has arisen in which
the values of the complex scalar fields play the role of complex (or holomorphic) coor-
dinates on the target space. Field redefinitions which preserve the chiral nature of the
fields, φn → fn(φ), are just complex coordinate transformations on the target space,
implying that the target space will naturally have the structure of a manifold. The
bosonic kinetic term naturally defines a postive-definite quadratic form on this mani-
fold, thus giving it a metric structure. What is special to supersymmetry is that the
target space geometry that occurs is actually Kahler geometry—complex geometry in
which the metric is locally derived from a Kahler potential as in (1.172).
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(Furthermore, the fermion fields ψn can be interpreted as a kind of vector in the
tangent space to the Kahler manifold, since the space-time covariant derivative (1.176)
can be thought of as a covariant derivative on target space pulled back to space-time,

Dµψ
m = (∂µφ

k)Dkψ
m, (1.178)

where we define the target space covariant derivative in the usual way as

Dkψ
m ≡ (δm

ℓ ∂k + Γm
ℓk)ψ

ℓ. (1.179)

In writing the last two equations, however, we make the assumption that the ψn fields
are functions of the φn fields, and depend on the space-time coordinates only implicitly
through their dependence on the φn. This is an unphysical assumption for indepen-
dently propagating fields.)

1.5.5 Chiral superfield action: Superpotential

The Kahler terms gave us the kinetic terms for massless chiral multiplets when K
was quadratic. In the non-linear sigma model for general K there were extra (non-
renormalizable) interaction terms, but all included derivatives of some field. To find
the non-derivative interaction terms (including mass terms) we need to include super-
potential terms in the action, which are the F -components of left-chiral superfields. So
consider adding to SK the terms

Sf =

∫
d4x {[f(Φn)]F + c.c.}

=

∫
d4x

{
F n∂nf −

1

2
(∂n∂mf)(ψ

n

Rψ
m
L ) + c.c.

}
, (1.180)

where in the second line we are treating f as a function of the lowest components of
the left-chiral superfields: f = f(φn). We remove F n by solving its (linear) equation
of motion coming from combining the superpotential term with the non-linear sigma
model terms,

F n =
1

2
Γn

kℓ(ψ
k

Rψ
ℓ
L)− gnn∂nf

∗, (1.181)

giving the terms

Sf = −
∫
d4x

{
(Dnf)gnn(Dnf

∗) + Re
[
(DnDmf)(ψ

n

Rψ
m
L )
]}

(1.182)

which are to be added to the non-linear sigma model terms (1.177). Here we have used
target space covariant derivatives

Dmf ≡ ∂mf, DnDmf ≡ (δℓ
m∂n − Γℓ

nm)Dℓf, (1.183)
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where the minus sign relative to (1.176) is because Dmf has a lower instead of an upper
index.

The first term in (1.182) is a scalar potential, while the second is a generalized
Yukawa coupling which includes fermion mass terms. Note that since the metric gnn

is positive definite (for unitarity), the scalar potential

V (φ) = (∂nf)gnn(∂nf
∗) (1.184)

is a sum of squares and so is necessarily non-negative. Thus if there is a solution to
the equations

∂nf = 0 (1.185)

for all n, then this solution is a global minimum of the potential. The converse need not
be true, however: we will see examples in the next lecture where the global minimum of
the potential is not zero. According to our discussion in section 1.4.3, supersymmetry
is spontaneously broken if and only if there is a non-zero vacuum energy density. A
classical vacuum solution is

φn(xµ) = 〈φn〉, (1.186)

i.e. where the scalars take constant values. (The spinor fields do not get vacuum ex-
pectation values by Lorentz invariance.) Then the only contribution to the vacuum
energy coems from the potential term, and (1.185) is the condition for unbroken su-
persymmetry. Quantum mechanically, one might worry that vacuum fluctuations (i.e.
renormalization effects) and fermion bilinear condensates 〈ψRψL〉 might affect this
conclusion. As we will discuss in later lectures, the superpotential is protected from
renormalization by quantum fluctuations in a supersymmetric vacuum, so (1.185) re-
mains valid there. We will also see that in theories of chiral superfields alone, fermion
condensates do not form; however in gauge theories such condensates might form (in
analogy to chiral symmetry breaking in QCD) giving rise to dynamical supersymmetry
breaking (= spontaneous supersymmetry breaking through a non-perturbative mecha-
nism). The vacuum structure of strongly coupled supersymmetric gauge theories will
be the subject of the second half of this course.

Note that the F n auxiliary fields were not only auxiliary, but also appeared only
quadratically. Thus the classical step of replacing them by their equations of motion
is valid quantum mechanically. The fact that the F n always appear at most quadrat-
ically follows simply from the fact that they are the highest components of the chiral
superfields. It has become standard terminology to refer to the terms appearing in
the scalar potential V coming from the superpotential as F terms. (We will later see
that there is another contribution to the scalar potential when vector multiplets are
included—the D terms.)

Although we have not shown it, the action (1.177) and (1.182) is the most general
supersymmetric action describing the renormalizable interactions of chiral multiplets
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alone. This is not to say, however, that left-chiral superfields give the unique superspace
way of constructing such actions. For example, another useful superfield, the linear
superfield satisfying the constraint DDΦ = 0, can also describe chiral multiplet particle
content; but its interactions are no more general than those of chiral superfields. Since
left-chiral superfields capture all the relevant interactions, they will suffice for the
purposes of these lectures where we use superfields mainly as a convenient way of
constructing supersymmetric actions.
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1.6 Classical Field Theory of Chiral Multiplets

In this lecture we will explore the classical (tree-level) physics of the chiral superfield
actions introduced in the last lecture.

1.6.1 Renormalizable couplings

The general chiral superfield action is

S = SK + Sf (1.187)

where SK is given by (1.177) and Sf by (1.182). If there is a global minimum of the
scalar potential at 〈φn〉 = φn

0 , then we speak of the vacuum at the point {φn
0} in target

space. The physics in this vacuum can be deduced by expanding the action around
this point in target space

φn(xµ) = φn
0 + ϕn(xµ). (1.188)

Our ability to express the action S in terms of geometrical objects on target space
means that the form of the action is invariant under refefinitions of the field variables

φn → φ̃n(φm) (1.189)

accompanied by the usual transformation of the target space metric and by

ψn → ψ̃n = (∂mφ̃
n)ψm. (1.190)

By making such a redefinition of the field variables, we can assume that on the target
space the coordinates φn are locally orthogonal, geodesic coordinates at the point φn

0 . In
such coordinates (known as Riemann normal coordinates) the metric has the expansion

gmn(φ) = δmn +Rkℓmn(φ0)ϕ
kϕ∗ℓ +O(ϕ3), (1.191)

implying

gnn = δnn − Rnn
kℓϕ

kϕ∗ℓ +O(ϕ3),

Γk
mn = Rmℓn

kϕ∗ℓ +O(ϕ2),

K = ϕnϕ∗
n + 1

4
Rkℓmnϕ

kϕmϕ∗ℓϕ∗n +O(ϕ5), (1.192)

where we have dropped reference to the vacuum point φ0 in the coefficients of the
expansion in ϕ, and lower and raise their target space indices with the flat metric δmm

or its inverse δmm. Since the Kahler potential only enters the action with two derivatives
(as the metric on target space), the constant and linear terms in the expansion of K
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can be dropped without penalty. The reality of K implies the usual reality conditions
on the metric and curvature:

(gmn)∗ = gnm, (Rkℓmn)∗ = Rℓknm. (1.193)

With the usual scaling of the fields in which the scalars ϕ have mass dimension 1
and the fermions ψ have mass dimension 3/2 (so their kinetic terms are dimensionless),
inspection of (1.177) shows that contributions from the O(ϕ2) and higher terms in g
give rise to power counting irrelevant (non-renormalizable) terms. However, these terms
do contribute to renormalizable terms in Sf . To see this, expand the superpotential
about our vacuum φ0. Since f only enters through its derivatives, we can drop any
constant piece of f without loss of generality, and write

f = vnϕ
n + 1

2
Mmnϕ

mϕn + 1
6
fℓmnϕ

ℓϕmϕn +O(ϕ4), (1.194)

where now

vn = ∂nf(φ0), Mmn = ∂m∂nf(φ0), fℓmn = ∂ℓ∂m∂nf(φ0). (1.195)

As above we will raise and lower target space indices with δnn, so that, for example,

vn ≡ δnnvn, v∗n ≡ δnnv∗n = δnn∂nf
∗(φ∗

0). (1.196)

It is straight forward to compute

Dnf = vn +Mnmϕ
m + 1

2
fnmℓϕ

mϕℓ +O(ϕ3),

DnDmf = Mnm + fnmℓϕ
ℓ − vkRmℓn

kϕ∗ℓ +O(ϕ2). (1.197)

Plugging these expansions into Sf gives mass terms, Yukawa couplings, and ϕ3 and ϕ4

potential terms. The total action, keeping only renormalizable terms in the expansion
around the vacuum φ0 is then

S =

∫
d4x

{
−∂µϕ

∗
m∂

µϕm − 1
2
ψm 6∂ψm −Re

[
Mn

m(ψnP+ψ
m)
]

− Re
[
(fn

mℓϕ
ℓ − vkRn

km

ℓ
ϕ∗

ℓ)(ψnP+ψ
m)
]
− V (ϕ, ϕ∗)

}
(1.198)

where the scalar potential is

V = v∗nv
n +

(
v∗nMn

mϕ
m + c.c.

)
+ 1

2

(
v∗nf

n
mℓϕ

mϕℓ + c.c.
)

+ ϕ∗
m

(
M∗m

k
Mk

n − v∗kvℓRk
ℓn

m
)
ϕn +O(ϕ3, ϕ4). (1.199)
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I have not written out the ϕ3 and ϕ4 terms since to do that I would have had to keep
terms in the expansion of gmm out to order ϕ4, which is a real mess. I will write them
out later for the case where supersymmetry is not spontaneously broken. (Note that in
writing the action in terms of Majorana fermions, there is no longer a consistent way to
assign barred versus unbarred indices to the fermions; I use whichever is convenient.)

The masses of the scalars and spinors can be read off from the terms in (1.198)
and (1.199) quadratic in the fields. These terms can be written in an obvious matrix
notation on the “flavor” indices k, ℓ,m, and n, as

S2 =

∫
d4x

{
−∂µϕ

†∂µϕ− ϕ†(M†M− v†Rv)ϕ− 1
2
ϕT (v†f)ϕ− 1

2
ϕ†(f ∗v)ϕ∗

− 1
2
ψ 6∂ψ − 1

2
ψ(MP+ +M†P−)ψ

}
, (1.200)

giving the equations of motion (6∂+MP+ +M†P−)ψ = 0 and (2−M†M+v†Rv)ϕ−
(f ∗v)ϕ∗ = 0. Multiplying the fermion equation by (6∂ −MP− −M†P+) and splitting
it into left- and right-chiral parts gives

2

(
ψL

ψR

)
=

(
M†M 0

0 MM†

)(
ψL

ψR

)
, (1.201)

implying that the masses-squared are given by the eigenvalues of the matrix M†M.
(SinceM†M is Hermitian, it can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation, and its
eigenvalues are non-negative real numbers; since M is symmetric, MM† = (M†M)∗,
so the masses-squared of ψR equal those of ψL, as had to be the case by CPT invariance.)
Likewise, combining the scalar equation with its complex conjugate gives

2

(
ϕ
ϕ∗

)
=

(
M†M− v†Rv f ∗v

fv∗ MM† − v†Rv

)(
ϕ
ϕ∗

)
, (1.202)

implying the scalar masses-squared are the eigenvalues of this Hermitian matrix.

Recall from our discussion at the end of last lecture that the condition for supersym-
metry to not be spontaneously broken is that the value of the scalar potential vanish
in the vacuum:

vn = 0. (1.203)

Thus, in the case of unbroken supersymmetry the scalar mass-squared matrix simplifies
dramatically, becoming the same as that of the fermions. This is the expected boson-
fermion mass degeneracy. Conversely, when vn 6= 0 and supersymmetry is sponta-
neously broken, the scalar masses are split from their erstwhile supersymmetric values,
while the fermions are not. Neglecting, for the moment, the target space curvature R
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coming from the Kahler potential, the off-diagonal terms in the scalar mass-squared
matrix imply that the scalar masses will be split from each other and from the fermions
by (schematically)

δm2
ϕ ∼ ±|v∗kfk

mn|. (1.204)

This makes sense physically, since v is the order parameter for supersymmetry breaking.
We see that the effects of supersymmetry breaking are “transmitted” by fields with
v∗ 6= 0 to the other fields through the dimensionless (Yukawa and ϕ4) couplings fkmn.
Note that there can be a further overall shift of the scalar masses relative to the fermion
masses in cases where the target space curvature R from the Kahler potential cannot
be neglected.7

Whether supersymmetry is broken or not, the vacuum is at a minimum of the scalar
potential V . This implies that the terms linear in ϕ in (1.199) must vanish:

v†Mϕ = 0. (1.205)

Thus, if supersymmetry is broken, so v 6= 0, we learn that M†, and therefore the
fermion mass-squared matrixMM†, has a zero eigenvalue. We thus see that whenever
supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, there is a massless fermion: the Goldstino.

It is useful to translate the above description of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking
in a field theory of left-chiral superfields into more general terms. Supersymmetry is
spontaneously broken if and only if the vacuum expectation value of the supersymmetry
variation of some field is non-zero. The field in question must be a fermion, since the
supersymmetry variation of a boson is a fermion, whose vacuum expectation value
vanishes by Lorentz invariance (which we assume to be unbroken). Thus the condition
for supersymmetry to be spontaneously broken is that there exists a fermion ψ such
that 〈δψ〉 = 〈{Q,ψ}〉 6= 0. But for left-chiral superfields the supersymmetry variation
of the ψ component fields (1.160) is δψ ∼ F + 6∂φ, so supersymmetry breaks if and
only if 〈F 〉 6= 0, since ∂µφ can’t get a Lorentz invariant vacuum expectation value.
Thus, the order parameter for supersymmetry breaking is the expectation value of
the F -components of left-chiral superfields. (It may be worth emphasizing that, by
contrast, 〈φ〉 6= 0 does not break supersymmetry.) The fermion field ψ which is not
supersymmetry invariant in the ground state is the superpartner of the non-vanishing
F -component. This fermion, which shifts under a supersymmetry transformation, is
the Goldstino.

Restricting ourselves to the case where supersymmetry is not spontaneously broken,

7Often in the literature reference is made to a supersymmetric mass sum rule [13] which states
that the sum of the scalar masses-squared equals that of the fermion masses-squared. Taking traces
of the mass-squared matrices found above, we see that this result only holds when the target space
curvature R vanishes. It is also modified when vector multiplets are included.
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we write out all the renormalizable terms in the chiral superfield action:

S =

∫
d4x

{
ϕ†(2−M†M)ϕ− 1

2
ψ( 6∂ +MP+ +M†P−)ψ

−1
2
fℓmnϕ

ℓψ
mP+ψ

n − 1
2
f ∗ℓmnϕ∗

ℓψmP−ψn

−1
2
M∗k

ℓ
f ℓ

mnϕ
∗
kϕ

mϕn − 1
2
f ∗mn

ℓ
Mℓ

kϕ
kϕ∗

mϕ
∗
n

−1
4
f ∗mn

 f 
kℓϕ

kϕℓϕ∗
mϕ

∗
n

}
. (1.206)

1.6.2 Generic superpotentials and R symmetries

Having analyzed the qualititative physics in vacua with and without spontaneously
broken supersymmetry, the question remains as to when spontaneous supersymmetry
breaking actually takes place in chiral superfield actions. We will review some general
statements that can be made about when supersymmetry can and cannot be broken in
our theories [14]. We have seen that supersymmetry is unbroken if and only if there
exists a simultaneous solution to the equations

∂f(φn)

∂φm
= 0 for m = 1, . . . , N. (1.207)

These are N complex analytic equations in N complex unknowns (the vacuum ex-
pectation values of the chiral fields φn), and so there will generically exist a solution.
“Generically” means that by making an arbitrary small change in the couplings (consis-
tent with symmetries) any theory with no solution to (1.207) will be taken to a theory
which has a solution. So we learn that for a generic superpotential, supersymmetry is
unbroken. It is a general working hypothesis that unless there are some symmetries to
restrict the model, there will be generated by quantum corrections all possible terms
in the effective action, and thus that the superpotential will be generic.

So, what if the superpotential is constrained by a global internal symmetry? Say it
is a U(1) symmetry with charges Q(Φn) = qn. That is to say, the global symmetry
transforms the left-chiral superfields (and thus each of their component fields) as

Φn → eiαqnΦn (1.208)

for arbitrary real constant parameter α. Now, the vacuum may or may not sponta-
neously break this symmetry. If it does not, then (by definition) the vacuum expec-
tation values of all the charged fields are zero. We can then reduce the question of
the existence of supersymmetric vacuum to whether there is a solution to ∂nf = 0
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restricted to the submanifold of target space where all charged bosons vanish. This
submanifold of target space is described by the complex equations

φn = 0 when qn 6= 0, (1.209)

and thus describes a complex submanifold of target space. Say it is M complex dimen-
sional. Then the restriction of the N complex equations ∂nf = 0 to this submanifold
will, by the chain rule, give M independent complex equations. This just takes us back
to the previous situation with no global symmetries, and supersymmetry is not broken,
generically. If, on the other hand, the U(1) symmetry is spontaneously broken, then at
least one of the charged fields will have a non-zero vacuum expectation value. Without
loss of generality, we can take it to be Φ1 and choose the normalization of the U(1)
generator so that q1 = 1. For Q to be a symmetry of the action, the superpotential
must be neutral, and so it has the form

f(Φ1, . . . ,Φn) = f(U2, . . . , UN), where Un ≡ Φn/(Φ1)qn. (1.210)

(This should be taken as a local statement in target space.) Because 〈φ1〉 6= 0, this
change of variables is non-singular, so ∂nf = 0 if and only if (∂/∂Un)f = 0, giving N−1
equations for N−1 variables, and so for a generic superpotential again supersymmetry
is unbroken. This argument can be easily generalized to an arbitrary number of U(1) or
non-Abelian global symmetries, to show that supersymmetry is generically not broken.

A hidden assumption in the above argument was that under global internal symmetry
transformations all components of left-chiral superfields transform in the same way.
This is equivalent to the assumption that the global symmetry generators commute
with the supercharge Qα. By the Coleman-Mandula theorem (see section 1.1) all global
symmetries must commute with the Poincaré group; however, it is not necessary that
they commute with the supersymmetry algebra. Associativity of the superPoincaré
algebra implies8 that there can be at most a single (independent) Hermitian U(1)
generator R which does not commute with the supersymmetry generator QL, and is
conventionally normalized so that

[R,QL] = −QL. (1.211)

8Say there were a global symmetry algebra with Hermitian generators T a, [T a, T b] = ifab
c T c

which did not commute with supersymmetry [T a, Qα] = haQα. The Jacobi identity [T a, [T b, Q]] +
[T b, [Q, T a]]+ [Q, [T a, T b]] = 0 implies fab

c hc = 0. Now, by the Coleman-Mandula theorem, any scalar
symmetry algebra is a direct sum of a semi-simple algebra A1 and an Abelian algebra A2. Since for a
semi-simple Lie algebra the Killing form gab = fay

x f bx
y is non-degenerate (Cartan’s theorem), we can

go to a basis in which it is diagonal, and fabc is antisymmetric (we raise and lower indices with g).
Then 0 = fabch

c = f badfabch
c ∝ hd. Thus only the components of hc in A2 (the Abelian directions)

can be non-zero. But then we can define the linear combination R = −∑a h∗
aT a/(

∑
b h∗

bh
b) to be

the U(1) generator with the desired commutation relations. Note that in theories with extended
supersymmetries with N supersymmetry spinor charges, non-Abelian U(N) = U(1) × SU(N) R
symmetries are allowed in 4 dimensions.
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This single U(1) under which QL has charge −1 is called the R symmetry. Despite
this commutation relation, the R symmetry is not part of the supersymmetry algebra.
In particular, a given supersymmetric theory may or may not have a conserved R
symmetry, and if it does, it may or may not be spontaneously broken.

Since the R symmetry does not commute with supersymmetry, the component fields
of a left-chiral superfield do not all carry the same R charge. If, for example, the lowest
component φ has R charge R(φ) = r, then

R(φ) = r, R(ψ) = r − 1, R(F ) = r − 2. (1.212)

So, if we assign R charge +1 to the anticommuting superspace coordinate θL (and
therefore −1 to θR) then the whole left-chiral superfield has the R charge of its lowest
component. Since R(dθL) = −1, it follows that the R charge of the superpotential

R(f) = +2. (1.213)

Since this is the only symmetry under which the superpotential is charged, this is, in
practice, the simplest way of finding an R symmetry of a given action.

Now suppose we have a theory with an R symmetry with charges R(Φn) = rn.
Again, if it is not spontaneously broken, then generically supersymmetry is not either.
If it is, we can choose r1 = 1 and 〈φ1〉 6= 0, so that f can be written

f = (Φ1)2 f(U2, . . . , UN), where Un ≡ Φn/(Φ1)rn . (1.214)

Then ∂nf = 0 is equivalent to the set of equations (∂/∂Un)f = 0 as well as f = 0.
These are now N equations for N − 1 unknowns, and so typically have no solution.
Thus generically supersymmetry is broken in this situation. Our net result is that if
the superpotential is a generic function (constrained only by global symmetries) then
supersymmetry is spontaneously broken if and only if there is a spontaneously broken
R symmetry. (We emphasize that the genericity assumption is crucial: it is easy to
construct non-generic superpotentials with no R symmetry and broken supersymmetry,
and with unbroken supersymmetry and a spontaneously broken R symmetry.)

This would seem to be bad news for supersymmetry phenomenology, for this result
implies that along with supersymmetry breaking (which must occur since our vacuum
is obviously not supersymmetric) necessarily goes a Goldstone boson (which is not ob-
served) for the spontaneously broken U(1)R symmetry. This conclusion depends on the
effective theory being generic, for there is a set of measure zero in “theory space” which
evades this problem. But this way out gives rise to a naturalness problem: it seems
unnatural for the effective theory to have exactly the required special couplings with no
symmetry reason to enforce them. However, we will learn, when we discuss quantum
corrections to supersymmetric actions in later lectures, that the superpotential is not
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generic in this way: there are natural (generic) supersymmetric gauge theories where
the quantum fluctuations give rise only to the special “non-generic” superpotentials
needed for supersymmetry breaking without an R symmetry. I hope to provide an
example of this kind of supersymmetry breaking by the end of the course.

The interrelation of R symmetry and supersymmetry breaking can be illustrated
more concretely by writing a specific form for the superpotential. A broad class of
theories with an R symmetry have a superpotential which can be put in the general
form

f = Xnfn(Φm), (1.215)

(with summation over the index n implied) i.e. linear in the Xn, where Xn, n =
1, . . . , N and Φm, m = 1, . . . ,M are left-chiral superfields, and fn are general holomor-
phic functions. The R charge assignments are thus

R(Xn) = +2, R(Φm) = 0. (1.216)

The supersymmetric vacuum equations are

∂nf = 0 = fn(Φ), and ∂mf = 0 = Xn∂mfn(Φ). (1.217)

If we can find solutions (values of Φm) to the first N equations, then the last M
equations can be satisfied by choosing Xn = 0, and both the R symmetry and super-
symmetry are unbroken. But if N > M , then generically there are no solutions to the
first N equations (because there are more equations than unknowns), so supersymme-
try is broken in the vacuum. If we assume the theory has a quadratic Kahler potential
(i.e. just the canonical kinetic terms and no more), the scalar potential is

V =
∑

n

|fn|2 +
∑

m

|Xn∂mfn|2 (1.218)

which can always be minimized by choosing the Φm to minimize the first term. The
vanishing of the second term then implies M linear constraints on the N Xn, so there is
a whole N−M complex dimensional space of (degenerate) vacua of this theory. Except
at the special point Xn = 0, in the generic such vacuum one of the R charged fields
Xn develops an expectation value, and so the U(1)R is indeed spontaneously broken.

The occurence of a manifold of vacua is characteristic of supersymmetric theories,
and will be explored in examples in the next section. In this class of examples, we
have a manifold of non-supersymmetric classical vacua. This kind of degeneracy is not
stable under quantum corrections, which typically lift the degeneracy and pick out a
single vacuum.9 However, the occurence of a whole manifold of supersymmetric vacua
(a complex submanifold in target space) which is stable under quantum corrections is
characteristic of supersymmetric theories. We will begin to explore these manifolds of
vacua in the next subsections, and in much greater detail later in the course.

9Or, perhaps, a single global symmetry orbit in target space.
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1.6.3 Moduli space

By the moduli space of a theory we will mean its space of supersymmetric vacua. For
a theory to have a non-trivial moduli space necessarily means that it has more than
one vacuum. In regular (non-supersymmetric) field theories the usual examples of de-
generate vacua occur due to broken symmetries, where the broken global symmetry
generators relate all the vacua. Any further degeneracies are considered accidental
since presumably quantum corrections or small irrelevant operators will lift the non-
symmetry-enforced degeneracies. In supersymmetric theories, on the other hand, mod-
uli spaces of degenerate vacua not related by any global symmetry frequently occur
and are stable against generic changes of the couplings of the theory which respect the
global symmetries. The existence of these moduli spaces of inequivalent vacua is due to
the possibility of an R symmetry and the fact that the superpotential depends on the
left-chiral superfields holomorphically. For since the superpotential has R charge +2,
any field (or combination of fields) Φ with R charge +2 can only enter the superpoten-
tial linearly, f ∝ Φ, for other R symmetry preserving contributions, like f ∝ Φ(ΦΦ∗)N ,
are not allowed by holomorphy. Vacua then exist for any value of 〈Φ〉.

More generally, holomorphy of the superpotential promotes any global symmetry
group G of the theory to a complexified symmetry group GC of the superpotential.
Suppose the theory has Hermitian global symmetry generators T a satisfying the Lie
algebra of G, [T a, T b] = fab

c T
c, and act on the fields by

Φ→ Φ′ = exp{iαaT a}Φ (1.219)

with real αa, where we are thinking of Φ as an N -component vector of all the left-chiral
superfields so that T a is an N ×N matrix representation of the lie algebra of G. Then
the superpotential obeys

f(Φ′) = eiαaqa

f(Φ) (1.220)

with qa = 2 for the R symmetry generator and zero otherwise. But since f only
depends on Φ and not Φ∗, f satisfies (1.220) with complex αa as well. Thus the GC

invariance of the superpotential is found simply by allowing the αa to be complex in
(1.219). In the case of a U(1) symmetry this means simply that U(1)C invariance is
invariance (or covariance) of the superpotential under general complex rescalings of
the left-chiral superfields and not just under phase rotations. Since it is the extrema of
the superpotential which govern the existence of supersymmetric vacua, this enhanced
symmetry of the superpotential is what is responsible for the existence of continuous
moduli of inequivalent vacua. We emphasize that the complexified symmetry GC is a
symmetry of the superpotential term only—the Kahler term, and thus the theory as a
whole, is invariant only under G.

The extrema of the superpotential satisfy ∂f(φ)/∂φn = 0 which are a set of holomor-
phic equations defining the moduli space as a complex variety (a complex submanifold
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with certains kinds of singularities allowed) in target space. The Kahler metric on the
target space is pulled back to a Kahler metric on the moduli space. The existence
of moduli spaces and the interpretation of their singularities turns out to be a very
powerful tool for deriving non-perturbative information about the vacuum structure of
supersymmetric field theories.

1.6.4 Examples

We will now illustrate the general properties of classical chiral superfield actions derived
in the last three subsections through a series of simple examples. Unless we state
otherwise, we will assume that the Kahler potential is quadratic (so we have only
canonical kinetic terms). We will also restrict ourselves to superpotentials cubic in the
fields so as to have renormalizable interactions.

� f = µ2Φ

We start with the simplest example with a single left-chiral superfield. This superpo-
tential is generic given a U(1) R-symmetry under which

R(Φ) = +2. (1.221)

There are no extrema of f , so supersymmetry is spontaneously broken in this model.
The potential is

V = |∂f |2 = |µ|4, (1.222)

showing that there is a whole space of degenerate, non-supersymmetric vacua in this
model. Writing out the component action we see that this model describes a free theory
of a massless complex scalar and a massive Majorana fermion. In fact, the vacuum
degeneracy in this example is a fake since it is lifted by arbitrarily small deformations
of the Kahler term. This is true in general of vacuum degeneracies (not related to
spontaneously broken global symmetries) of non-supersymmetric vacua, and is the
reason why we reserve the term moduli space for manifolds of supersymmetric vacua
only. In this example, consider adding to the Kahler term a quartic piece

K = ΦΦ∗ +
C

4M2
Φ2Φ∗2, (1.223)

where C is some real constant and M some mass scale. (This is the type of term we
would expect to get from quantum corrections if our theory were an effective descrip-
tion below an energy scale M ; we will discuss effective actions in more detail in later
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lectures.) Then it is easy to compute the inverse Kahler metric on target space and
the scalar potential to be

V =
M2|µ|4

M2 + C|φ|2 . (1.224)

For C < 0 this has a unique minimum at 〈φ〉 = 0. For C > 0 there is no minimum, but
the potential slopes off to zero as |φ| → ∞; of course, in this limit there is no reason
to keep just O(φ4) terms in K.

� f = 1
2
mΦ2 + 1

3
λΦ3

This is the most general renormalizable superpotential for one left-chiral superfield and
is known as the Wess-Zumino model. Note that we have not written any linear term in
Φ since it could always be absorbed by a shift in Φ. On the other hand, the symmetries
of this theory become more obvious if we shift Φ→ Φ−m/(2λ) to get

f = 1
3
λΦ3 − 1

4
m2

λ
Φ + constant (1.225)

which (neglecting the constant) has a Z4 R symmetry generated by

φ → −φ
θL → iθL. (1.226)

Note that this model is not generic—all odd powers of Φ are allowed by this discrete
R symmetry. The supersymmetric vacua determined by ∂f = 0 are

φ = ±1
2

m
λ
, (1.227)

which, though distinct, have equivalent physics since they are related by the R sym-
metry. Adding higher odd powers of Φ to f will add more pairs of supersymmetric
vacua, though now the physics in different pairs will not be related by any symmetry.

� f = 1
2
λΦ1Φ

2
2

This superpotential is the generic one with two left-chiral superfields, a U(1) global
symmetry (with charge Q), and an R symmetry, under which the fields are charged as

Q(Φ1) = 1, Q(Φ2) = −1
2
,

R(Φ1) = 1, R(Φ2) = +1
2
. (1.228)

Extrema of f are at
Φ2 = 0, Φ1 = arbitrary, (1.229)
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implying a whole moduli space, M, of degenerate but inequivalent classical ground
states. We can see that they are inequivalent because their physics is different: the
spectrum at any such vacuum is one massless chiral multiplet Φ1, and one massive
chiral multiplet Φ2 with mass |λ〈Φ1〉|. Since the Kahler potential of this model is
K = Φ1Φ

∗
1 + Φ2Φ

∗
2, the metric induced onM is

ds2 = dΦ1 dΦ
∗
1. (1.230)

Perturbations (quantum corrections) to the Kahler potential will certainly change this
metric on M, but cannot change the topological properties of M since those were
determined by the (generic) superpotential.

(Note that we have fallen into a shorthand notation which uses the same symbol for
the left-chiral superfield, its scalar components, and the vacuum expectation value of
the scalar component.)

� f = 1
2
mΦ2

1 + λΦ1Φ
2
2

Adding a mass term to the previous example still leaves a generic renormalizable model
with just the R symmetry

R(Φ1) = 1, R(Φ2) = 1
2
. (1.231)

It has a single supersymmetric vacuum at Φ1 = Φ2 = 0 where Φ1 has mass m and Φ2

is massless.

Since Φ1 is massive in the vacuum, at energies low compared to m it should be frozen
at its expectation value—there is not enough energy to appreciably excite fluctuations
in its field. Thus we can “integrate out” Φ1 simply by solving its algebraic vacuum
equation ∂Φ1

f = 0, and substituting back in f to get an “effective” (low energy)
superpotential for Φ2 alone:

feff = −1

2

λ2

m
Φ4

2. (1.232)

This result is consistent with the global symmetry of the original model; that it is a
nonrenormalizable theory is not surprising given it effective status.

Note that there is nothing wrong in principle with leaving Φ1 in; the only reason to
integrate it out is that it plays no dynamical role at low enough energies.

� f = Φ1Φ2Φ3

This model is generic given a U(1)1 × U(1)2 × U(1)R symmetry under which

Q1(Φ1) = +1, Q1(Φ2) = +1, Q1(Φ3) = −2,
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Q2(Φ1) = +1, Q2(Φ2) = −2, Q2(Φ3) = +1,

R(Φ1) = 0, R(Φ2) = +1, R(Φ3) = +1. (1.233)

Extrema of f are at

Φ1Φ2 = Φ2Φ3 = Φ3Φ1 = 0, ⇒ {Φ1 = Φ2 = 0, Φ3 arbitrary; & permutations}.
(1.234)

This example shows that the moduli space of vacua need not be a manifold, but may
also have singularities (in this case an intersection point).

� f = µ2Φ1 +mΦ2Φ3 + gΦ1Φ
2
2

This superpotential is generic given a Z2 symmetry (with charge Π) and a U(1)R

symmetry under which

Π(Φ1) = +, Π(Φ2) = −, Π(Φ3) = −
R(Φ1) = 2, R(Φ2) = 0, R(Φ3) = 2. (1.235)

This is called the O’Raifeartaigh model. The extrema of f are at

0 = ∂1f = µ2 + gφ2
2,

0 = ∂2f = mφ3 + 2gφ1φ2,

0 = ∂3f = mφ2, (1.236)

which have no solution, implying supersymmetry is broken.

Problem 1.6.1 Compute the potential in the O’Raifeartaigh model and the spectrum
of bosons and fermions in the ground states. Where is the vacuum once a |Φ2|4 term
is added to the Kahler term?
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1.7 Vector superfields and superQED

Gauge fields appear in supersymmetric field theories in vector superfields. This lec-
ture will focus on classical vector superfields and the effective actions describing their
couplings to left-chiral superfields.

1.7.1 Abelian vector superfield

A vector superfield V is a general scalar superfield satisfying a reality condition:

V = V ∗ = C − i(θγ5ω)− i
2
(θγ5θ)M − 1

2
(θθ)N

+ i
2
(θγ5γ

µθ)Vµ − i(θγ5θ)
(
θ
[
λ+ 1

2
6∂ω
])

− 1
4
(θγ5θ)

2 (
D + 1

2
2C
)
, (1.237)

where C, M , and N are real scalar fields, Vµ is a real vector field, and ω and λ are
Majorana fields. The 6∂ω and 2C terms are separated from λ and D in this expansion
to make the supersymmetry transformation rules of the components simpler:

δC = i(ǫγ5ω),

δM = −(ǫ[λ+ 6∂ω]),

δM = i(ǫγ5[λ+ 6∂ω]),

δVµ = (ǫ[γµλ+ ∂µω]),

δω = (−iγ5 6∂C −M + iγ5N+ 6V ) ǫ,

δλ =
(

1
2
γνγµ[∂µVν − ∂νVµ] + iγ5D

)
ǫ,

δD = i(ǫγ5 6∂λ). (1.238)

As advertised in section 1.5, the variation of the D component is a total derivative.

Since one component is a vector field, Vµ, we expect the interactions of this superfield
to have a the usual U(1) gauge invariance

Vµ → Vµ + ∂µΛ (1.239)

where Λ(x) is an arbitrary real scalar field. The only supersymmetry covariant gener-
alization of this gauge invariance is

V → V + i
2
(Ω− Ω∗), (1.240)

where now Ω(x, θ) is an arbitrary left-chiral superfield with the usual component ex-
pansion

Ω = Λ(x+)−
√

2θP+w(x+) + (θP+θ)W(x+), (1.241)
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where xµ
+ ≡ xµ + 1

2
(θγ5γ

µθ), Λ andW are complex scalars and w is a Majorana spinor.
Thus the set of super gauge transformations (1.240) is much larger that that of ordinary
gauge transformations. In components, the effect of a super gauge transformation is
to shift the component fields of the vector superfield as

δΩC = −ImΛ,

δΩM = −ReW,

δΩN = +ImW,

δΩVµ = +Re∂µΛ,

δΩω = 1
2

√
2w,

δΩλ = 0,

δΩD = 0, (1.242)

where we denote the super gauge transformation by δΩ to differentiate it from su-
persymmetry transformations. We see that this correctly transforms Vµ with gauge
parameter ReΛ for a U(1) gauge field. C, M , N , and ω are gauge artifacts since
they can be gauge away entirely by an appropriate choice of ImΛ, W, and w. λ and
D, on the other hand, are gauge invariant. Indeed, we can partially gauge fix to the
Wess-Zumino gauge

C = M = N = ω = 0 (1.243)

at the cost of losing manifest supersymmetry. The Wess-Zumino gauge does not com-
pletely fix the gauge—in fact it fixes all of the gauge freedom in (1.240) except for the
ordinary U(1) gauge transformations of the vector field Vµ.

A slight relaxation of the Wess-Zumino gauge, which we’ll call the complex gauge for
want of a better name, is to only set

M = N = ω = 0. (1.244)

Thus in this gauge there is left unfixed one complex scalar field Λ worth of gauge
invariance: instead of the usual U(1) group of gauge transformations, in this gauge the
vector superfield is covariant under the complexified group U(1)C. This will be a useful
observation once we couple to chiral multiplet matter below.

We now want to write down a gauge invariant and supersymmetry invariant action
for a single (i.e. Abelian) vector superfield. Because the D component of V is gauge
invariant by (1.242), an obvious choice is

SFI =

∫
d4x ξ[V ]D =

∫
d4x ξD, (1.245)

which is known as the Fayet-Iliopoulos term. Here ξ is a real constant of dimension of
mass-squared, and in the last inequality I have dropped a total derivative. It contains
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no dynamics, so we clearly need to look further afield. D terms made from polynomials
in V won’t do the job since, though supersymmetry invariant, they are no longer gauge
invariant.

So we look at covariant derivatives. Note that since Ω is a left-chiral superfield,
DRΩ = DLΩ∗ = 0. Also, recall that DL,R satisfy the supersymmetry algebra with the
wrong sign:

{DR,DR} = 0, {DR,DL} = −2P− 6∂C. (1.246)

Thus DLV transforms under gauge transformations asDLV → DLV + i
2
DLΩ. To get rid

of the dependence on the left-chiral superfield Ω, we should further act with DR which
annihilates it. But, because of the non-vanishing commutator, DRDLΩ = −2P− 6∂CΩ,
so we must act a second time with DR so that DRDRDLΩ = 0. Thus we learn that
DRDRDLV is gauge invariant. Since DR anticommutes with itself, the two DR’s must
appear antisymmetrically on their Weyl spinor indices. But the antisymmetric com-
bination of two two-dimensional spinors representations, 2 ⊗A 2 = 1, is the singlet
representation. Thus (choosing a convenient normalization) the gauge invariant super-
field made out of V and superderivatives is

WLa ≡
i

4
(DT

RCDR)DLaV. (1.247)

This is called the field strength chiral superfield. Note that, as indicated by the spinor
index a, this superfield is a left-chiral Weyl spinor. It is also a left-chiral superfield
since DRWL ∝ DRDRDRX = 0 because no totally antisymmetric combination of three
two-dimensional representations is possible. It is called the field-strength superfield
because of its component expansion, which is

WL = λL(x+) + 1
2
γµγνθLfµν(x+)− iθLD(x+)− (θT

LCθL) 6∂λR(x+), (1.248)

where
fµν ≡ ∂µVν − ∂νVµ (1.249)

is the gauge field strength, and xµ
+ ≡ xµ + 1

2
(θγ5γ

µθ).

Using the gamma matrix identity

γµγνγ5 = − i
2
ǫµνρσγργσ, (1.250)

it follows that only the self dual part of the fµν antisymmetric tensor appears in WL,
for

2γµγνθLfµν = (γµγν + γµγνγ5)θfµν = γµγνθ(fµν − i
2
ǫµνρσf

ρσ). (1.251)

Define the dual field strength f̃ by

f̃µν ≡ 1

2
ǫµνρσfρσ, (1.252)
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which differs from the Hodge dual defined in section 1.3.1 by a factor of i, so that
˜̃
f = −f . Then with our definitions, the self dual part of the field strength is f+ = f−if̃ ,
and useful identities are

fµνf
µν = −f̃µν f̃

µν , 1
2
f+

µνf
+µν = fµνf

µν − ifµν f̃
µν . (1.253)

A right-chiral version, WR, of the field strength chiral superfield is defined by

WR ≡ −
i

4
(DT

LCDL)DRV. (1.254)

WR depends on the field strength in its anti-self dual form f− = f + if̃ . WL and WR

are clearly not simply general chiral superfields; indeed, because of the identity

CabDLa(DT
RCDR)DLb = CabDRa(DT

LCDL)DRb (1.255)

which follows from the anticommutation relations of the superderivatives, WL and WR

satisfy the constraint
(DT

LCWL) = −(DT
RCWR). (1.256)

This is the superspace version of the Bianchi identity ǫµνρσ∂ρfµν = 0, as can be checked
by going to components.

A gauge, Lorentz, and supersymmetry invariant action term is then

Sτ =

∫
d4x

τ

16πi
[W T

L CWL]F + c.c. (1.257)

where

τ ≡ ϑ

2π
+ i

4π

g2
(1.258)

is a dimensionless complex constant. We can see the interpretation of g and ϑ by
expanding Sτ in components:

Sτ =

∫
d4x

{
− 1

2g2
λ 6∂λ− 1

4g2
fµνf

µν +
ϑ

32π2
fµν f̃

µν +
1

2g2
D2

}
. (1.259)

This shows that in supersymmetric actions Vµ will describe a propagating U(1) gauge
boson fµν (i.e. a photon), a massless Majorana fermion λ (the “photino”), and an
auxiliary field D. This describes the particle content of the massless vector multiplet.
Note that the kinetic terms for λ and fµν are not canonically normalized—a factor of
the constant g has to be absorbed in each. Later, when we discuss the coupling to
left-chiral superfields, we will see that g has the interpretation as the gauge coupling
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constant. ϑ is the theta angle, which will play an important role quantum mechanically.
As its name suggests, and as we will discuss later, the theta angle is periodic

ϑ = ϑ+ 2π, (1.260)

implying τ = τ + 1; it was this simple form of the periodicity relation which prompted
our choice of normalization of τ .

The gauge kinetic terms can also be written as an integral over all of superspace (i.e.
as a D term) using

∫
d2θLW

2 ∼
∫
d2θLD2

R(WDLV ) ∼
∫
d4θ (WDLV ). (1.261)

Note, however, that in this form the integrand is gauge variant. In dealing with effective
actions it will be important to have gauge invariant expressions for Lagrangians. The
Fayet-Iliopoulos term was written with a gauge variant Lagrangian in (1.245). It can be
written in a manifestly gauge invariant way as an integral over a quarter of superspace
using

[V ]D ∼
∫
d4θV ∼

∫
dθ2

Rdθ
a
LDLaV ∼

∫
dθa

LD2
RDLaV ∼

∫
dθa

LWLa. (1.262)

Thus the FI term can be written as

SFI = iξ

∫
d4x dθa

LWLa + c.c.. (1.263)

1.7.2 Coupling to left-chiral superfields: superQED

Recall that a matter field (scalar or spinor) of charge q transforms under an ordinary
gauge transformation Vµ → Vm + ∂µΛ of the gauge field as φ → exp{iqΛ}φ. The
generalization of this to super gauge transformations has the vector superfield and
left-chiral superfields Φn transforming as

V → V + i
2
(Ω− Ω∗),

Φn → eiqnΩΦi, (1.264)

where qn is the charge of the Φn left-chiral superfield. In complex gauge where only
the (complex) lowest component of Ω is non-zero

Ω(x, θ) = Λ(x), (complex gauge) (1.265)

this reduces to the usual gauge transformation property on the component fields, all
with the same charge qn, except with a complex gauge transformation parameter. The
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fact that all the components transform with the same gauge charge means that the
gauge symmetry commutes with supersymmetry: the zero-coupling limit of a gauge
symmetry reduces to an ordinary global symmetry, not an R symmetry. (It turns out
that one is forced to include gravity to write an interacting supersymmetric theory
with a gauged R symmetry.)

It is easy to write super gauge and supersymmetry invariant action terms for the
left-chiral superfields. For the superpotential terms, gauge invariance simply demands
that the superpotential itself be gauge invariant:

f(eiqnΩΦn) = f(Φn), (1.266)

i.e. that each term in the superpotential have total gauge charge zero. Thus the
superpotential action terms

Sf =

∫
d4x [f(Φn)]F + c.c. (1.267)

remain the same. Since Ω is complex in complex gauge, just as with global symmetries,
the superpotential is invariant not just under the U(1) gauge group, but also under its
complexification U(1)C.

The Kahler terms need some modification since the basic kinetic terms coming from
K ∼ Φ∗

nΦn are not super gauge invariant:

Φ∗
nΦn → Φ∗

ne
−iqnΩ∗

eiqnΩΦn. (1.268)

This can be fixed by including a factor of e−2qnV in K for each right-chiral superfield
Φ∗

n:

SK =
1

2

∫
d4x

[
Φ∗

ne
−2qnV Φn

]
D
. (1.269)

This can be expanded in components by noting that in complex gauge

V − C = − i
2
(θγ5γ

µθ)Vµ − i(θγ5θ)(θλ)− 1
4
(θγ5θ)

2
(D + 1

2
2C),

(V − C)2 = −1
4
(θγ5γ

µθ)(θγ5γ
νθ)VµVν = 1

4
(θγ5θ)

2
VµV

µ,

(V − C)3 = 0, (1.270)

so
eV = eC

(
1 + V − C − 1

8
(θγ5θ)

2
VµV

µ
)
. (1.271)

Expanding just the Kahler term gives in complex gauge

SK =

∫
d4x e−2qnC

{
−(Dµφ

n)∗(Dµφn)− 1
2
(ψn 6Dψn) + F ∗

nF
n − qnφ∗

nφ
n(D + 1

2
2C)

− 2
√

2Imqnφ
n(ψnP+λ) + 2

√
2Imqnφ

∗
n(ψ

nP−λ)

}
, (1.272)
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where a sum over n is understood and

Dµ ≡ ∂µ − iqnVµ (1.273)

is the gauge covariant derivative. Part of the U(1)C gauge invariance consists of rescal-
ings of the chiral superfields, allowing in particular the factor of e−2qnC to be absorbed
in φ, ψ, and F . Also, the gauge coupling g in (1.259) can be absorbed in the gauge field
by rescaling Vµ → gVµ so that the gauge kinetic term has the canonical form 1

4
fµνf

µν ;
then the gauge covariant derivatives in (1.272) become Dµ = ∂µ− igqnVµ showing that
g is indeed the gauge coupling.

Since D and the F n appear in the total supersymmetric QED action

SsQED = Sτ + SK + Sf + SFI (1.274)

only quadratically, we can replace them by their equations of motion. This gives in
complex gauge the scalar potential

V (φ∗
n, φ

n) =
∑

n

e2qnC |∂nf |2 + 1
2
g2

(
ξ +

∑

n

qne
−qnC |φn|2

)2

. (1.275)

This immediately implies that supersymmetry is unbroken if and only if the F n and
D fields vanish:

0 = F ∗
n = − ∂f

∂φn
, ∀n,

0 = D = −g
2

2

(
ξ +

∑

n

qne
−qnC |φn|2

)
. (1.276)

I will refer to these equations as the vacuum equations. One usually only sees the
vacuum equations written in Wess-Zumino gauge, where C = 0. Our more general
expression in complex gauge will be useful when we come to solving the D field vacuum
equation.

Although the above theory is a consistent classical field theory, quantum mechan-
ically there is another constraint on the couplings coming from anomalies. As we
will discuss in a later lecture, this theory is inconsistent unless the charges, qn, of the
left-chiral superfields satisfy ∑

n

qn =
∑

n

q3
n = 0. (1.277)

The first constraint is from the mixed gauge-gravitational anomaly, and the second is
from the pure gauge anomaly. These constaints can always be satisfied by pairs of
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left-chiral superfields with opposite charges. Non-trivial solutions exist for five or more
charged left-chiral superfields (in fact there is a continuum of solutions). Non-trivial
solutions with commensurate charges are harder to find. One such has fifteen chiral
fields, corresponding to the hypercharge assignments of one generation of the standard
model.

1.7.3 General Abelian gauged sigma model

We can write the most general Abelian gauged sigma model as

S =
1

2

∫
d4x

{[
K
(
Φ∗

ne
−2qAnVA,Φn

)
+ 2ξAVA

]
D

+

[
f(Φn) +

1

16πi
τAB(Φn)

(
W T

LACWLB

)
+ c.c.

]

F

}
(1.278)

where the A, B indices run over different U(1) vector multiplets, qAn is the charge
of the nth left-chiral superfield under the Ath gauge factor, ξA is a Fayet-Iliopoulos
constant for each U(1), and τAB(Φ) are generalized gauge couplings and theta angles,

τAB =
ϑAB

2π
+ i

4π

(g2)AB

, (1.279)

which can depend only holomorphically on left-chiral superfields since it appears in an
F -component. The anomaly cancellation conditions require the charges to satisfy

∑

n

qAn =
∑

n

qAnqBnqCn = 0, for all A,B,C. (1.280)

The component expansion of this action gives rise to a gauged version of the nonlinear
sigma model (1.177) and (1.182) discussed in section 1.5; the details are left to the
reader’s imagination except for the resulting scalar potential10

V =
∑

n

e2qAnCA |∂nf |2

+ 1
2

∑

AB

(g2)AB

(
ξA +

∑

n

qAne
−

P
D qDnCD |φn|2

)

×
(
ξB +

∑

n

qBne
−

P
D qDnCD |φn|2

)
. (1.281)

10The left-chiral superfield indices n should really be raised and lowered with the Kahler metric
gnm and the |φn|2 factors only take that form in a special coordinate system on target space.
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Unitarity of the gauge kinetic terms requires the symmetric coupling matrix (g2)AB

to be positive definite, implying the vacuum energy vanishes and supersymmetry is
unbroken if and only if the vacuum equations

0 = ∂nf, ∀n (F equations)

0 = ξA +
∑

n

qAne
P

B qBnCB |φn|2, ∀A (D equations) (1.282)

are satisfied. Here CA is the lowest component of the VA vector superfield. It is gauge-
variant; in Wess-Zumino gauge we set CA = 0, giving rise to the “usual” vacuum
equations. We will spend the rest of this section discussing the solutions of these
equations and the physics they describe.

1.7.4 Higgsing and unitary gauge

When a charged scalar gets a non-zero vacuum expectation value, the gauge symmetry
is spontaneously broken, and, by the Higgs mechanism, gauge bosons become massive,
“eating” neutral scalars. Precisely the same mechanism works in supersymmetric the-
ories: when a charged left-chiral superfield gets a non-zero vacuum expectation value,
the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken and the gauge bosons in the vector mul-
tiplet become massive. If supersymmetry is not also spontaneously broken, then the
whole vector multiplet must become massive along with the vector boson.

We can see this in a simple model with two charged left-chiral superfields, Φ± with
charges ±1, no Fayet-Iliopoulos term, and the superpotential

f = −mΦ+Φ− +
1

2m
Φ2

+Φ2
−. (1.283)

Then the F equations for a supersymmetric minimum are satisfied by either φ+ =
φ− = 0 or φ+φ− = m2. The first solution does not interest us since it does not break
the gauge symmetry. The D equation in Wess-Zumino gauge,

|φ+|2 − |φ−|2 = 0, (1.284)

implies that φ+ = eiαφ− with an arbitrary angle α, thus giving the supersymmetric
but not gauge invariant vacua

φ+ = me+iα/2, φ− = me−iα/2. (1.285)

This one parameter space of vacua are all really just one vacuum since they are related
by the gauge transformation

φ+ → φ+e
+iβ, φ− → φ−e

−iβ . (1.286)
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So, by choosing β = −α/2, we can gauge transform any of the vacua in (1.285) to the
single vacuum

φ+ = φ− = m. (1.287)

However, it is hard to see the physical field content in Wess-Zumino gauge. So
instead, let us go to unitary gauge, in which we fix all of the super gauge invariance by
rotating the whole left-chiral superfield so that

Φ+ = m. (1.288)

We are free to do this so long as 〈Φ+〉 6= 0. We have chosen m as a convenient value—
we could just as well have chosen any non-zero complex number. In physical gauge the
action is

S =

∫
d4x

{
1

2

[
e−2Vm2 + Φ∗

−e
2V Φ−

]
D

+

[
τ

16πi
(WL)2 − 1

2
m2Φ− +

m

4
Φ2

− + c.c.

]

F

}
,

(1.289)
where I am writing (WL)2 as a shorthand for (W T

L CWL). The solution to the F equation
is φ− = m. Expanding about this vacuum, Φ− = m + δΦ−, generates the term (using
the full component expansion (1.237) of V since we have used up all our gauge freedom)

1

2
m2

∫
d4x

[
e2V + e−2V

]
D
⊃ 2m2

∫
d4x

[
V 2
]
D

= −2m2

∫
d4x(VµV

µ + ∂µC∂
µC

− ω 6∂ω − 2CD −M2 −N2 − 2ωλ) (1.290)

giving the vector boson a mass and making C and ω dynamical. Thus we have as
propagating degrees of freedom in the vector superfield a massive scalar C, two massive
fermions ω and λ, an a massive vector Vµ, which is the content of the massive vector
multiplet. Of the original two left-chiral superfields, one was gauged away (“eaten”)
and the other remains propagating, and plays the role of the Higgs boson in this
example.

1.7.5 Supersymmetry breaking and Fayet-Iliopoulos terms

We saw in section 1.7.2 that the scalar potential was the sum of squares of the D
as well as the F terms. We thus have an extra condition to satisfy for there to be
a supersymmetric vacuum compared to the case without vector superfields. If the F
equations cannot be satisfied by themselves, then, just as in the no vector superfield
case, supersymmetry will be spontaneously broken. This kind of breaking is called
“F term” or sometimes “O’Raifeartaigh” breaking, and its systematics are just as
we discussed in section 1.6.2. It will turn out that if the F term conditions have
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a solution, then the D term conditions will always also have a solution if there are
no Fayet-Iliopoulos terms. Thus the Fayet-Iliopoulos terms play a special role in the
discussion of supersymmetry breaking. Breaking due to them is called “D term” or
sometimes “Fayet-Iliopoulos” breaking. We will see that Fayet-Iliopoulos terms are
only allowed for Abelian gauge groups and so only play a role when there are U(1)
factors in the gauge gauge group.

In D term breaking, the non-zero vacuum expectation value of a D component is the
order parameter for supersymmetry breaking. In particular, the scale of supersymmetry
breaking, or equivalently the scale of the mass splittings within multiplets, is given by

δm2 ∼ g2D. (1.291)

The factor of the gauge coupling enters since the D term is coupled to the other
fields in the theory as part of the gauge multiplet. Furthermore, since the D term
breaking only occurs when there is a Fayet-Iliopoulos term, one expects the D vacuum
expectation value to be proportional to ξ, the Fayet-Iliopoulos constant. Note that
since the supersymmetry variation of the gaugino is δλ = 1

2
γνγµfµν + iγ5D, then in the

case of D term breaking the gaugino is shifted, and so is identified with the Goldstino.

We will now determine the conditions under which D term breaking can generi-
cally occur. For simplicity, consider the case of a single U(1) vector superfield and N
left-chiral superfields, so the vacuum equations are given by (1.276). If the superpo-
tential were generic, then the F equations give N complex analytic equations for N
complex unknowns, and so would typically have a solution. However, the superpoten-
tial is subject to one constraint—gauge invariance—which may reduce the number of
independent equations by one. If the gauge symmetry is not broken (so no charged
left-chiral superfields get vacuum expectation values), then the D equation will be sat-
isfied if and only if ξ = 0. Thus the Fayet-Iliopoulos term generically leads to broken
supersymmetry when the F equations do not break the gauge invariance by themselves.

When the solution to the F equations breaks the gauge symmetry, then, as we saw in
section 1.6.2, the F equations are equivalent to N−1 equations for the N−1 unknowns
un = φn/φ

qn

1 , and thus will typically have a one complex dimensional space of solutions.
However one real dimension of this space is a gauge artifact: a common phase of the
φn is unobservable by gauge invariance. There remains a one real dimensional space of
solutions, plus the single realD equation. But since this last equation is a real equation,
one can not predict the generic existence of solutions. We will show below the general
result that in the absence of Fayet-Iliopoulos terms and when the F equations have a
solution, then there always exists a simultaneous solution to the D vacuum equation.
Thus, in the presence of gauge symmetry breaking, a generic superpotential with no
Fayet-Iliopoulos term will lead to a unique supersymmetric vacuum.

Finally, if there is a spontaneously broken U(1)R symmetry, then, just as in the
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section 1.6.2, supersymmetry will be generically spontaneously broken—theD equation
just adds an additional constraint to the F equations.

Examples

A simple example illustrating D term breaking is the Fayet-Iliopoulos model, a theory
with two charged left-chiral superfields Φ± of charges ±1 with a Fayet-Iliopoulos term
ξ and a superpotential

f = −mΦ+Φ−. (1.292)

The F equation implies that φ+ = φ− = 0 in the vacuum, but then the D equation (in
Wess-Zumino gauge) |φ+|2 − |φ−|2 + ξ = 0 has no solution if ξ 6= 0.

If we add a term to the superpotential of this model so that it becomes the model
of section 1.7.4,

f = −mΦ+Φ− +
1

2m
Φ2

+Φ2
−, (1.293)

then the F equations have the two solutions φ+ = φ− = 0 and φ− = m2/φ+. The first
solution does not Higgs the gauge symmetry, and cannot satisfy the D equation for
ξ 6= 0. The second solution, on the other hand gives the D equation (in Wess-Zumino
gauge) |φ+|2 − |m4/φ+|2 + ξ = 0 which has a solution

2|φ+|2 =
√
ξ2 + 4|m|4 − ξ (1.294)

for all ξ. Thus this is a supersymmetric vacuum with non-zero ξ and gauge symmetry
breaking.

A third example is a theory of Φ± with superpotential

f = − 1

2m
Φ2

+Φ2
−. (1.295)

The F equations have a moduli space of solutions with two components (intersecting
at φ± = 0) given by

0 = φ+ and φ− = arbitrary; or

0 = φ− and φ+ = arbitrary. (1.296)

Call the solutions described by the first line the “φ− branch” and those of the second
line the “φ+ branch”. Then there is a solution to the D equation on the φ− branch
only if ξ > 0, and on the φ+ branch only if ξ < 0.
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1.7.6 Solving the D equations

In what follows we will set to zero the Fayet-Iliopoulos terms and the superpoten-
tial, thus ξA = f = 0. We will see that the resulting D equations always have flat
directions—whole moduli spaces of solutions. We start by revisiting a simple example.

Example

Consider a U(1) theory with two left-chiral superfields Φ± of charges ±1. Then the D
equation is in Wess-Zumino gauge

0 = |φ+|2 − |φ−|2, (1.297)

implying
φ+ = eiαφ− (1.298)

for some angle α. The resulting three real dimensional space of vacua {φ+, α} must be
divided by the U(1)R gauge equivalence which remains in Wess-Zumino gauge:

φ+ ≃ e+iβφ+, φ− ≃ e−iβφ−, (1.299)

for β any real angle. We can use this gauge freedom to fix the angle α by choosing
β = α/2 so that φ+ = φ−. Actually, this choice does not completely fix the gauge
freedom, since β = π + α/2 would have done just as well. Thus the moduli space can
be described as

M = {φ+}/{φ+ → −φ+}, (1.300)

which means the space of all φ+ quotient the (residual gauge) identification of φ+ with
−φ+.

This space can be conveniently parametrized in terms of the gauge invariant variable

M ≡ φ+φ−. (1.301)

M is a good coordinate onM since every φ+ gives rise to a unique M (since φ+ = φ−),
while every value of M determines a φ+ up to a sign. Thus

M = {M}. (1.302)

So, topologically, the moduli space M≃ C.

Metrically, however, it has a singularity. We can compute the induced metric onM
by evaluating the the Kahler potential there:

K = φ∗
+φ+ + φ∗

−φ− = 2φ∗
+φ+ = 2

√
MM∗, (1.303)
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where in the second equality we have used the Wess-Zumino gauge D equation, and in
the third equality the fact that up to a gauge transformation M = φ+φ− = φ2

+. So the
induced metric is

ds2 =
1

2

dM dM∗

√
MM∗

. (1.304)

Thus there is a metric singularity at M = 0, which corresponds to φ± = 0, where
the U(1) gauge symmetry is not spontaneously broken, and so the vector superfield
is massless there. It is a general rule that singularities in moduli space correspond to
vacua with “extra” massless particles. The metric ds2 is flat everywhere except at the
origin, where it has a Z2 conical singularity (a deficit angle of π corresponding to a
delta function curvature). We can see this by going to polar coordinates M = reiθ

where ds2 ∼ (1/r)dr2 + rdθ2. Changing radial variables to u = 2
√
r then gives ds2 =

du2 + 1
4
u2dθ2. Thus metrically (as opposed to topologically) the moduli space is the

orbifold space

M = C/Z2. (1.305)

Note that this is only a classical equivalence. Quantum mechanically the Kahler poten-
tial gets corrections and changes the metric structure of the moduli space, sharpening
the conical singularity into a cusp-like singularity. We will return to the issue of quan-
tum corrections later.

D equations in complex gauge

More generally, the moduli space of a theory with no superpotential is given by the
space of all scalar vacuum expectation values satisfying the D equations, modulo gauge
equivalences:

M = {φn|DA = 0}/G. (1.306)

I claim this space is equivalent to

M = {φn}/GC, (1.307)

the space of all scalar vacuum expectation values of the left-chiral superfields modulo
complexified gauge transformations. Thus we can think of the D equations as just a
reflection of the larger GC gauge invariance that we have seen necessarily appears in
a supersymmetric gauge theory with gauge group G. Note that this description also
makes it manifest that the moduli space M is a complex manifold.

We can see this explicitly in the Abelian gauged sigma model (with a single gauge
field) as follows. Recall that in complex gauge, in addition to the scalar fields from the
left-chiral superfields the real scalar component C of the vector superfield also appears
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in the potential, giving rise to the D equation

0 =
∑

n

qne
qnC |φn|2 (1.308)

where we are assuming that there is no Fayet-Iliopoulos term. Each term in this equa-
tion is postive or negative depending only on the sign of qn; by anomaly cancellation
there will be both positive and negative qn. Assume that there are non-zero φn’s
with both positive and negative charges qn. Then, since the greatest qn of a non-zero
φn—call it qmax—is postive, as C → +∞ the right side of (1.308) is dominated by
qmaxe

qmaxC |φmax|2, and so is positive. Similarly, for C → −∞ the right side is negative.
Therefore, there exists some intermediate value of C for which (1.308) is satisfied. Fur-
thermore, there is a unique such value, which follows simply by taking the derivative
of (1.308) with respect to C, and noting that it is positive definite. In the case of
many Abelian gauge fields, the same argument works simply by applying it to each DA

equation in turn.

Thus we have a unique solution to the D equation for any given set of φn’s, subject
only to the constraint that at least one postively and one negatively charged φn are
non-zero; furthermore, these are all the solutions to the D equation, since if all non-zero
φn had the same sign charge, then there is no solution to the D equation (since all its
terms are the same sign).11 However, this is not yet a description of the moduli space
of vacua, since we are working in complex gauge and have not fixed the U(1)C gauge
invariance. To do this we must divide out this space by the group of complexified gauge
transformations, GC. But this futher division automatically enforces the constraint that
vacua with non-zero φn all of the same sign charge be excluded, thus giving the result
(1.307). To see this in the U(1)C case, recall that a U(1)C transformation rotates the
fields by

U(1)C : φn → eiqnΛφn, Λ ∈ C. (1.309)

Thus a point in target space with, say, φn non-zero only for qn > 0, can be taken
to the origin (φn = 0 for all n) by a U(1)C gauge transformation simply by taking
ImΛ→ +∞.

The usefulness of the above result resides not only in showing that solutions to the
D equations always exist, but also in providing a relatively simple description of the
resulting moduli space. We can see this by trying to find a set of good (non-singular)
coordinates which parametrize the quotient of the space of all φn’s (and their complex
conjugates) by U(1)C. Say t(φi, φ

∗
n) is one such coordinate function. Then t must be

U(1)C-invariant, since if not, a value of t will not specify a submanifold of M since a
U(1)C transformation changes it. Without loss of generality we can expand t as a sum

11This is the step where the vanishing of the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter is needed.
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of monomials t{ℓ,ℓ} each of which is of the form

t{ℓ,ℓ} =
∏

n

(φn)ℓn(φ∗
n)ℓn (1.310)

for some set of exponents {ℓn, ℓn}. In order for t to be U(1)C invariant, each such term
must be separately invariant. Thus the set of all such monomials can be taken as a
possible basis of coordinate functions on M. In order for t{ℓ,ℓ} to be well-defined on
the space of φn’s, their exponents must be integers. For t{ℓ,ℓ} to be U(1)C invariant we
must have ∑

n

qnℓn =
∑

n

qnℓn = 0. (1.311)

This separate cancellation of the ℓn and ℓn powers is because Λ is complex in (1.309).
Thus each term is a product of two U(1)C invariant terms—one made only from φn’s
and the other from only φ∗

n’s. So, again, we can take the purely holomorphic terms
t{ℓ} = t{ℓ,ℓ=0} as a basis of complex coordinate functions. (The purely anti-holomorphic
terms are their complex conjugates.) If there were a negative exponent, say ℓn < 0
in t{ℓ}, then t would not be a good coordinate near points where φn = 0, which are
certainly points inM. So, finally, we have a basis of good coordinates onM:

{t{ℓ}|
∑

n

qnℓn = 0, and ℓn ≥ 0}. (1.312)

However, these coordinates need not all be independent, and will in general satisfy a set
of algebraic relations. For example, given any set of monomials t{ℓ}, then any holomor-
phic polynomials made from them are also good coordinates, but are not algebraically
independent.

We have thus developed a description of M as the space of all holomorphic and
gauge invariant polynomials of the φn modulo algebraic relations among them:

M ≡ {φn|D equations}/G = {φn}/GC (1.313)

= {G-invariant holomorphic monomials of the φn}/{algebraic relations}.
We have only shown this for G = U(1), but the extension to an arbitrary number of
U(1)’s is straightforward. As we will discuss later, this result is also valid for non-
Abelian G.

Note, finally, that if we turn on a superpotential in this theory, our analysis of the
D term equations is not changed. If there is a moduli space M′ of solutions to the F
equations coming from the superpotential, then the branches of this space where not
only same-sign charged left-chiral superfields get non-zero vacuum expectation values
will also be solutions of the D equations, and so the whole moduli space is

M =M′/GC ≡ {φn|Fm = 0}/GC. (1.314)
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More examples

We will now illustrate this general discussion with a couple of examples. In each case
we will see that the (classical) physics we are describing is just the Higgs mechanism.
Thus these moduli spaces which appear as solutions to the D equations are often called
Higgs branches. They are often also called D-flat directions.

Consider a U(1)N theory with 2N + 2 left-chiral superfields with charges

U(1)1 × U(1)2 × · · · × U(1)N

Φ±
1 ±1 0 · · · 0

Φ±
2 0 ±1 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

Φ±
N 0 0 · · · ±1

Φ±
0 ±1 ±1 · · · ±1

(1.315)

A basis of gauge invariant holomorphic monomials is

Mn = φ+
nφ

−
n , n = 1, . . . , N,

M0 = φ+
0 φ

−
0 ,

B = φ−
0

N∏

n=1

φ+
n ,

B̃ = φ+
0

N∏

n=1

φ−
n , (1.316)

which are subject to the single constraint

BB̃ = M0

N∏

n=1

Mn. (1.317)

Thus
M = {M0,Mn, B, B̃}/{BB̃ = M0

∏
nMn}. (1.318)

Counting invariants minus relations, we see that the complex dimension ofM is

dimC(M) = N + 2. (1.319)

This matches our physical expectation: there are 2(N + 1) complex fields and N
complex gauge invariances which, generically, are all broken, leaving us with 2(N +
1)−N = N + 2 complex flat directions.

You might wonder why we don’t just use the constraint to solve for one of the gauge
invariant fields, say B̃, in terms of the others, and just say that M = {B,M0,Mn}
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without constraints. This is not correct because it misses whole N+1 dimensional sub-
manifolds ofM with B = 0 and one of the Mn or M0 = 0, with the other coordinates,
including B̃, arbitrary.

At the generic point on M, where the M0 and all the Mn fields are non-zero, all
the charged scalars have non-zero vacuum expectation values and thus completely
break (Higgs) the U(1)N gauge symmetry. At the generic vacuum we therefore expect
N + 2 massless neutral left-chiral superfields corresponding to the N + 2 complex flat
directions. They are necessarily massless for the usual reason that the degeneracy
of neighboring vacua in M means that the energy of a fluctuation of the left-chiral
superfields along the flat directions can be made arbitrarily small by making it have a
long enough wavelength.

At special points on M, however, there may be extra massless multiplets. These
points are typically associated with singularities inM. In the case at hand we expect
extra massless vector multiplets whenever one or more of the gauge factors are not
Higgsed. We will now find these vacua by examining the singularities ofM. Define

y ≡ BB̃ −M0

∏

n

Mn, (1.320)

so that M is given by the equation y = 0 in the complex space of {M0,Mn, B, B̃}.
The condition for a singularity on the curve y = 0 is that

dy = 0, (1.321)

since this implies that there is a singularity in the tangent space toM, so there are no
good local complex coordinates. The dy constraint is

0 = dy = BdB̃ + B̃dB −
N∑

a=0

(
∏

b6=a

Mb

)
dMa, (1.322)

implying that singularities occur whenever

B = B̃ = 0, and at least two Ma = 0. (1.323)

Associated to these singularities are points of enhanced gauge symmetry. For instance,
when

M1 = M2 = B = B̃ = 0 ⇒ φ±
1 = φ±

2 = 0, (1.324)

so the diagonal U(1) ⊂ U(1)1 × U(1)2 is unbroken (since φ±
0 6= 0). (To deduce that

φ+
1 as well as φ−

1 vanish, we have to use the D equations.) As another instance, at the
singularity

M0 = M1 = B = B̃ = 0 ⇒ φ±
0 = φ±

1 = 0, (1.325)
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implying that U(1)1 is unbroken.

As a second example, take the theory of one U(1) gauge field and two left-chiral
superfields with charges

U(1)
Φ±

1 ±1
Φ±

2 ±2
(1.326)

We thus expect dimCM = 4 − 1 = 3, and indeed we find it, with the basis of four
invariants

M1 = φ+
1 φ

−
1 B = φ+

2 φ
−
1 φ

−
1

M2 = φ+
2 φ

−
2 B̃ = φ−

2 φ
+
1 φ

+
1

(1.327)

and the one relation
BB̃ = M2M

2
1 . (1.328)

From

0 = y = BB̃ −M2M
2
1 ,

0 = dy = BdB̃ + B̃dB −M2
1dM2 − 2M1M2dM1, (1.329)

we find singularities at

B = B̃ = M1 = 0 ∀M2, ⇒ φ±
1 = 0 and φ±

2 = arbitrary. (1.330)

This implies that at this singular submanifold for M2 6= 0 only a discrete Z2 gauge
symmetry is restored. Discrete gauge symmetries have no associated massless gauge
bosons. Thus we have found a singularity in the complex structure of M along a
submanifold where there are no extra massless multiplets.

We can compute the metric on M near this singular submanifold for M2 6= 0 (and
therefore φ±

2 6= 0) by finding the restriction of the Kahler potential

K = |φ+
1 |2 + |φ−

1 |2 + |φ+
2 |2 + |φ−

2 |2 (1.331)

to M. It is easiest to use, say, φ±
1 and φ+

2 as independent coordinates on M in
the region we are interested in. Since the D equation in Wess-Zumino gauge gives
|φ−

2 |2 = |φ+
2 |2 + 1

2
|φ+

1 |2 + 1
2
|φ−

1 |2, we can remove φ−
2 from the Kahler potential:

K = 3
2
|φ+

1 |2 + 1
2
|φ−

1 |2 + 2|φ+
2 |2. (1.332)

Furthermore, the phase of φ−
2 can also be fixed using the remaining U(1) gauge invari-

ance. Since φ−
2 has charge −2 this still leaves unfixed a discrete Z2 gauge invariance

which simultaneously transforms

φ±
1 → −φ±

1 . (1.333)
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Thus good gauge invariant variables onM near the singular submanifold can be taken
to be φ+

2 , ω1 ≡ (φ+
1 )2, and ω2 ≡ φ−

1 φ
+
1 . Rewriting K in terms of these variables then

gives the induced Kahler potential onM. The point of this exercize is that the metric
has a Z2 orbifold singularity along the singular submanifold which just comes from
the gauge identification (1.333). As we will discuss later, quantum corrections will not
modify this conical singularity in this case since there are no extra massless particles
there. On the other hand, when M2 → 0 along the singularity (i.e. at the origin of
M) then a full U(1) is restored and its associated photon becomes massless. In that
case we expect quantum corrections to modify the singularity so it becomes cusp-like
instead of conical.

The lesson is that cusp-like singularities in the metric on M correspond to extra
massless particles, while orbifold (conical) metric singularities correspond to extra dis-
crete gauge invariances, and that in both cases the complex structure on M will be
singular.

Problem 1.7.1 Solve for the vacua and spectrum of the Fayet-Iliopoulos model

S =
1

2

∫
d4x

[
Φ∗

−e
2V Φ− + Φ∗

+e
−2V Φ+ + 2ξV

]
D

+

[
1

4g2
(WL)2 +mΦ+Φ− + c.c.

]

F
(1.334)

as a function of its parameters g, ξ, and m.
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1.8 Non-Abelian super gauge theory

In this lecture we generalize our construction of supersymmetric U(1) gauge invariant
actions to non-Abelian gauge invariance. We begin with a review of ordinary non-
Abelian gauge theory.

1.8.1 Review of non-Abelian gauge theory

Compact Lie algebras

The generators tA of a Lie algebra G satisfy

[tA, tB] = iCC
ABtC (1.335)

where CC
AB = −CC

BA are real structure constants of the algebra, and A,B,C =
1, . . . , dim(G), where dim(G) is the dimension of G. The Jacobi identity for commu-
tators,

0 = [[tA, tB], tC ] + [[tC , tA], tB] + [[tB, tC ], tA], (1.336)

implies that the structure constants must satisfy

0 = CD
ABC

E
DC + CD

CAC
E

DB + CD
BCC

E
DA. (1.337)

An r-dimensional representation of G is a realization of the generators tA as a set of
r× r matrices satisfying (1.335). Following our notation of section 1.3, we will denote
this representation by its dimension as r. If necessary, we will denote the generators
in the r representation by t

(r)
A .

A compact Lie algebra is one which can be represented by (finite dimensional) Her-
mitian matrices:

t†A = tA. (1.338)

Such algebras can be decomposed into simple and U(1) Lie algebras each whose gen-
erators commute with all of the generators of the other algebras. A U(1) algebra has
a single generator, so satisfies the trivial algebra [t, t] = 0, whose irreducible represen-
tations are all just 1-dimensional; i.e. t is just represented by a real number q, called
the charge:

t = q ∈ R, (U(1) algebra). (1.339)

A simple Lie algebra has some structure constant CA
BC non-vanishing for each value of

the index A. This implies, taking the trace of (1.335) and using the fact that the trace
of a commutator vanishes, that the trace of the generators vanish in any representation:

tr(tA) = 0, (simple algebra). (1.340)
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There is a basis (which we will choose from now on) of generators of any simple
compact Lie algebra in which

trr(tAtB) = C(r)δAB (1.341)

where trr denotes a trace in the r representation, and the constant C(r) is called the
quadratic invariant of the representation r. Note that the quadratic invariants are not
invariant under rescalings of the generators of the Lie algebra (with a simultaneous
rescaling of the structure constants). In a basis in which (1.341) holds, it is easy to
check that the structure constant CABC is totally antisymmetric on its three indices;
here we raise and lower the algebra indices A, B, C, with δAB.

We represent a compact Lie algebra as the direct product of its simple or U(1) factors,

G = G1 ×G2 × · · · ×Gn, (1.342)

since its irreducible representations are given by the tensor product of irreducible rep-
resentations of each factor.

The elements g of the Lie group associated to an algebra are generated by the
exponential map

g(Λ) = exp{iΛAtA}, (1.343)

where ΛA are real numbers parameterizing the Lie group. In the r representation, g
is an r × r unitary matrix. A vector is in the r representation if it is an r-component
vector which transforms under the Lie group as

φ→ g(Λ)φ (1.344)

where matrix multiplication is understood. For infinitesimal Λ this means that φ shifts
as

δΛφa = iΛA(t
(r)
A )b

aφb, (1.345)

where we have shown the representation indices a, b = 1, . . . , r.

The complex conjugate r of a representation is defined as the representation in which
the complex conjugate of a vector in the r transforms as φ∗ → g∗φ∗, implying

δΛφ
∗a = −iΛA(t

(r)
A )∗ba φ

∗b = −iΛA(t
(r)
A )a

bφ
∗b (1.346)

where in the second equality we have used the Hermiticity of tA, and we have adopted
the convention of raising the representation index of the vector upon complex conjuga-
tion. Thus, as a matrix statement, we see that the generators in r are related to those
in r by

t
(r)
A = −(t

(r)
A )T . (1.347)
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If the generators are all antisymmetric then they are the same as the generators of the
complex conjugate representation, and we say the representation is real.12

The trivial, singlet, or identity representation of any simple Lie algebra is the 1-
dimensional representation in which tA = 0. In terms of the Lie group this means
g(Λ) = 1 for all Λ.

The adjoint representation is a dim(G)-dimensional irreducible representation of G
given by

(tA)B
C = iCB

AC , (adjoint) (1.348)

where we have labelled the rows and columns of the matrix tA by B and C. This satisfies
(1.335) by virtue of the relation (1.337), and is Hermitian by virtue of the antisymmetry
of the structure constants. Because of this antisymmetry, we also see that the adjoint
representation is real. The quadratic invariant of the adjoint representation, C(adj), is
thus given by

C(adj) =
CABCC

ABC

dim(G)
, (1.349)

and is also called the quadratic Casimir of G, and sometimes denoted C2.

Finally, the rank of a Lie algebra, denoted rank(G), is the maximal number of mu-

tually commuting generators. The U(1)rank(G) subalgebra of these generators is called
the Cartan subalgebra of G.

Classical Lie groups

The classical Lie groups, SU(N), SO(N), and Sp(2N), are defined as the groups of
unitary, orthogonal, and symplectic matrices.

SU(N) is the group of N × N unitary complex matrices with determinant 1. This
actually defines the fundamental, defining, or N, representation of SU(N). In this
representation the Lie algebra generators tA then span the space of traceless Hermitian
N ×N matrices. As there are N2 − 1 linearly independent such matrices, the dimen-
sion of the algebra is dim(SU(N)) = N2 − 1. Denoting a vector in the fundamental
representation by φa with a = 1, . . . , N , we can form a second irreducible represen-
tation, called the anti-fundamental by taking its complex conjugate. As above, we
will denote it by vectors with raised indices, φa. We can then form other irreducible
representations by taking tensor products and reducing as discussed in section 1.3. For

12More generally, a representation might only be equivalent to its complex conjugate, i.e. related

to it by a similarity transformation: t
(r)
A = Ut

(r)
A U †. (The similarity transformation must be unitary

to preserve the Hermiticity of the tA’s.) If U is symmetric, then it can be written as U = V T V , and a

similarity transformation by V makes t
(r)
A = t

(r)
A ; in this case the representation is real. Otherwise—if

U is not symmetric—the representation is said to be pseudoreal.
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example, the tensor product of two fundamentals can be reduced into its symmetric
and antisymmetric parts, giving

N⊗N = [N(N− 1)/2]⊕ [N(N + 1)/2], (1.350)

and similarly for the product of anti-fundamentals. All irreducible representations of
SU(N) can be found in this way, and by contracting indices using the invariant tensors

δa
b , ǫa1···aN , ǫb1···bN

. (1.351)

Thus, for example,
N⊗N = [N2 − 1]⊕ 1, (1.352)

where N2−1 is the adjoint representation, and the singlet is formed by contracting the
N and N indices with δa

b . The invariant epsilon tensors imply relations like 3⊗A 3 = 3
for SU(3), or 2 = 2 for SU(2).13 The rank of SU(N) is N − 1 since there are N − 1
independent diagonal traceless N ×N hermitian matrices. In the Dynkin classification
of simple Lie algebras, the unitary algebras are the “A series” and are labelled by their
rank; thus SU(r+1) = Ar. The gauge theory examples we will discuss in these lectures
will use SU(N) groups exclusively.

SO(N) is the group of N ×N real orthogonal matrices with determinant +1. This
actually defines the fundamental, vector, defining, or N, representation of SO(N). In
this representation the Lie algebra generators tA span the space of real antisymmetric
N×N matrices. The dimension of the algebra is thus dim(SO(N)) = N(N−1)/2. The
rank of SO(N) is [N/2] (the largest integer part of N/2); the SO(2r+ 1) Lie algebras
are denoted Br, while the SO(2r) ones are denoted Dr in the Dynkin classification.
Denote a vector in the fundamental representation by φa with a = 1, . . . , N . The
antisymmetry of the generators means this representation is real. Invariant tensors are

δab, ǫa1···aN
, (1.353)

so, in particular, we can raise and lower indices with δab. For example, the tensor
product of two fundamentals can be reduced to its symmetric-traceless, antisymmetric
and singlet parts, just as in our dicsussion of the tensor representations of the Lorentz
group in section 1.3. In this case the antisymmetric representation is the same as
the adjoint representation. Indeed, the Lorentz group in d space-time dimensions is
just a non-compact form of SO(d), called SO(d − 1, 1). In addition to the tensor
representations, the SO(N) Lie algebra also has spinor representations, which can be
constructed from the appropriate Clifford algebra as in section 1.3. (The matrix Lie
group SO(N) does not admit spinor representations, but its covering space, called
Spin(N), does; both SO(N) and Spin(N) have the same Lie algebra.)

13The 2 of SU(2) is actually pseudoreal.
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The compact form of the symplectic group Sp(2N) (or, more properly, USp(2N)) is
defined as the group of unitary complex 2N × 2N matrices g satisfying the relation

gJgT = J (with matrix indices: gc
aJcdg

d
b = Jab ) (1.354)

where the symplectic form J is

J =

(
0 1lN
−1lN 0

)
(1.355)

written in terms of N × N blocks where 1lN is the N ×N identity matrix. As before,
this defines the fundamental or 2N representation of Sp(2N). In this representation
the Lie algebra generators tA span the space of Hermitian 2N ×2N matrices satisfying

−tTA = JtAJ
−1. (1.356)

Since J is not symmetric (1.356) means that the fundamental representation is pseudo-
real. Denote its vectors by φa, a = 1, . . . , 2N . The invariant tensor is Jab which can be
used to raise and lower indices. In particular (1.356) can be written as (JtA)T = (JtA),
implying that the generators with lowered indices are symmetric matrices; thus the
dimension of the Sp(2N) algebra is dim(Sp(2N)) = N(2N + 1). All irreducible rep-
resentations can be formed from tensor products of the fundamentals. For example
2N⊗ 2N = [N(2N + 1)]⊕ [(2N + 1)(N− 1)]⊕ 1: the symmetric (which is the ad-
joint), the “traceless” antisymmetric, and a singlet. (The traceless antisymmetric is
an antisymmetric tensor φ[ab] satisfying tr(φJ) = 0.) Finally, the rank of Sp(2N) is N ,
and in the Dynkin classification Sp(2r) = Cr.

So far nothing we have said fixed the normalization of the generators or of the
structure constants of our Lie algebras. Conventional normalizations of the generators
for the classical groups which are often implicitly used in the physics literature can be
summarized by giving the quadratic invariants for their defining representations. We
include some additional useful group theory information:

G rank(G) dim(G) C(adj) dim(fund) C(fund) type fund. rep.
SU(N) N−1 N2−1 N N 1/2 complex
SO(N) [N/2] N(N−1)/2 N−2 N 1 real
Sp(2N) N N(2N+1) N+1 2N 1/2 pseudoreal

A useful formula for computing the quadratic invariants of other representations is

C(r1) dim(r2) + dim(r1)C(r2) =
∑

i

C(ri), (1.357)
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where dim(r) is the dimension of the representation, and here r1 ⊗ r2 =
⊕

i ri. It
should be clear, however, that the real invariant quantities are the ratios of the quadratic
invariants. Also, one should be aware of the following equivalences among Lie algebras:

SO(3) ≃ SU(2) ≃ Sp(2)

SO(4) ≃ SU(2)× SU(2) ≃ Sp(2)× Sp(2)

SO(5) ≃ Sp(4)

SO(6) ≃ SU(4). (1.358)

There are only five other simple Lie algebras, the exceptional ones, denoted by E6,
E7, E8, F4, and G2 in the Dynkin classification. A more detailed introduction to the
classification and representations of the simple Lie algebras can be found in [15].

Yang-Mills theory

A field φa(x) a = 1, . . . , r in the r representation of the gauge algebra G transforms
under gauge transformations as

φ(x)→ eiΛA(x)tAφ(x). (1.359)

The vector field V A
µ (x), A = 1, . . . , dim(G), carries an adjoint representation index.

From it we can form a matrix in any representation r by

Vµ ≡ V A
µ t

(r)
A . (1.360)

We then define the covariant derivative of a field in that representation by

Dµφ = ∂µφ− iVµφ, (1.361)

where matrix multiplication on the representation indices is understood. For example,

DµV
A
ν = ∂µV

A
ν − iV B

µ (t
(ad)
B )A

CV
C
ν = ∂µV

A
ν + V B

µ C
A

BCV
C
ν (1.362)

where in the second equality we have used the definition of the adjoint representation
(1.348). Multiplying by tA then gives

DµVν = ∂µVν + CA
BCtAV

B
µ V

C
ν = ∂µVν − i[Vµ, Vν ], (1.363)

where in the second equality we have used the definition of the Lie algebra (1.335).
This illustrates the general fact that the action of an adjoint field on an adjoint field
can be rewritten as a commutator.
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Demanding that the covariant derivative of φ also transforms in the r representation
implies that under gauge transformations the vector field transforms as

Vµ → eiΛVµe
−iΛ − i(∂µe

iΛ)e−iΛ, (1.364)

where we have defined a Lie algebra-valued gauge transformation parameter Λ by

Λ = ΛAtA. (1.365)

Note that for infinitesimal Λ this reduces to

δΛVµ = i[Λ, Vµ] + ∂µΛ. (1.366)

We recognize the first term as the transformation rule for the adjoint representation,
while the second term gives the gauge shift of the potential familiar from Abelian gauge
transformations.

The (Lie algebra-valued) field strength tensor is defined as

fµν ≡ i[Dµ, Dν ] = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ − i[Vµ, Vν ], (1.367)

which reads in components

fA
µν = ∂µV

A
ν − ∂νV

A
µ + CA

BCV
B
µ V

C
ν . (1.368)

The Yang-Mills theory with a simple gauge group is then written

SY M =

∫
d4x

∑

A

(
− 1

4g2
fA

µνf
Aµν +

ϑ

32π2
fA

µν f̃
Aµν

)
. (1.369)

(Recall that f̃µν ≡ 1
2
ǫµνρσfρσ, so that

˜̃
f = −f .) For a gauge group which is a product

of simple and U(1) factors, the action just becomes a sum of such terms with separate
field strengths for the generators of each factor group, and separate couplings for each
factor group.

Normalizations and the index of a representation

The Yang-Mills action (1.369) implicitly assumes a normalization of the gauge group
generators. This follows because under a rescaling tA → αtA of the group generators,
one must rescale the structure constants, gauge potential, and field strength as well to
keep our definitions the same: CA

BC → αCA
BC , V A

µ → 1
α
V A

µ , and fA
µν → 1

α
fA

µν . This
implies, in particular, that the gauge coupling constants are not invariant under these
rescalings. To keep the coupling constants in (1.369) invariant under these rescalings,
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we need to insert a compensating factor. A natural factor is the quadratic “invariant”
(1.341) of some representation r, since under the above rescaling, C(r)→ α2C(r).

There remains, however, the arbitrary choice of representation r to use. This is a
matter of convention. For the classical gauge groups (SU , SO, and Sp) it is standard
to use the fundamental representations, and so to write (1.369) as

SY M =

∫
d4x

(
− 1

4g2
trf(f

2) +
ϑ

32π2
trf(f f̃)

)
, (1.370)

since
∑

AC(fund)fAfA = trf (f
2) where trf denotes the trace in the fundamental

(or defining) representation. One often sees the gauge kinetic term written with the
gauge fields in the adjoint representation of G. In this case the invariant formula is
(1.370) with trf replaced by Tr (using the conventional notation that a capitalized
trace refers to a trace in the adjoint representation) multiplied by an overall factor of
C(fund)/C(adj).

It should be clear from this discussion that the real invariant quantities are the
ratios of the quadratic invariants. From these ratios can be defined the index of a
representation T (r). Thus only these indices will enter in physical quantities, and not
the quadratic invariants. In the case of the classical groups the index is simply

T (r) ≡ C(r)/C(fund). (1.371)

(Mathematically, there is a more general definition, applicable to all simple Lie alge-
bras.) It is a theorem that the index of any representation is an integer. We see that,
by definition, the index of the fundamental representation is 1, and, from the above
table, that the indices of the adjoint representations are 2N , N−2, and 2N+2 for
SU(N), SO(N), and Sp(2N), respectively.

1.8.2 Non-Abelian vector superfields

By analogy with the Abelian case, we promote the (Lie algebra-valued) gauge param-
eter Λ to a left-chiral superfield, Ω. The gauge transformation rule of a left-chiral
superfield Φ(r) in the r representation of G is

Φ(r) → eiΩΦ(r), (1.372)

where Ω is also in the r representation.

A non-Abelian vector superfield V A(x, θ), A = 1, . . . , dim(G), carries an adjoint
representation index. Guessing that the Kahler terms should remain of the same form
as in the Abelian case,

K = (Φ(r))† exp{−2V At
(r)
A }Φ(r), (1.373)
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we get the gauge transformation rule for the vector superfield

e−2V → e−iΩ†

e−2V eiΩ (1.374)

where we have defined a Lie algebra-valued vector superfield by

V = tAV
A. (1.375)

Expanding this out to leading order gives14

V → V + i
2
(Ω− Ω†) + . . . , (1.376)

implying that an analog of Wess-Zumino gauge exists for non-Abelian vector super-
fields, in which, just as in the Abelian case,

V = − i
2
(θγ5γ

µθ)Vµ − i(θγ5θ)(θλ)− 1
4
(θγ5θ)

2
D,

V 2 = 1
4
(θγ5θ)

2
VµV

µ,

V 3 = 0, (1.377)

but where now all the components are matrix-valued fields in some representation of
G. In this gauge the gauge parameter Ω is determined up to a single Hermitian scalar
part

Ω(xµ, θ) = ReΛ(xµ
+), (1.378)

where, as usual, xµ
+ = xµ + 1

2
(θγ5γ

µθ). There is also an analog of complex gauge in
which both the real and imaginary parts of the lowest component, Λ, of Ω are left
unfixed; in this gauge the gauge symmetry is enlarged from G to GC.

The field strength left-chiral superfield, written as a Lie algebra-valued superfield, is
defined as

WL ≡
i

4
(DT

RCDR)e−VDLe
V . (1.379)

It is straightforward to check that WL transforms covariantly in the adjoint represen-
tation of the gauge group,

WL → e−iΩWLe
iΩ. (1.380)

It is also easy to see that the combination e−VDLe
V is a gauge-covariant super deriva-

tive. The Bianchi identity is just as in the Abelian case, except that it involves the
gauge-covariant derivatives.

14There are other terms linear in Ω but with higher powers of V that have been left out: they give
rise to the expected adjoint representation transformations of the components of V .
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We can write the general supersymmetric gauge theory with simple gauge group as

S =

∫
d4x

{[
1
2
K
(
Φ†

n exp{−2V(rn)},Φn
)]

D

+

[
f(Φn) +

1

16πi
τ(Φn) trf(W

T
L CWL) + c.c.

]

F

}
(1.381)

where we have put the representation of the Φn left-chiral superfield on V in the Kahler
term to emphasize that it should takes values in the rn representation. If there were
more than one simple factor, we would have a separate field strength superfield WL and
gauge coupling τ for each factor. Note that the left-chiral superfields may be charged
under more than one gauge factor—i.e. they may transform under a representation
which is a tensor product of non-trivial representations for each gauge factor. There is
no Fayet-Iliopoulos term in (1.381) since it is not allowed by gauge invariance: the D
component of V is not gauge invariant, but transforms in the adjoint representation.

The supersymmetric gauge theory with no matter chiral superfields we will refer to
as superYang-Mills (superYM) theory. Since there is no matter to couple the different
gauge group factors, this theory is just a product of separate superYM theories for each
simple gauge group factor separately. In the rest of this course we will be interested in
the SU(N) superYM theories. Another set of theories we will be interested in we will
call the superQCD theories. They are theories with SU(Nc) gauge group and matter
(or “quark”) chiral fields Φn, n = 1, . . . , Nf , in the fundamental (Nc) representation,

and an equal number of “anti-quarks” Φ̃n in the Nc. We will call Nc the number of
“colors”, and Nf the number of “flavors” of superQCD. The simplest superpotential
we can write for this theory is

f = mn
mtrΦ̃nΦm, (1.382)

where the trace is to remind us that we are to contract the Nc and Nc indices for
gauge invariance. This quark mass term is the most general renormalizable interaction
term in this theory (for Nc > 3). We will use renormalizablility to restrict ourselves
to constant τ (i.e. independent of the matter chiral superfields) as well. Near the end
of the course we will also consider generalizations of superQCD with adjoint matter
chiral superfields.

For Nc > 2 (so that Nc and Nc are inequivalent representations) massless superQCD
has a U(Nf )×U(Nf ) global symmetry group, with one U(Nf ) factor rotating the quark
superfields while the other one rotates the anti-quarks. In terms of simple factors
U(Nf ) = U(1) × SU(Nf ) where the U(1) factor acts by a common phase rotation
of all the quark (or anti-quark) superfields. Thus there are two overall U(1) global
symmetry factors; the combination under which all the quarks have charge +1 and all
the anti-quarks charge -1 is called baryon number, U(1)B, in analogy to ordinary QCD.
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The superpotential mass terms explicitly break these symmetries. Separate SU(Nf )
field redefinitions of the quarks and antiquarks can always be used to make the mass
matrix diagonal, mn

m = mnδ
n
m. In this basis it is clear that the global symmetry group

is broken down to U(1)Nf with each U(1) factor acting as a separate “baryon number”
for each quark-anti-quark flavor pair.

This theory also has a global U(1)R symmetry. Recalling that the F terms in the
action should have total R charge +2, we assign R charges to the left-chiral superfields
as

R(WL) = R(Φn) = R(Φ̃n) = +1. (1.383)

In terms of component fields this implies that R(fµν) = R(D) = R(ψn
L) = R(ψ̃Ln) = 0

and R(λL) = R(φn) = R(f̃n) = 1. This symmetry is not broken by the mass terms.
These classical global symmetries may suffer from anomalies quantum mechanically,
as we will discuss in a later lecture.

The scalar potential from expanding the action (1.381) in components is once again
a sum of squares of F and D components. Since the F terms do not involve the vector
superfields, they are just the same as in the Abelian case. It is easy to check that the
D terms are in Wess-Zumino gauge

DA =
∑

n

tr(φ†
nt

(rn)
A φn), (1.384)

where I have assumed canonical Kahler terms (otherwise there would be a factor of the
Kahler metric lowering the n index on φn).

The result of section 1.7.6 that the moduli space M of solutions to the DA = 0
vacuum equations is given by the space of holomorphic G-invariant monomials of the
left-chiral superfields modulo algebraic identifications is also valid when G is non-
Abelian. See [16, chapter 8] for a discussion of part of this result (the existence of
solutions to the D equations) for non-Abelian G. The mathematical procedure defining
a Kahler sunmanifoldM of the original Kahler target space by solving the D equations
and dividing by the gauge symmetry is known as the Kahler quotient construction. For
a brief description of various quotient constructions and further references, see [17].

Problem 1.8.1 Show in Wess-Zumino gauge that the non-Abelian gauge transforma-
tion (1.374) gives the usual gauge transformation rule for V A

µ , and gauge-covariant
transformation rules for the other components λA and DA.

Problem 1.8.2 Find a basis of holomorphic and gauge invariant monomials in the
quark and anti-quark left-chiral superfields, and a complete set of constraints generating
the algebraic relations among them, to describe the moduli space of massless SU(3)
superQCD with 3 flavors.
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Chapter 2

Quantum N=1 Supersymmetry

We now introduce the notion of an infrared (IR) effective action which we use to analyze
the vacuum structure of four dimensional supersymmetric field theories. The idea is
to guess an IR effective field content for the microscopic (UV) theory in question and
write down all possible IR effective actions built from these fields consistent with the
supersymmetry and other global symmetries of the UV theory. For a “generic” UV
theory this would seem to give little advantage for obtaining interesting information
about the vacuum structure. However, if the theory has a continuous set of inequivalent
vacua, it turns out that selection rules from global symmetries of the UV theory can
sometimes constrain the IR effective action sufficiently to deduce exact results.

2.1 Effective Actions

A basic notion in quantum field theory is that of a low energy (or Wilsonian) effective
action [18]. This is simply a local action describing a theory’s degrees of freedom at
energies below a given energy or mass scale µ which we will refer to as the cutoff
scale or simply the scale of the effective theory. A familiar example is the low energy
effective action for QCD: chiral perturbation theory describing the interactions of pions
at energies E < ΛQCD. In such a theory particles heavier than ΛQCD are included in the
pion theory as classical sources. The example illustrates the common phenomenon that
the degrees of freedom describing the microscopic physics (for QCD quarks and gluons)
may be very different from the low energy degrees of freedom (pions). Other examples
are the various ten and eleven-dimensional supergravity theories, which appear as
effective actions for string/M theory at energies below their Planck scales.

The effective action is obtained by averaging over (integrating out) the short distance
fluctuations of the theory down to the scale µ. By locality of the underlying theory

87
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the effective action will be local on length scales larger than 1/µ, and it will describe
in a unitary way physical processes involving energy-momentum transfers less than µ.
For processes at energies near µ, the effective couplings and masses will be given by
the tree level (classical) couplings in the effective action: they will not be renormalized
since the effects of all the higher energy degrees of freedom (that would contribute to
loops, etc.) have already be integrated out. Thus the effective action at the scale µ is
one which describes the physics at that scale by its classical couplings.

Physical processes taking place at a scale E substantially lower than µ will involve
quantum corrections due to the flucuations of the modes of the fields in the effective
action with energies between E and µ. These corrections can be absorbed in the
couplings to define a new effective action at the lower scale E. This change in the
effective action with scale is the familiar renormalization group (RG) running of the
couplings. Denoting the effective action at scale µ by Sµ, the effect of integrating
out fluctuations in a small energy band µ > E > µ − dµ is encoded in a defferential
equation for the effective action, the Wilson equation

∂Sµ

∂µ
= F(Sµ) (2.1)

where F is some functional. Thinking of the action as a (potentially infinite) sum

Sµ =

∫
d4x

∑

i

gi(µ)Oi (2.2)

of local operators Oi with couplings gi, the Wilson equation is equivalent to a flow in
the infinite dimensional coupling space:

µ
∂gi

∂µ
= βi(gk, µ). (2.3)

A fixed point of this flow is an effective theory for which the right hand side vanishes,
so the effective theory does not change with scale. Such a theory is naturally called a
scale invariant theory. Linearizing the RG flow around a fixed point, we can classify the
couplings according to their eigenvalues. Negative eigenvalues correspond to operators
whose couplings are damped along the flow, and are called irrelevant operators. Positive
and zero eigenvalues are correspond to relevant and marginal operators respectively.
Thus irrelevant operators become less important in the IR while relevant ones become
more important at low energies.

If the fixed point is a free theory (or at weak coupling) then the eigenvalues of the
operators can be determined by dimensional analysis. Since the fluctuations of a free
field are determined by its kinetic term, if we scale all energies and momenta by a
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factor µ/µ0 to lower the cutoff scale µ0 → µ, then lengths scale by µ0/µ, derivatives
by µ/µ0, and for the kinetic terms in the action

Skin =

∫
d4x

{
−1

2
(∂φ)2 − 1

2
(ψ 6∂ψ)− 1

4
(f 2)

}
(2.4)

to be scale invariant, we must scale scalar, spinor, and vector fields by

φ →
(
µ

µ0

)
φ,

ψ →
(
µ

µ0

)3/2

ψ,

Vµ →
(
µ

µ0

)
Vµ. (2.5)

If a local operator made from these fields and derivatives scales as Oi → s∆
i Oi, we say

it has (mass) dimension ∆i. The the effect of a given interaction term in the action
due to the operator Oi then scales as

∫
d4xOi →

(
µ

µ0

)∆i−4 ∫
d4xOi, (2.6)

giving the usual result that operators with dimensions ∆i > 4 are irrelevant, those
with ∆i < 4 are relevant, while those with ∆i = 4 are marginal. The utility of the
effective action stems from the fact that there are only a finite number of relevant and
marginal local operators that one can write down.

In the marginal case, where the classical scaling says the operators don’t scale at all,
one must turn to quantum corrections to see whether the operator is in fact relevant or
irrelevant. (If it remains marginal even quantum mechanically, it is sometimes said to
be exactly marginal.) In general quantum corrections will modify the classical scaling
dimensions. To make this concrete, recall the renormalization of a scalar theory (with
a Z2 global symmetry). The relevant and marginal terms in its effective action at an
initial scale µ0 can be written

Sµ0
= Sfree +

∫
d4xµ∆i−4

0 λi(µ0)Oi, (2.7)

where

Sfree = 1
2

∫
d4x

{
−(∂φ)2 −m2φ2

}
, (2.8)

and we have explicitly pulled out the classical scaling dimension to make the couplings
λi dimensionless. Upon lowering the scale to µ we get from the scaling relation (2.6)

Sµ = Sfree +

∫
d4xµ∆i−4λi(µ)Oi, (2.9)
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where the couplings λi(µ) are written as functions of the scale since they get correction
coming from loops of virtual particles with energies in the range µ0 > E > µ. These
corrections are a result of interactions and so are small for small λi, and only depend on
the scale µ directly through logarithms in perturbation theory (since we have written
the classical scaling explicitly). Note that since the momentum integration region is
finite, these quantum corrections can suffer from neither UV nor IR divergences, even if
the particles in the theory are massless. The effective coupling at scale µ then satisfies
an RG equation of the form

µ
dλi

dµ
= (∆i − 4)λi + βi(λj) (2.10)

where the beta function vanishes for vanishing λj . For example, for the marginal
interaction O = φ4 a one-loop calculation gives (heuristically)

µ
dλ

dµ
= +λ2, (2.11)

whose solution is

λ(µ) =
λ(µ0)

1 + log(µ0/µ)
, (2.12)

from which we see that λ(µ) decreases as µ→ 0. Thus we see that the φ4 interaction
is actually irrelevant, and that the φ4 theory is IR free. Note that this conclusion is
only good provided λ(µ0) is small enough to start with so that perturbation theory is
reliable. At larger scales (µ→∞) λ grows, so eventually the perturbative description
breaks down and this is taken as an indication that some new degrees of freedom are
needed to describe the physics at scales above the scale where λ ∼ 1.

This analysis of the RG flow of effective theories in terms of classical scaling dimen-
sions of operators and logarithmic quantum corrections is only valid near a free fixed
point of the RG flow. There can also be interacting fixed point theories characterized
(in part) by scaling dimensions which differ from the classical ones. Such differences
of scaling dimensions from their classical values are called anomalous dimensions; we
will see examples of theories with anomalous dimensions in later lectures. A conven-
tional picture of a quantum field theory is as an RG flow between UV and IR fixed
point theories; indeed all the quantum field theories for which we have a precise, non-
perturbative definition (e.g. on the lattice) are defined in terms of the deformations
by relevant operators of a free UV fixed point theory (e.g.Yang-Mills theory at zero
coupling in four dimensions). All the theories we will be discussing in these lectures
are of this type.1

1But one should be aware that a theory described by a local effective action below some scale, may
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Among the interaction operators Oi generated in the RG flow of effective actions
such as (2.7) can be terms proportional to the kinetic and mass terms of the fixed
point (free) action itself. These terms play a special role. Corrections to the mass
term are relevant, and so tend to grow in the IR; unless protected by some symmetry
masses are unstable to quantum corrections. In such a case, as we flow to the IR
we eventually reach a point where the effective mass of φ exceeds the scale µ of our
effective action. But the reponse of φ to sources on energy scales below its mass are
exponentially suppressed (it has no propagating modes) and so it decouples from the
low energy physics. Essentially, its mass term dominates its kinetic term and fixes φ
to be a constant at distances greater than its inverse mass. Thus φ acts like a constant
in the low energy effective action: we can drop its kinetic term, “integrating out” all
the φ degrees of freedom.

Corrections to the kinetic terms give rise to wave fucntion renormalization. By
including the mass and kinetic terms corrections, we can rewrite the effective action
(2.7) without separating out the free part as

Sµ =

∫
d4x

{
−1

2
Z(µ)(∂φ)2 − 1

2
µ2m2(µ)φ2 − λ(µ)φ4 + . . .

}
(2.13)

where we have introduced a dimensionless mass parameter m(µ). The wavefunction
renormalization Z(µ) can be absorbed in a redefinition of the field variable,

φ→ φc ≡
√
Zφ, (2.14)

which we will call the canonically normalized field φc. Rewriting the action in terms of
the canonically normalized field variables gives rise to the canonical couplings mc(µ) =
m(µ)/

√
Z(µ) and λc(µ) = λ(µ)/Z2(µ). It is the canonical couplings which we usually

think of as the effective couplings governing the physics at the scale µ. Thus the
effective mass at the scale µ is µmc(µ). Note that this mass is not the physical mass
(the position of the pole in the full propagator). Instead the physical mass should be
found as the limit of the effective mass at arbitrarily long distances µ→ 0:

mphys = lim
µ→0

µmc(µ). (2.15)

More practically, the efective canonical mass should be the same as the physical mass
for any scale µ < mphys since the φ field decouples and undergoes no further RG

not necessarily have such a description in the UV as well. Even within the set of non-gravitational
theories, its microscopic description may violate one or more of the assumed properties of locality,
Lorentz invariance, or even of the rules of quantum mechanics itself: these properties could just be
effective properties in the IR. For example, string theory arguments provide strong evidence for the the
existence of an interesting class of non-gravitational six-dimensional Lorentz invariant ”little string”
theories which are less local than familiar quantum field theories [19].
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running below this mass scale. (Indeed, equating the physical and effective canonical
masses at the scale µ = mphys gives the condition Z(mphys) = m2(mphys) which is

the usual condition for the pole in the propagator.) Note that for a free theory, or
below the decoupling scale, the condition that the canonical effective mass does not
run implies that the wavefunction renormalization and dimensionless mass parameters
should be related by √

Z(µ)

m(µ)
=

µ

mphys
. (2.16)

This unexpected-looking scale dependence in a fixed point theory is just the result of
our definition of m(µ) in (2.13).

The above discussion of wavefunction renormalization and the definition of canonical
couplings is a reflection of the more general observation that the form of the effective
action is not fixed, but is ambiguous up to general (nonsingular) field redefinitions.
Such field redefinitions are just changes of variables and should not affect the physical
content of the theory. In calculating an effective action, one chooses a specific regu-
larization and a renormalization scheme to compute a definite effective action whose
particular form will depend on the scheme, though the actual physics will not. Thus, in
a more invariant formulation, the RG flow on the space of couplings should be replaced
by a flow of the space of couplings modulo field redfinitions. This is particularly im-
portant when trying to determine the relevant and irrelevant operators in an effective
theory, since field redefinitons may mix them.

All this you actually know very well already, as a simple example will show: Consider
a scalar field theory with potential V = −φ2 + φ100. Though the φ100 term is very
irrelevant by power counting, it is needed to stabilize the vacuum at 〈φ〉 = (1/50)1/98.

Shifting to this vacuum and expanding gives a potential V ∼ 2(100φ̃2/2!+1002φ̃3/3!+

1003φ̃4/4!) plus irrelevant terms.

Is example of irrelevant to relevant over flow.

Shows why nlsm action is right, essentially an expansion in the number of derivatives
of the low energy fields.

Here the potential V is an arbitrary real function of the φi which is bounded be-
low (for stability), while the coefficient gij of the generalized kinetic term is a real,
symmetric and positive definite tensor (for unitarity).

Thus the nlsm includes the most relevant (in the colloquial sense!) terms in an
effective action for determining the vevs of the scalar fields. Thus, with such an effective
action, one can solve for the vacuum and expand about it. In this expansion, it is
the kinetic scaling dimension which determines the relevant terms. Since kinetic and
vacuum dimensions are different, terms which were relevant for determining the vacuum
may no longer be relevant in the low energy physics by power counting.
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Note that the derivative expansion that we are doing in getting the IREA effectively
treats φi as dimensionless. In the usual discussions of perturbative quantum field
theory, one assigns φi a scaling dimension of (mass). This is because we are interested
in the scaling properties of the fluctuations of φ about a given vacuum, which are
governed by the kinetic terms. But in determining the vacuum itself it is the potential
that is important, and so the constant part of φi (the vevs) should be treated as
dimensionless constants. In particular, taking the scale of the low energy effective
action to be an energy E does not imply that only vacua with 〈φi〉 < E should be
allowed.

...comment on global an gauge symms in effective actions...

...IR free theories, Coleman-Gross ...

We will use low energy effective actions to analyze four dimensional field theories by
taking the limit as the cutoff energy scale µ goes to zero, or equivalently, by just keeping
the leading terms (up to two derivatives) in the low energy fields. I will call such µ→ 0
low energy effective actions IR effective actions. Since an IR effective action describes
physics only for arbitrarily low energies, it is, by definition, scale invariant: we simply
take the cutoff scale µ below any finite scale in the theory. Scale invariant theories and
therefore IREAs can therefore fall into one of the following categories:

Trivial theories in which all fields are massive, so there are no propagating degrees
of freedom in the far IR. footnote about can make nonrel eff action around excitations
in n-particle state...

Free theories in which all massless fields are non-interacting in the far IR.

(They can still couple to massive sources, but these sources should not be treated
dynamically in the IREA.) An example is QED, in which the IREA describes free
photons when the lightest charged particle is massive.

Interacting theories of massless degrees of freedom which are usually assumed to be
conformal field theories [20]. have anom dimensions

We generally have no effective description of interacting conformal field theories in
four dimensions so we must limit ourselves to free or trivial theories in the IR. A large
class of these is given by the Coleman-Gross theorem [21] which states that for small
enough couplings any theory of scalars, spinors, and U(1) vectors in four dimensions
flows in the IR to a free theory. We will therefore focus on IREAs with this field
content. Note that other IR free theories are known, for example non-Abelian gauge
theories with sufficiently many massless charged scalars and spinors. They will not play
as important a role as the U(1) theories, since even within supersymmetric theories
they can be destabilized by adding mass terms.

We thus take the field content of our IREA to be a collection of real scalars φn,
left-chiral Weyl spinors ψa

L, and U(1) vector fields V A
µ . Since this theory is free in
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the IR, no interesting dynamics involving the spinor fields like the formation of scalar
condensates occurs (basically by definition). Thus the vacuum structure of this theory
is governed by the scalar potential.

In that case the IREA can be written (excluding the spinors) as

L = −V (φ) +
1

2
gij(φ)Dµφ

iDµφj − 1

32π
Im
[
τIJ(φ)f I

µνf
Jµν
]
, (2.17)

where, τIJ is a complex (gauge invariant) function of the φi symmetric in I and J and
whose imaginary part is positive definite (for unitarity). Eq. 2.17 is called a gauged
sigma model on target space.

Defining the real and imaginary parts of the couplings as

τIJ =
θIJ

2π
+ i

4π

(e2)IJ
, (2.18)

the generalized Maxwell term can be expanded to

LU(1) = − 1

4(e2)IJ
F I

µνF
Jµν +

θIJ

64π2
ǫµνρσF I

µνF
J
ρσ, (2.19)

showing that the imaginary part of τIJ is a matrix of couplings and the real part are
theta angles.

Since our IREA is is supposed to be free in the IR, we must comment on the meaning
of the couplings τIJ . There are two kinds of vacua to consider. The first is one where a
charged field (scalar or spinor) is massless. In this case the one-loop running of the U(1)
coupling implies that in the IR the coupling vanishes (corresponding to Imτ → +i∞).
The second case is where all the charged fields are massive, in which case the U(1)
couplings stop running at energy scales below the mass of the lightest charged particle
(just as the electromagnetic coupling is fixed at ∼ 1/137 on scales below the electron
mass). Thus, in this case the coupling Imτ in the IREA is the strength of the gauge
coupling to massive (classical) sources.

The theta angles are coefficients of topological (total derivative) terms in the action
which count the instanton number of a given field configuration. Since this is an
integer, the theta angles are indeed angles: θIJ ≡ θIJ + 2π, implying τIJ ≡ τIJ + 1. It
is often remarked that there are no non-trivial instanton field configurations for U(1)
gauge groups in four-dimensional space-time, and thus no physics can depend on the
θIJ for U(1) theories. This is not correct for IREAs, however, since the theta angles are
couplings to massive sources not described by the IREA fields. In the presence of such
sources, the space-time manifold on which the IREA is defined is not all of R4, but
should have the world-lines of the sources removed. On such manifolds there can be
non-trivial U(1) bundles, i.e. U(1) gauge field configurations with non-zero instanton
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number. The basic example of this (realizable semi-classically) is when the microscopic
theory is a non-Abelian gauge theory Higgsed down to U(1) factors admitting magnetic
monopole solutions, so that there are both electrically and magnetically charged sources
in the U(1) IREA. In the presence of such sources the instanton number is proportional
to products of electric and magnetic charges present (and is an integer because of the
Dirac quantization condition).

First, though, let us see how the addition of the U(1) gauge fields affects the moduli
space. Two points of target space which are related by a gauge transformation must
be identified.

Note that the vacuum expectation values (vevs) of charged scalars can not parame-
terize the moduli space, because when a charged scalar gets a nonzero vev it Higgses the
U(1) it is charged under and thereby gets a mass. It is therefore not a flat direction—
i.e. changing its vev takes us off the moduli spaceM. So, since we are interested only
in the extreme IR limit, we only need to keep the neutral scalars which parameterize
M. In this case the IREA Eq. 2.17 simplifies since V = 0 on M by definition and
Dµ = ∂µ on neutral scalars. Thus only the metric gij(φ) and couplings τIJ(φ) need to
be specified. (If we included the fermions, there would also be the coefficient functions
of their kinetic terms as well.)

It will be our mission in the rest of these lectures to determine the metric and U(1)
couplings on M. Already in the non-supersymmetric case there is more that can be
said about the properties of the coupling matrix τIJ , and is the topic of the next
subsection.
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2.2 Non-Renormalization Theorems

We will now determine the constaints on the IR effective action of a theory of left-
chiral superfields coming from supersymmetry. Unlike global internal symmetries, a
spontaneously broken supersymmetry does not imply a set of degenerate vacua related
by supersymmetry transformations. Instead, as we have seen, there is typically a
single vacuum in which the masses of the states within each supermultiplet are split by
a characteristic amount, the scale of the supersymmetry breaking, µs. Below this scale
there need be no effective supersymmetric description since the superpartners of the
light states will have been integrated out. At scales above µs, on the other hand, an
effective supersymmetric description of the theory (and of the spontaneous breaking
of its supersymmetry) is possible by an appropriate choice of renormalization scheme.
For the rest of this lecture we will assume that our effective theory is at a scale µ > µs

and that we are working in such a “supersymmetric renormalization scheme.” We
will save the discussion of examples of quantum theories which spontaneously break
supersymmetry to the end of the course.

The classical scaling of the superfields can be determined by dimension counting as
in the non-supersymmetric case. From the supersymmetry algebra, if we assign scaling
dimension −1 to xµ, we must assign dimensions to superspace quantities as follows:

dimension
xµ, dxµ −1
∂/∂xµ +1
θ −1

2

dθ, ∂/∂θ +1
2

Thus the classical scaling dimension of a left-chiral superfield Φ is +1, implying that
its propagating components, φ and ψ, have their usual dimensions of +1 and +3/2,
respectively. Recalling that the Kahler term can be written as an integral over all of
superspace (d4x d4θ) it follows that for the action to be scale invariant the Kahler po-
tential must have dimension +2. Likewise, since the superpotential term can be written
as an integral over “half” of superspace (d4x d2θL) it follows that the superpotential
must have dimension +3.

Flowing down in scale from µ0 → µ in the IR free theory of coupled left-chiral
superfields gives a new supersymmetric effective theory at the scale µ. The leading
(two-derivative or two fermion) terms of such a supersymmetric effective action of left-
chiral superfields at a scale µ0 will be of the form we derived classically in section
1.5:

Sµ0
=

∫
d4x

{
1

2
[Φ∗

nΦn]D + [f(Φn) + c.c.]F

}
, (2.20)
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where the superpotential can be written in general as a sum of terms

f =
∑

r

µ3−dr

0 λrOr (2.21)

with each term a product of left-chiral superfields

Or =
∏

i

(Φn)rn (2.22)

for some integers rn, with classical scaling dimensions

dr =
∑

n

rn. (2.23)

Here λr are the dimensionless effective couplings at the scale µ0. (We should write a
general Kahler term in (2.20) as well, but will stick with a quadratic one for simplicity.)
Therefore the effective action at a scale µ < µ0 is

Sµ =

∫
d4x

{
1

2
[Zn(µ)Φ∗

nΦn]D +
[
µ3−drλr(µ)Or + c.c.

]
F

}
, (2.24)

where we have included possible wavefunction and coupling renormalizations Zn(µ)
and λr(µ), which will depend on the couplings λr as well as the scale µ.

2.2.1 Holomorphy of the superpotential

The supersymmetry of the effective action implies that there is a renormalization
scheme where the effective couplings at scale µ do not depend arbitrarily on the cou-
plings at the “UV” scale µ0, but only holomorphically on them [22]. To see this, think
of all the coupling constants λr which appear in the superpotential at scale µ0 as clas-
sical background left-chiral superfields (e.g. as very massive left-chiral superfields with
their own superpotential terms which fix the vacuum expectation values of thier scalar
components to the values λr). It then follows that these couplings can only appear
in the effective superpotential holomorphically: only λr and not λ∗r can appear in any
quantum corrections to the superpotential, since the superpotential is a function only
of left-chiral superfield’s, not right-chiral superfield’s.

Let us examine more closely the logic of this argument. In the first step we assume
that the effective theory at the low energy scale µ is described by a supersymmetric
theory with a specified set of left-chiral superfields. This is justified in the present case
since the theories we are dealing with are IR free, so if they have a description at a
scale µ0 in terms of a certain set of left-chiral superfields, then at a lower scale they still
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will since the theory just flows to weaker coupling. Later, in strongly-coupled gauge
theory examples, we will not have this argument at our disposal and will have to guess
the a low energy field content, and then check that the guess is self consistent.

In either case, the next step is to think of the UV couplings as the lowest components
of background left-chiral superfields. This step is just a trick—we are certainly allowed
to do so if we like (since the couplings enter in the microscopic theory in the same
way a background left-chiral superfield would). The point of this trick is that it makes
the restrictions on possible quantum corrections allowed by supersymmetry apparent.
These restrictions are just a supersymmetric version of “selection rules” familiar from
other symmetries in quantum mechanics.

Perhaps an example from quantum mechanics will make this clear. A constant
background electric field perturbs the Hamiltonian of a hydrogen atom by adding a
term of the form

δH = E1x1 + E2x2 + E3x3. (2.25)

The resulting perturbed energy levels cannot depend on the perturbing parameters Ei

arbitrarily. Indeed, one simply remarks that the electric field transforms as a vector
E under rotational symmetries, thus giving selection rules for which terms in a per-
turbative expansion in the electric field strength it can contribute to. On the other
hand, these selection rules are equally valid without the interpretation of the electic
field as a background field transforming in a certain way under a symmetry (which it
breaks). Instead, one could think of it as an abstract perturbation, and the selection
rules follow simply because it is consistent to assign the perturbation transformation
rules under the broken rotational symmetry. The holomorphy of the superpotential is
the same sort of a selection rule, but this time following from supersymmetry: since
the UV parameters enter into the action of the UV theory in the same way as the
scalar components of chiral superfields do, it is consistent to assign these constants su-
persymmetry transformation properties as if they were the lowest components of chiral
superfields.

We can immediately see the power of this supersymmetry selection rule. For suppose
our enlarged theory, where we think of one of the couplings λ as a left-chiral superfield,
has a U(1) global symmetry under which λ has charge Q(λ) = 1, i.e. in the UV (scale
µ0) superpotential there is a term

f ⊃ λO−1 (2.26)

where O−1 is some charge −1 operator. Say we are interested in the appearance of a
given operator O−2 of charge Q(O−2) = −2 among the quantum corrections. Normally,
one would say that this operator can appear at second and higher orders in perturbation
theory in λ, as well as non-perturbatively:

δf ∼ λ2O−2 + λ3λ∗O−2 + . . .+ λ2e−1/|λ|2O−2 + . . . , (2.27)
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assuming that there is a regular λ → 0 limit, so that no negative powers of λ are
allowed. However, by the above argument we learn that only the second-order term is
allowed, all the higher-order pieces, including the non-perturbative ones, are disallowed
since they necessarily depend on λ non-holomorphically.

Even more importantly, any operator of positive charge under the U(1) symmetry is
completely disallowed, since it would necessarily have to have inverse powers of λ as its
coefficient. But since we assumed the λ→ 0 weak coupling limit was smooth (i.e. that
the phsyics is under control there), such singular coefficients are disallowed. Note that
this is again special to supersymmetry, for if non-holomorphic couplings were allowed,
one could always include such operators with positive powers of λ∗ instead.

This argument can be summarized prescriptively as follows [23]: The effective su-
perpotential is constrained by

• holomorphy in the UV coupling constants,

• “ordinary” selection rules from symmetries under which the coupling constants
may transform, and

• smoothness of the physics in various weak coupling limits.

Most of the rest of this course will consist in the systematic application of the above
argument to the interesting and strongly coupled case of supersymmetric gauge theo-
ries.

A similar argument gives no such restrictions on the way the superpotential coou-
plings can enter in quantum corrections to the kahler potential. The reason is simply
that the Kahler potential can depend on both left-chiral superfields and their conju-
gates, so superpotential couplings may enter non-holomorphically.

2.2.2 Nonrenormalization theorem for left-chiral superfields

We start by applying this argument to theories just of left-chiral superfields. The sim-
plest case is the Wess-Zumino model of a single left-chiral superfield Φ with microscopic
(scale µ0) superpotential

fµ0
= 1

2
µ0λ2Φ

2 + 1
3
λ3Φ

3, (2.28)

so that the UV effective action is

Sµ0
=

∫
d4x

{
1
2
[Φ∗Φ]D +

[
1
2
µ0λ2Φ

2 + 1
3
λ3Φ

3 + c.c.
]
F

}
. (2.29)

By holomorphy, the effective superpotential at scale µ < µ0 is

fµ = fµ(Φ, λ2, λ3;µ, µ0), (2.30)
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that is, a function of Φ, λ2, and λ3 and not their complex conjugates. (Note that
we have made the assumption that the effective theory is still described in terms of a
single chiral superfield Φ at the IR scale µ.) The microscopic superpotential is invariant
under a global U(1)×U(1)R symmetry if we assign the coupling constants appropriate
charges:

U(1) × U(1)R

Φ +1 +1
λ2 −2 0
λ3 −3 −1

This implies selection rules for these “symmetries” constraining the effective superpo-
tential to be neutral under the first U(1) and have charge +2 under the U(1)R (as is
usual for an R symmetry). Thus the effective superpotential must have the form

fµ = µλ2Φ
2g

(
λ3Φ

µλ2

)
(2.31)

where g is an arbitrary holomorphic function, and we have put in the powers of µ
according to the classical scaling dimensions of Φ and the superpotential. (There can
also be a µ0 dependence in g.) Now, in the λ3 → 0 limit, keeping λ2 fixed, the theory is
free, so only terms with non-negative integers powers of λ3 can appear in the expansion
of g:

fµ =
∑

n≥0

gn µ
1−nλ1−n

2 λn
3Φn+2, (2.32)

where the gn are undetermined constants (which can be functions of µ/µ0). Further-
more, we can also take the λ2 → 0 limit at the same time to conclude that terms with
n > 1 are disallowed. So we learn that the effective action at scale µ is given by

Sµ =

∫
d4x

{
1
2
Z [Φ∗Φ + . . .]D +

[
g0µλ2Φ

2 + g1λ3Φ
3 + c.c.

]
F

}
(2.33)

where we have included a wavefunction renormalization Z of the Kahler term; note
that the Kahler term may receive other corrections (e.g. (Φ∗Φ)2 terms and so on) which
we have not written.

It remains to determine the constants g0 and g1 which may depend only on µ/µ0.
In the limit that λ3 → 0 the theory is free, with a mass (found after rescaling to
canonically normalized fields) 2g0µλ/Z. Equating this to the mass in the UV action
(2.29) gives

g0 =
1

2

µ0

µ
Z. (2.34)
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Now, as discussed in the last lecture, the wavefunction renormalization Z of a free
theory is a matter of a choice of the choice of field variables (or, equivalently, a choice
of RG scheme). As in the last lecture, it is convenient to choose a scheme in which the
masses, like the other couplings, scale with the cut off scale µ to their classical scaling
dimension. In this scheme (at zero coupling) we therefore choose

Z = µ/µ0 (when λ3 = 0) (2.35)

giving g0 = 1
2
. When λ3 6= 0, Z will in general receive corrections shifting it from the

above value.

g1 can now be determined by matching the results of perturbation theory in λ3

between (2.29) and (2.33). Since the Φ3 vertex appears in both proportional to the same
coupling λ3, they must match at tree level (i.e. classically) and we find immediately
that g1 = 1/3. Our result for the effective superpotential is

fµ = 1
2
µλ2Φ

2 + 1
3
λ3Φ

3. (2.36)

Thus we have shown that the superpotential is non-perturbatively un-renormalized:
the low energy superpotential suffered no quantum corrections relative to the UV
superpotential, and only differs from it by the classical scalings (which are a matter of
a choice of renormalization scheme).

The step above eqn. (2.33) of taking the λ2 → 0 limit deserves a few words. Taking
this limit at finite λ3 does not lead to a free theory; however, by taking both λ3 and λ2

to zero such that λ2/λ3 → 0, we achieve the desired result. One may wonder, though,
whether the λ2 → 0 limit is really smooth, for though the resulting theory is free, it
also has a massless particle, and so the effective theory should have IR divergences—
perhaps reflected in divergences of the superpotential? This is not the case, though,
since we do not do the RG running all the way down to µ = 0, and so we will not see
any IR divergences in our Wilsonian effective action.2

Let us generalize non-renormalization result a bit further, to a more complicated
example:

fµ0
= µ2

0λ1Φ + µ0λ2Φ
2 + . . .+ µ3−rλrΦ

r + . . . (2.37)

which has the global symmetries

U(1) × U(1)R

Φ +1 +1
λr −r 2− r

2This should be contrasted with the one particle irreducible (1PI) effective action introduced in
standard texts in which the effective scale is zero and IR divergences from massless particles do occur.
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implying

fµ = µ2λ1Φ g

(
λ2

λ1

Φ

µ
,
λ3

λ1

Φ2

µ2
, . . . ,

λr

λ1

Φr−1

µr−1
, . . .

)
. (2.38)

Demanding a smooth limit as all λr → 0 then implies fµ is the same as the UV
superpotential fµ0

except for the classical scaling from µ0 → µ.

This line of argument can be easily generilzed to an arbitrary superpotential with an
arbitrary number of left-chiral superfields as in (2.20). A useful trick for dealing with
the general case is to replace the UV superpotential f(Φn, µ0) with Y ·f(Φn, µ0) where
Y is an auxiliary left-chiral superfield. Setting the scalar component of Y to 1 (and
the others components to zero) gives the original theory back. The superpotential of
the enlarged theory is linear in Y , the theory is invariant under a U(1)R symmetry
with charges R(Y ) = +2 and R(Φn) = 0. This symmetry and holomorphy is enough
to tell us that the effective superpotential has the form fµ = Y g(Φn, µ). Taking the
Y → 0 limit in which the theory becomes free and matching the UV and IR effective
actions in perturbation theory as above, then implies that g(Φn, µ) = f(Φn, µ). Setting
Y = 1 then gives the general non-renormalization theorem for theories of left-chiral
superfields: the UV action (2.29) at scale µ0 flows to

Sµ =

∫
d4x

{
1

2
[ZnΦ∗

nΦn]D +
[
µ3−drλrOr + c.c.

]
F

}
. (2.39)

The only difference from the general form (2.24) of the effective action at scale µ ex-
pected from general RG group arguments is that the couplings λr in (2.39) are the same
as those in the microscopic theory (2.20). Note that this non-renormalization result
shows no contradiction with our assumption that the low-energy degrees of freedom
are described byt the same set of left-chiral superfields as in the microscopic theory,
in line with our expectations from the Coleman-Gross theorem that scalar and spinor
field theory is IR free.

2.2.3 Kahler term renormalization

In order to compare the couplings of the effective action (2.39) to physical effective
couplings that would be measured in, say, a scattering experiment with energy transfer
of order µ, we should normalize the kinetic terms to their canonical form. We therefore
define the canonical left-chiral superfields by rescaling them to absorb the wavefunction
renormalization factors

Φn → Φn
cn ≡

√
Zn(µ)Φn. (2.40)
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Then the rescaled action has the same form as the Wilsonian one, but with the super-
potential couplings replaced by canonical ones:

λcn
r (µ) ≡

(
µ

µ0

)3−dr

(
∏

n

Z−rn/2
n

)
λr. (2.41)

This immediately implies the exact RG equation for the physical superpotential cou-
plings

µ
dλr(µ)

dµ
= λr(µ)

(
3− dr −

1

2

∑

n

rnγn(µ)

)
, (2.42)

where we have defined the anomalous dimension of the Φn left-chiral superfield as

γn(µ) ≡ d logZn(µ)

d logµ
. (2.43)

Of course, since we have, in general, no exact method of computing these anomalous
dimensions, the usefulness of the exact RG equation (2.42) is limited. Nevertheless,
we will see an interesting application of it a few lectures from now. Note that the RG
equation for the canonical effective mass mcn

n (µ), defined as the coefficient of the term
(Φn

cn)2 in the canonically normalized superpotential is dmcn
n /d logµ = mcn

n (1 − γn).
So γn is the anomalous dimension of the mass.

In a weakly coupled theory we can compute the wavefunction renormalization of the
Kahler potential in perturbation theory. For example, in a Wess-Zumino model with
superpotential fµ0

= λΦ3, the one loop diagram renormalizing the fermion kinetic term
using the Yukawa coupling derived from the superpotential gives

Z = 1 + λλ∗ log

∣∣∣∣
µ0

µ

∣∣∣∣+ . . . (2.44)

where the first term is the tree result, the logarithm is the usual one-loop contribution
(determined by the symmetries), and the sign is correct since as µ→ 0, Z → +∞, so
that in the IR the theory becomes weakly coupled in the Φcn variables.

∗λ ψλψ

ψ

φ

Figure 2.1: One-loop diagram renormalizing the Kahler potential.
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A more interesting example arises in a theory with two left-chiral superfields and
superpotential

f = λΦ1Φ
2
2, (2.45)

in an effective theory at a scale µ0. This was an example we discussed from a classical
point of view in section 1.6.4. There we found, by extremizing f , supersymmetric vacua
at

Φ2 = 0, Φ1 = arbitrary, (2.46)

implying a whole moduli space, M, of degenerate but inequivalent classical ground
states. By the non-renormalization theorem of the superpotential, this conclusion does
not change once quantum effects are taken into account.

But quantum effects can renormalize the Kahler potential and thus change the metric
on M from its classical value. Since the microscopic Kahler potential of is K =
Φ∗

1Φ1 + Φ∗
2Φ2, the metric induced onM is

ds2

class = dΦ1 dΦ
∗
1, (2.47)

classically. Now the classical spectrum at any point on M is one massless chiral
multiplet Φ1 and one massive chiral multiplet Φ2 with mass proportional to |λ〈Φ1〉|.
The Kahler potential will recieve quantum corrections at scales above the mass of
Φ2 coming from virtual Φ2 states contributing to loops in the Φ1 propagators. In
perturbation theory

K = +Φ∗
1Φ1 −#Φ∗

1Φ1|λ|2 log

∣∣∣∣
Φ1

µ0

∣∣∣∣
2

+ . . . (2.48)

where the first term is the tree level result, and the second comes from the massive
Φ2 at one loop which contributes the usual logarithm of its mass over the cut off mass
µ0. (We are assuming here that the scale of the IR effective action, µ, is smaller than
the Φ2 mass.) The sign of the one loop term leads to a growing K as Φ1 → 0, which
in turn implies that the canonically normalized effective couplings are going to zero in
this limit. Thus the one loop perturbative result becomes exact as we approach the
origin ofM. Since the Kahler metric is given by (ds)2 = g11dΦ1dΦ

∗
1 with

g11 = ∂1∂1K ≃ −|λ|2 log Φ1Φ
∗
1 + const, (2.49)

we see that at Φ1 = 0 there is a metric singularity. It is easy to check that this
singularity is at finite distance but that the integrated curvature in a neighborhood of
the origin diverges. Thus the moduli space which classically is the complex Φ1-plane,
has a cusp-like singularity quantum mechanicaly. (Note that for Φ1 large the metric
becomes negative indicating a breakdown of unitarity. This is just an artefact of the
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one loop perturbative expansion: at large Φ1 the effective coupling is growing and
perturbation theory becomes unreliable.) The singularity at Φ1 = 0 has a physical
interpretation: it corresponds to the fact that when Φ1 = 0 a particle multiplet (Φ2)
is becoming massless. In this case the assumption under which we computed the IR
effective action, namely that its scale µ was less than the mass of Φ2, breaks down.
In general, singularities in IR effective actions are a sign of new massless degrees of
freedom which must be included in the IR effective action to get a sensible low energy
description of the physics there.

?
?

1

? ?
classical quantum

Φ

Figure 2.2: The moduli space M classically and quantum mechanically
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2.3 Quantum gauge theories

Before discussing effective actions for supersymmetric gauge theories and the non-
renormalization theorems that apply to them, we need to review some basic facts
about quantum gauge theories.

2.3.1 Gauge couplings

RG flow

The gauge kinetic term in an effective action at scale µ is

1

2g2(µ)
trf(f

2) (2.50)

where g2(µ) is the coupling at that scale. The one loop RG implies the coupling “runs”
as a function of scale according to

µ
dg

dµ
= − b

16π2
g3 +O(g5) (2.51)

where the first coefficient b of the beta function is given by

b =
11

6
T (adj)− 1

3

∑

a

T (ra)−
1

6

∑

n

T (rn), (2.52)

where the sum on a is over Weyl fermions with the ath fermion in the ra representation
of the gauge group, and the sum on n is over complex bosons in representations rn.
Recall that T (r) is the index of the representation r; for SU(N), for example, the index
of the fundamental representation is 1, and of the adjoint representation is 2N . Only
fields with masses less than the scale µ will contribute to loops, so only these light fields
should be included in the sums in (2.52). The solution at one loop order to (2.51) is

1

g2(µ)
= − b

8π2
log

(
Λ

µ

)
, (2.53)

where we have defined
Λ ≡ µ0e

−8π2/bg2(µ0), (2.54)

the strong coupling scale of the gauge group, where µ0 is any fixed scale and g2(µ0) is
the value of the effective coupling there. By (2.51) Λ is independent of the choice of
scale µ0. When the scale of the effective theory approaches Λ, we see that the effective
coupling diverges; of course, when this happens the one loop approximation to the
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RG running is no longer valid, and higher loop and non-pertrubative effects should
be taken into account. One should think of Λ as the approximate scale at which the
effective gauge coupling becomes strong (of order one). The trading of the information
of a gauge coupling at a given scale for the strong coupling scale of the gauge group

{g2(µ0), µ0} ↔ Λ, (2.55)

is known as “dimensional transmutation”. In a theory with many gauge groups, G1 ×
G2 × · · · ×Gn, there will be correspondingly many gauge group scales {Λ1, · · · ,Λn}.

The behavior of the effective coupling has qualitatively different behaviors in the IR
depending on the sign of b. For b > 0, the coupling is weak in the UV and runs to
strong coupling in the IR. Such theories are asymptotically free gauge theories. Any
theory with a non-Abelian gauge group and no matter (i.e. no fermions or scalars in
non-trivial representations of the gauge group) will automatically be asymptotically
free since only the first term in (2.52) contributes. Adding charged matter can only
reduce b. If b < 0 then the theory is weakly coupled in the IR and runs to string
coupling in the UV. Non-Abelian theories with enough light charged matter will be IR
free. Also any Abelian (U(1)) theory with a light charged field will be IR free. (Recall
that U(1) irreducible representations are all one dimensionsal and are described by their
charge, q. The formula (2.52) applies to U(1) gauge factors as well, using T (q) = q2

and recalling that the adjoint representation has q = 0.)

If a gauge theory with gauge group G is Higgsed by a charged scalar getting vacuum
expectation value φ, breaking G to a subgroup H , then the strong coupling scales ΛG

and ΛH of the two groups are related by matching the RG flows of their couplings
(2.53) at the scale φ:

g2(φ)G = g2(φ)H + const. ⇒ ΛbH

H ∼ ΛbG

G φbH−bG , (2.56)

where bG and bH are the coefficients of the beta function for G and H ; see the figure.
If bG > 0 so that G is asymptotically free, and φ≫ ΛG, then the Higgsing takes place
at weak coupling and the one loop running of the gauge coupling used to do the above
matching is a good approximation. Even at one loop the matching in (2.56) is uncertain
up to a constant factor due to a scheme dependent one loop threshold correction [24].

2.3.2 ϑ angles and instantons

Gauge theories contain another term built solely out of the gauge fields:

Sϑ =

∫
d4x

ϑ

16π2
trf(f f̃) =

∫
d4x

ϑ

8π2
ǫµνρσ∂µtrf

(
Vν∂ρVσ − i

2

3
VνVρVσ

)
(2.57)
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Figure 2.3: Running of the coupling of an asymptotically free gauge theory G Higgsed
to H at a scale φ≫ ΛG.

where Vµ is the gauge potential. Since this term is a total derivative it has no effect on
the classical equations of motion; however, quantum mechanically it can have an effect
since we average over all fluctuations of the gauge fields, not just those satisfying the
classical equations of motion. As we will briefly review below, this term is sensitive to
instanton field configurations; see [25, chapter 7] for a pedagogical introduction to this
subject.

Because the ϑ term is a total derivative, it can be expressed as an integral over a
surface, which we can think of as a large 3-sphere, S3, at infinity. For the integral to
be finite the field strengths should vanish at infinity, so the gauge potential should be
pure gauge there:

Vµ = −i(∂µg)g
−1. (2.58)

where g(xµ) is an element of the gauge group. Plugging this into (2.57) gives, using
the identity ∂µg

−1 = −g−1(∂µg)g
−1,

Sϑ = − ϑ

24π2

∫
d4x ǫµνρσ∂µtrf

[
g−1(∂νg)g

−1(∂ρg)g
−1(∂σg)

]
,

= − ϑ

24π2

∫

S3

d3ξ ǫabctrf

[
g−1(∂ag)g

−1(∂bg)g
−1(∂cg)

]
, (2.59)

where in the second line we have written it as a surface integral over the 3-sphere
at infinity parameterized by some coordinates ξa, a = 1, 2, 3. This integral computes
the “winding number” of g(xµ) around the 3-sphere at infinity and is a topological
invariant. More concretely, if we choose g to be in an SU(2) subgroup of the non-
Abelian gauge group and of the form

g = (g1)
n, g1(xµ) =

t+ ix · σ√
t2 + x2

, (2.60)

then it is not hard to compute that

Sϑ[g] = nϑ. (2.61)
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The integer n measuring the winding number of the gauge field configuration is called
the instanton number of the gauge field configuration. Since it is a topological invariant
it will not change under arbitrary continuous deformations of the fields. Since the path
integral is over continuous field configurations, and computes

∫
Dφ . . . eiSϑ, so

ϑ→ ϑ+ 2π (2.62)

is an exact symmetry of the theory. More properly, it is an exact equivalence of
quantum field theories, since ϑ is a parameter in the action defining the theory. In
terms of the complexified gauge coupling τ = (ϑ/2π)+ i(4π/g2), this equivalence reads

τ ≃ τ + 1. (2.63)

This result holds for all simple non-Abelian gauge groups, essentially since they all
have SU(2) subgroups.

The physical meaning of the instanton field configurations becomes clearer if we
take the surface at infinity to be shaped like a large cylinder as in the figure. Going
to temporal gauge, in which Vt = 0, it is follows that the contribution to the surface
integral for Sϑ coming from the cylindrical part of the surface vanishes, and Sϑ reduces
to the difference of the integrals over all space of pure gauge configurations on the
two “caps” at t = ±∞. Thus an instanton field configuration interpolates between
two vacua of the gauge theory. Both vacua are gauge equivalent (by construction)
to the usual vacuum with zero gauge potential, but the gauge transformations which
connect them to the usual vacuum cannot be continuously deformed to the identity.
For if they could, then we could continuously deform the gauge transformation on
the bottom cap to that of the top cap, so the gauge fields in the whole of space-
time would be pure gauge and therefore fµν = 0 everywhere. But then Sϑ would
vanish in contradiction to (2.61). Gauge transformations which cannot be continuously
connected to the identity are called large gauge transformations. The fact that they are
weighted differently in the action (by the Sϑ term) implies that configurations related by
large gauge transformations, unlike ones related by gauge transformations connected
to the identity, are not identified as physically equivalent states. In particular, the
different vacua represent a real infinite classical degeneracy of vacua in non-Abelian
gauge theory.

The fact that the field strength can not vanish identically for configurations with
non-zero instanton number implies that there is necessarily a field energy associated
with the gauge field configuration interpolating between the different vacua. Thus
there is an energy barrier separating these vacua. Though classically forbidden, there
can be quantum mechanical tunnelling between these vacua, lifting their degeneracy.
As is usual in quantum mechanics, the tunnelling amplitude is e−SE where SE is the
Euclidean action of a field configuration which interpolates between the different vacua.
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ix

t

Figure 2.4: Surface “at infinity”.

We have seen above that instanton configurations are just such interpolating field
configurations. We can put a lower bound on the Euclidean action of an instanton
using

0 ≤
∫
d4xtrf(f ± f̃)2 =

∫
d4x[2trf (f

2)± 2trf(f f̃)] (2.64)

implying that ∫
d4xtrf (f

2) ≥
∣∣∣∣
∫
d4xtrf(f f̃)

∣∣∣∣ = 16π2|n|. (2.65)

This inequality is saturated for self dual or anti-self dual configurations with f = ±f̃ .

(Note that in Euclidean space
˜̃
f = f , unlike Minkowski space where there is a minus

sign in this relation.) The general solution for the self dual one instanton SU(2)
Euclidean gauge field configuration in ∂µVµ = 0 gauge is [26]

Vµ(x+ x0) =
(x · s)s†µ − xµ

x2 + ρ2
(2.66)

where xµ is the Euclidean coordinate 4-vector, sµ = (1, iσ) are constant matrices, x0 is
an arbitrary constant 4-vector determining the position of the center of the instanton,
while ρ is another arbitrary constant determining the size of the instanton.

Eqn. (2.65) implies that n-instanton contributions to amplitudes will be suppressed
by factors of (at least)

e−SE =
(
e−8π2/g2

)|n|
=

(
Λ

µ

)|n|b

, (2.67)

and so are non-perturbative effects going as a power of the gauge group strong coupling
scale. Note the appearance of the RG scale µ in this formula. In evaluating the
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contribution of, say, a one instanton configuration to a given process, one must also
integrate over the arbitrary parameters x0 and ρ appearing in the solution (2.66), giving
rise to terms like ∫

d4x0

∫
dρ

ρ5
e−8π2/g2(1/ρ), (2.68)

where the ρ−5 is to get the dimensions right, and the running coupling constant g2(µ)
is naturally evaluated at the scale µ = 1/ρ of the size of the instanton. One interprets∫
d4x0 (after exponentiating the one instanton contribution in a “dilute instanton gas

approximation”) as the space-time integration of a term in the effective Lagrangian
induced by the instanton. However, since

e−8π2/g2(ρ) = (ρΛ)b, (2.69)

we see that the ρ integration is IR divergent (i.e. as ρ → ∞) for asymptotically
free gauge theories (b > 0).3 Of course, the theory becomes strongly coupled in the
IR below the scale Λ, and one might expect a semi-classical approximation based
on the microscopic (UV) description of the theory to break down. This prevents us
from reliably calculating the non-perturbative instanton contributions to amplitudes
directly in asymptotically free gauge theories. A situation in which instanton effects can
be reliably computed is one where the gauge group of an asymptotically free theory
is Higgsed (“broken”) down to Abelian (U(1)) gauge factors (which are IR free) or
is completely broken; see the figure. In this case the vacuum expectation value, φ,
Higgsing the gauge group cuts off the instanton scale integral, ρ > φ, rendering it
finite. Furthermore, if φ ≫ Λ, then the whole instanton contribution is calculated at
weak coupling where the semi-classical tunnelling methods are applicable. We will see
examples of such instanton effects later in the course, though we will not compute them
directly using semi-classical instanton techniques, but indirectly using supersymmetric
non-renormalization theorems.

Finally we should note that the instanton configurations we have described depend
crucially on the non-Abelian nature of the gauge group and they do not exist in Abelian
gauge theories on Minkowski space. For this reason is often remarked that no physics
can depend on the theta angles, ϑAB, in a U(1)N gauge theory. This is not correct
for the theta angles in IR effective actions, however, since there the theta angles are
couplings to massive sources not described by the IR effective action fields. In the
presence of such sources, the space-time manifold on which the IR effective action is
defined is not all of R

4, but should have the world lines of the sources removed. On such
manifolds there can be non-trivial U(1) bundles, i.e. U(1) gauge field configurations
with non-zero instanton number. The basic example of this (realizable semi-classically)

3If 0 < b < 4 the one instanton contribution is finite, but the n instanton contribution for sufficiently
large n will still diverge.
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Figure 2.5: Running of the coupling of an asymptotically free gauge theory with gauge
group G Higgsed to U(1)’s at a scale φ ≫ Λ. The U(1) couplings do not run below
φ only because we have assumed there are no charged fields lighter than φ; otherwise
they would run to even weaker couplings.

is when the microscopic theory is a non-Abelian gauge theory Higgsed down to U(1)
factors admitting magnetic monopole solutions, so that there are both electrically and
magnetically charged sources in the U(1) IR effective action. In the presence of such
sources the instanton number is proportional to products of electric and magnetic
charges present and is an integer because of the Dirac quantization condition. Since
this is an integer, the theta angles are indeed angles: ϑAB ≃ ϑAB + 2π, implying
τAB ≃ τAB + 1. This will play an important role in the discussion of electric-magnetic
duality in later lectures.

2.3.3 Anomalies

Anomalies refer to classical symmetries which are broken by quantum effects. This
means that in the full quantum theory there is no (gauge invariant or covariant) con-
served current for an anomalous symmetry. This is important in the case of classical
global symmetries, implying as it does that the classical Ward identities are violated,
but it does not affect the consistency of the theory. A familiar and important example
of an anomalous symmetry is scale invariance: as we saw above, quantum effects in a
classically scale invariant Yang-Mills theory make the gauge coupling run with scale.
Another kind of anomaly, the chiral anomaly, occurs in the conservation of the cur-
rents for chiral rotations. If anomalous chiral rotations are gauged, then the resulting
theory is inconsistent, since we only know how to couple spin-1 fields (gauge fields)
in a unitary way to conserved currents. This places restrictions on the allowed gauge
group representations of fermions in gauge theories. Chiral anomalies (local or global)
arise in four dimensional quantum field theories only in theories where fermions with
chiral symmetries are coupled to gauge fields. They can be computed in perturbation
theory and only occur at one loop. This is a reflection of the fact that they can also
be thought of as IR effects. From this perspective, the existence of anomalies depends
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only on the field content and charges of the light fermions in the theory, and not on
details of the interactions. In what follows I will merely summarize the origin and
systematics of anomalies. A discussion of anomalies which is mostly complementary
to the approach I’ll take here are the introductory sections of [27].

Chiral symmetries are symmetries in which left- and right-handed Weyl fermions
transform differently. Consider a symmetry group G with generators tA, and left-
handed Weyl fermions transforming in the r representation,

δP+ψ
b = iαA(t

(r)
A )b

aP+ψ
a, (2.70)

where αA are real constants (the symmetry transformation parameters), a, b = 1, . . . , r
are the r representation indices, and, as usual in these lectures, ψ is a Majorana fermion,
so that P+ψ is its left-handed Weyl part. Taking the complex conjugate of (2.70), and
using the reality condition defining Majorana fermions, gives

δP−ψ = −iαA(t
(r)
A )TP−ψ, (2.71)

where we have also used the Hermiticity of the tA’s. We see that the right-handed Weyl
component transforms in a representation with generators −tTA, which is the complex
conjugate r representation. Thus chiral symmetries are those in which the fermions
transform in complex representations.

In a free field theory (for simplicity) of a Majorana fermion, the conserved currents
for the symmetry group G are

jµ
A =

1

2
ψγµ(P+t

(r)
A + P−t

(r)
A ψ = ψγµP+t

(r)
A ψ, (2.72)

where the second equality follows from interchanging ψ and ψ in the second term
and using the Reality condition for Majorana fermions. The 3-point function of these
currents at one loop will have the form

〈jµ
A(x1)j

ν
B(x2)j

ρ
C(x3)〉 = trr(tAtBtC)fµνρ(xi) (2.73)

for some function fµνρ, where the trace comes from contracting group generators around
the loop. For three global currents this correlator, though having some interesting
properties which we will discuss below, does not imply a violation of the conservation
law

∂µj
µ
A = 0 (2.74)

for the global symmetry currents.

Now couple these currents (or perhaps only a subset of them) to gauge fields in the
usual way,

L = Lfree +
∑

V A
µ j

µ
A, (2.75)
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Figure 2.6: One loop diagrom for the 3-point correlator of currents.

and compute 〈jV V 〉, taking care to regulate, impose Bose symmetry on the gauge fields,
and covariantize with respect to the gauge group. The resulting one loop diagrams are
shown in the figure.4 Differentiating the result, one finds the Abelian anomaly in the
conservation law for the global current jµ

A.

∂µj
µ
A ∝ trr(tA{tB, tC})fµν

B f̃Cµν = ∂µK
µ
A. (2.76)

The symmetrization of the generators in the trace comes from the Bose symmetry
between the external gauge fields. The anomaly—the right hand side of (2.76)—is
proportional to the Lorentz contraction of the field strength with its dual, which we
saw in our discussion of the ϑ term is a total derivative. Thus though (2.76) implies
that the jµ

A current is not conserved, the combination jµ
A−Kµ

A is conserved. But Kµ
A is

not gauge invariant, so the classical global symmetry generated by the jA
µ generators

is not a symmetry quantum mechanically. Furthermore, if jA
µ were itself one of the

gauge group generators, we see that the theory would be inconsistent. If there were
many fermions in many representations, we would have to sum over the contributions
of each of them running in the loop, and so the anomaly would be proportional to∑

r trr(tA{tB, tC}).
To summarize, if trr(tA{tB, tC}) 6= 0 for

• 3 global currents ⇒ theory is consistent, and global currents are conserved,

• 1 global and 2 local currents ⇒ theory is consistent, but global current is not
conserved so global symmetry is anomalous,

• 3 local currents ⇒ theory is inconsistent.

4Note that gauge covariantizing the result for non-Abelian gauge groups means adding terms with
more powers of the external gauge potential. These correspond to one loop, higher point anomalous
diagrams in perturbation theory. The “Wess-Zumino consistency conditions” imply, though, that all
these higher point amplitudes can be derived from the 3-point amplitude. See, for an explanation
with few details, [28, sections 13.3 and 13.4].
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Figure 2.7: One loop diagrams contributing to the 〈jV V 〉 correlator.

As was claimed above, real or pseudoreal representations can give no contribution
to the anomaly since for these representations, tA = −(tA)T (up to a unitary similarity
transformation), so that

trr(tA{tB, tC}) = trr

[
(−tA)T

{
(−tB)T , (−tC)T

}]
= −trr({tC , tB}tA)

= −trr(tA{tB, tC}), (2.77)

implying that the trace vanishes. Note that U(1) representations are complex, since
the complex conjugate of a charge q representation is a charge −q representation. The
vanishing of the anomaly for real representations also implies that only the massless
fermions contribute to the anomaly. This follows since a fermion mass term is made
from two left-handed Weyl fermions. If one of the fermions is in a complex representa-
tion r of the symmetry group, then the only way the mass term can be invariant under
the symmetry is if the other fermion is in r. Thus the massive fermions pair up in the
real r⊕ r representations, and thus do not contribute to the anomaly.

As a simple example of these considerations, consider QED with a massless electron,
that is to say, a U(1)V gauge theory with two oppositely charged left-handed Weyl

fermions ψ and ψ̃ (describing the left and right helicity states of the electron, respec-
tively, along with their antiparticles). This theory also has a classical global U(1)A

“axial” symmetry under which both fermions have the same charge:

U(1)V × U(1)A

ψ −1 +1

ψ̃ +1 +1

Thus the currents for these two symmetries are

jµ
V = −ψγµψ + ψ̃γµψ̃, jµ

A = +ψγµψ + ψ̃γµψ̃. (2.78)

Then the gauge current is jV = jR − jL and the global current is jA = jR + jL. The
anomalies are then

〈jAjV jV 〉 ∝ {1 · (−1)2 + 1 · (+1)2} 6= 0,
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〈jV jV jV 〉 ∝ {(−1)3 + (+1)3} = 0, (2.79)

implying that the global U(1)A symmetry is anomalous (i.e. its current is not con-
served), while the gauge symmetry is non-anomalous.

Gauge anomalies

More generally, we can calculate the anomaly conditions for a U(1)N gauge theory with
left-handed Weyl fermions ψi with charges qiA, A = 1, . . . , N under each U(1) factor.
The gauge currents are

jµ
A =

∑

i

qiAψiγ
µψi, (2.80)

so the gauge anomaly is

〈jAjBjC〉 ∝
∑

i

qiAqiBqiC , (2.81)

which must vanish for consistency of the theory. Also, one can insert two tµν (energy-
momentum) tensors in a triangle diagram and couple them to gravity in the usual way
(
∫
d4x
√
ggµνt

µν) giving the mixed gauge-gravitational anomaly

〈jAtt〉 ∝
∑

i

qiA, (2.82)

which must also vanish for consistency. This reproduces the anomaly cancellation
conditions mentioned in section 1.7.3.

The generalization to non-Abelian gauge anomalies is straightforward. Consider a
theory with left-handed Weyl fermions ψi in representations ri of a gauge group G.
Then the gauge anomalies cancel if

∑

i

trri
(tA{tB, tC}) = 0 ∀ A,B,C. (2.83)

This is actually a much less restrictive condition for non-Abelian groups than it might
seem. For if the anomaly is not zero, it implies that there is a symmetric G invari-
ant tensor d{ABC}. The only groups which have both complex representations and a
symmetric three-index invariant tensor are the SU(N) groups for N ≥ 3. (Note that
SO(6) ≃ SU(4) so SO(6) also belongs to this class).

(There is another kind of anomaly which requires, in our conventions, that the total
index of fermions transforming in pseudoreal representations be an even integer. This
is relevant only for the Sp(2n) groups. Note that since SU(2) ≃ Sp(2) so it applies to
SU(2) as well. This is an anomaly under a kind of large gauge transformation, and so
it cannot seen in the perturbative approach we are taking [29].)
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Finally, the mixed gauge-gravitational anomalies imply that
∑

i trri
(tA) = 0 for

consistency. But for semi-simple groups the generators are automatically traceless.
Thus the mixed gauge-gravitational anomalies only constrain the coupling to U(1)
gauge factors.

Chiral anomalies (anomalies in global symmetries)

Having satisfied the consistency conditions from the gauge anomalies, we now turn
to the physics of anomalous global symmetries. Suppose we have a gauge group G
with generators tA, a global symmetry group G̃ generated by t̃A, and Weyl fermions ψi

transforming in the (ri, r̃i) representation of G × G̃. Then from the triangle diagram
with one global current jµ

A insertion and two gauge insertions we find the anomaly is
proportional to

∂µj
µ
A ∝

∑

i

tr(t̃
(eri)
A t

(ri)
B t

(ri)
C ) =

∑

i

treri
(t̃A)trri

(tBtC). (2.84)

Again, if G̃ is semi-simple, tr(t̃A) = 0, so there is no anomaly. Thus there are only
anomalies in global U(1) symmetries.

So, let us restrict ourselves to the case where the global symmetry is U(1) and the
fermions ψi have global charge qi and transform as above in the ri representation of
some gauge group G. Then the anomaly is (this time including all the factors)

∂µjµ =
1

16π2

∑

i

qitrri
(f f̃) =

∑
i qiT (ri)

16π2
trf (f f̃). (2.85)

This implies that the symmetry is anomalous if
∑

i qiT (ri) 6= 0.

The fact that the anomaly is proportional to trf(f f̃) has some immediate conse-
quences. Most importantly, the efects of the anomaly are equivalent to assigning the
ϑ angle transformation properties under global U(1) symmetries according to:

ψi → eiqiαψi

ϑ → ϑ+ α

[
∑

i

qiT (ri)

]
. (2.86)

This follows since a shift in ϑ generates the right-hand side of the anomalous conser-
vation equation (2.85). In this way we understand the anomalous breaking of the U(1)

symmetry as occuring due to an explicit breaking: a term (ϑff̃) in the action is not
invariant.
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Since the anomaly appears only through the ϑ term, it follows that at most one
global U(1) symmetry per gauge factor can be anomalous—by making appropriate
linear combinations of their generators, one can choose all others to be non-anomalous.

The global U(1) charge violation due to the anomaly in, say, a scattering process is:

∆Q =

∫ +∞

−∞

dt ∂0Q =

∫
dtd3x ∂0j0

=

∫
d4x

(
∇ · j +

∑
i qiT (ri)

16π2
trf(f f̃)

)
=

[
∑

i

qiT (ri)

]
n, (2.87)

where we dropped a total derivative of the current, and n in the last line is the (change
in the) instanton number. We learned in the last section that processes changing
the instanton number are non-perturbative, suppressed at weak coupling by factors
of e−8|n|π2/g2

. Thus, even though jµ is not conserved, its charge is conserved to all
orders in perturbation theory, and at weak coupling the effects of the anomaly are very
highly suppressed. For example, baryon number is an anomalous global U(1) in the
standard model due to its anomalous 3-point function with the SU(2) gauge bosons;
baryon violating amplitudes are therefore suppressed by an instanton factor of about
e−8π2/e2 ∼ e−2π·137 ∼ 10−300 and so is utterly negligible.

However, the anomalous shift in ϑ (2.86) helps make the physical effects of the ϑ term
apparent. If there is a massless Weyl fermion charged under a gauge group G and with
no Yukawa interactions, then the theory has an anomalous U(1) symmetry under which
only that fermion’s phase rotates. By (2.86), by an appropriate such a phase rotation
one can the ϑ away, and thus the ϑ angle has no effect in this theory. Alternatively, if
there is no such massless fermion without Yukawa couplings, then such a rotation will
at the same time give a CP violating phase to the fermion mass or Yukawa term; thus
in this case the ϑ angle has observable consequences. For example, this is the origin of
the strong CP problem in the standard model due to a possible non-zero value of the ϑ
angle in SU(3) QCD; alternatively, if the u quark is massless—if its Yukawa vanishes
in the standard model—then the strong CP problem disappears, but we are left with
a different naturalness problem of explaining why the u quark Yukawa should vanish.

’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions

There is one other property of anomalies that will be important to us. It concerns the
triangle diagrams with three global currents which we saw before do not lead to any
anomalous symmetry breaking. Nevertheless, the following beautiful argument of ’t
Hooft [30, chapter 5.3] shows that they compute scale independent information about
the theory.
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Consider a theory described by a Lagrangian L at some scale µ, with global (non-
anomalous) symmetries generated by currents jµ

A. Gauge these symmetries by adding
in new gauge fields V A

µ , which I’ll call “spectator” gauge fields, thus giving the new
theory

L′ = L+

∫
d4x

[
1

g2
trf 2 + jA · V A

]
. (2.88)

This may not be a consistent theory, however, due to non-vanishing triangle diagrams
for the newly gauged currents jA. In that case, add in a set of new (spectator) free
fermion fields ψS in representations to exactly cancel the anomalies and couple them
only to the spectator gauge fields. Denoting the currents of the spectator fermions by
jS
A, we then have the enlarged and anomaly-free theory

L′′ = L+

∫
d4x

[
1

g2
trf 2 + +ψS 6∂ψS + (jS

A + jA) · V A

]
. (2.89)

Since the spectator theory can be made arbitrarily weakly coupled by taking g →
0, the IR dynamics of the enlarged theory are just the IR dynamics of the original
theory plus the arbitrarily weakly coupled spectator theory. Thus the anomalies in
the spectator theory are just the same as in the UV, and since the whole theory is
anomaly-free, the anomaly from the IR currents jA must also still be the same as in
the UV. We can now throw away the spectator theory (take g = 0) to learn that the
coefficient of the triangle diagram trr(tA{tB, tC}) for the global currents must be the
same in the IR as in the UV.

The importance of this result is that the original theory might have been strongly-
coupled in the IR in terms of its UV degrees of freedom, so the IR effective action
may a priori be described by a completely different set of fermionic fields transforming
under the global symmetries than appeared in the microscopic description. But ’t
Hooft’s argument gives constraints on the possible IR fermion content, by demanding
that their “anomalies” be the same as those of the UV fermions. We will see examples
of these constraints in coming lectures.

2.3.4 Phases of gauge theories

One of our aims in exploring the IR effective actions of supersymmetric gauge theories
will be to learn what “phase” these theories are in. For example, based on our experi-
ence with QCD and with lattice simulations, the vacuum of pure Yang-Mills theories
are thought to have a mass gap and confinement. Other gauge theories (e.g. the elec-
troweak theory) are known to have a Higgsed vacuum, where a charged scalar forms a
condensate. Yet other theories (e.g. QED) have unbroken Abelian gauge factors giv-
ing rise to long range Coulomb interactions between charges. The question arises as
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to what are precise characterizations of these different phases of gauge theories, and
whether they are qualitatively distinct, or can be continuously transformed into each
other by deforming the parameters of the theory.

A way of probing the IR behavior of quantum field theories which gives precise
characterizations of these phases is to look at the response of these theories to classical
sources—massive particles interacting with the massless fields. For example, the static
potential between sources of charge e separated by a distance R in QED with only
massive charged fields is the usual Coulomb potential

V (R) =
e2

R
. (2.90)

On the other hand, in massless QED (i.e. with massless electrons) the static potential
between heavy sources is

V (R) =
e2(R)

R
∼ 1

R log(ΛR)
, (2.91)

due to the running of the coupling constant to zero in the IR. As another example, in
the Abelian Higgs model

V (R) ∼ Λe−ΛR (2.92)

due to screening by the charge condensate (or, equivalently, because the gauge bosons
now have a mass ∼ Λ).

In pure Yang-Mills theory, the potential is thought to increase linearly with separa-
tion

V (R) ∼ Λ2R, (2.93)

giving charge confinement. This last is often described by the behavior of the expec-
tation value of the Wilson loop operator in the limit of large space-time loops:

〈TrPei
H

V 〉 ∼ e−σ·Area. (2.94)

The Wilson loop operator tests the response of the theory to the presence of an external
source distributed along the loop. If one chooses the loop to be a rectangle of width R
and length T (in the time direction), one can interpret the Wilson loop as measuring
the action of a process which creates a pair of heavy charges separated by R and holds
them there for a time T before annihilating them. The Wilson loop (in Euclidean time)
then computes e−TV (R) which for a confining potential then gives the above area law.
On the other hand, a Higgs mechanism would be expected to give a perimeter-type
law for large Wilson loops, since the energy for separated charges is expected to fall off
exponentially due to screening by the Higgs vacuum expectation value. In these last
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two cases, Higgsing and confinement, Λ is some scale that appears in the full theory.
This shows that even though the static potential probes a long-distance aspect of the
behavior of these theories, it does not just probe the scale-invariant (arbitrarily low
energy) properties of the theory.

_
q

TR

q

Figure 2.8: The Wilson loop interpreted as probing the response to a heavy quark-
antiquark pair.

Let us now discuss some subtleties concerning the distinction between confinement
and the Higgs mechanism. These subtleties will be important in interpreting our
solutions for the vacuum structure of superQCD. The following discussion copies that
of [30, chapter 7.2].

Gauge symmetry is not a really symmetry: it is a redundancy in our description of
the physics. Evidence of this fact is that we divide our space of states by gauge trans-
formations, considering two states differing by a gauge transformation as physically
equivalent. This is different from what we do in the case of global symmetries: two
states connected by a global symmetry transformation are inequivalent states, though
they have identical physics.

All physical states in a gauge theory are gauge invariant, by definition. Confine-
ment is sometimes described by saying that only color singlet (i.e. gauge invariant)
combinations of quarks and gluons are observable as asymptotic states. So isn’t con-
finement trivially a consequence of gauge invariance? Furthermore, if the vacuum is
always gauge invariant, there can be no such thing as “spontaneous gauge symmmetry
breaking”! Is the Higgs mechanism, in which a field gets a gauge non-invariant vacuum
expectation value, in contradiction with gauge invariance?

The answer to both these questions is “no”. We can see what is wrong with the
above naive descriptions of Higgs and confining behavior in gauge theories through a
simple example.

Consider the SU(2) gauge theory with a doublet scalar φ (the Higgs), a doublet
Weyl spinor ψ (the left-handed electron and neutrino), and a singlet Weyl spinor χ
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(the right-handed electron):

L =
1

g2
f 2

µν +DµφD
µφ+ V (|φ|) + ψ 6Dψ + χ6∂χ+ yχ(ψφ) + h.c. (2.95)

If the minimum of V is at |φ| = v, we usually describe the resulting Higgs mechanism
by choosing 〈φ〉 =

(
v
0

)
and expand about that vacuum as

φ =

(
v + h1

h2

)
, ψ =

(
eL

ν

)
, χ = eR, Aa

µ = (Zµ,Wµ,W µ). (2.96)

This description seems to break the gauge symmetry. However, dividing by gauge
transformations, it is indistinguishable from the following “confined” description where
all physical particles are gauge singlets:

eL ∼
1

v
ψφ, ν ∼ 1

v
ψφ, Re(h1) ∼

1

v
φφ− v, Zµ ∼

1

v2
φDµφ, Wµ ∼

1

v2
φDµφ.

(2.97)
The reason that we describe the Higgs mechanism in terms of fictitious global quantum
numbers (like ν versus eL, etc.) is because of our familiarity with global symmetry
breaking and the fact that in the weak-coupling limit (g → 0) a theory with a local
symmetry looks globally symmetric. In the proper gauge-invariant description, all the
physical states are “mesons” or “baryons” of the scalars bound to other fields.

Similarly, in QED (the “Coulomb phase”) charges feel a Coulomb potential, V ∼
1/r, so charges can be infinitely separated. Thus we can talk about a single elec-
tron state ψ(x) even though it is not gauge invariant: it can be thought of as an
electron-plus-positron state with a Wilson line running between them, with the positron
sent off to infinity. Thus the gauge invariant description of an electron is actually
ψ(x) exp{i

∫∞

x
A · dx}; indeed, the Wilson line has observable effects when the topol-

ogy of space-time is not simply connected, e.g. the Aharanov-Bohm effect.

The question of whether a gauge theory shows one of these behaviors—Higgs, Coulomb,
confining, or something new—is thus a dynamical one. A kinematical question that
can be addressed is whether these various long distance behaviors correspond to sepa-
rate phases, or whether one can smoothly deform, say, Higgs to confining behavior. A
Higgs vacuum can arise if there is a scalar condensate which can screen massive charges
in the gauge group. One can always imagine the possibility in any strongly coupled
theory (whether it has fundamental scalars or not) that the strong coupling dynamics
might form such a massless scalar composite, and therefore that a Higgs vacuum might
arise. As long as the scalar is in a faithful representation5 of the gauge group, it can

5A faithful representation is one for which for every g ∈ G with g 6= 1, then R(g) 6= 1, where R(g)
is the representation matrix.
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screen all charges, and there can be no invariant distinction between the Higgs vacuum
and a confining vacuum since all the asymptotic states are gauge-singlets. The only
way a (non-trivial) representation of a simple group can fail to be faithful is if it does
not transform under the center of the gauge group.6 If the microscopic field content of
a theory is such that no (composite) scalars in faithful representations can be formed,
then there is an invariant distinction between Higgs and confining phases: in the Higgs
phase, all but the discrete central charges are screened,7 whereas in the confining phase
all the asymptotic states will be invariant under the center of the gauge group. QCD
is such a theory, where the Z3 center is tied to the electric charges of the fields, so
the distinction between confinment and Higgs phases in this case is whether there are
charge-1/3 asymptotic states or not.

6The center of a group is the subgroup consisting of the set of all elements which commute with
all elements of the group. For example, the center of SU(N) is ZN realized as overall phase rotations
by the Nth roots of unity.

7Since the center is a discrete subgroup of the gauge group, and discrete gauge groups have no
long-range fields, there can exist asymptotic states charged under the center.
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2.4 Non-Renormalization in Super Gauge Theories

We now turn to the quantum mechanical properties of supersymmetric gauge theories.
Our aim is to prove non-renormalization theorems for supersymmetric gauge theories,
along the lines of the non-renormalization theorem we proved for theories of chiral
multiplets.

2.4.1 Supersymmetric selection rules

We start by examining the analog of the holomorphy of the superpotential for an
asymptotically free supersymmetric gauge theory. In the action at a scale µ0, the
terms which can be written only as integrals over half of superspace, and therefore
must have holomorphic dependence on their fields couplings, are the gauge kinetic and
superpotential terms, which we will assemble into a generalized superpotential f̃ :

f̃µ0
=
τ(µ0)

8πi
trf(W

2
L) + fµ0

(Φn, λr, µ0). (2.98)

Here λr are the couplings appearing in the tree-level superpotential

fµ0
=
∑

r

µ3−dr

0 λrOr, (2.99)

where Or are gauge-invariant composite operators of the Φn’s of classical scaling di-
mension dr.

Recall that at one loop the gauge coupling is

τ(µ0) ≡
ϑ

2π
+ i

4π

g(µ0)2
=

1

2πi
log

[( |Λ|
µ0

)b

eiϑ

]
, (2.100)

where we have used the definition of the strong coupling scale |Λ| in the last step. (The
absolute value is to remind us that it is a postive real number.) It is thus natural to
define a complex “scale” in supersymmetric gauge theories by

Λ ≡ |Λ|eiϑ/b (2.101)

so that

τ(µ0) =
b

2πi
log

(
Λ

µ0

)
. (2.102)

Recall that b is the coefficient of the one-loop beta function, given by

b =
11

6
T (adj)− 1

3

∑

a

T (ra)−
1

6

∑

n

T (rn), (2.103)
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where the indices a run over Weyl fermions and n run over complex bosons. In a
supersymmetric gauge theory, the vector multiplet always includes a Weyl fermion in
the adjoint representation (the gaugino), while each chiral multiplet Φn has one Weyl
fermion and one complex boson, transforming in the same representation of the gauge
group rn. Thus, for supersymmetric gauge theories, b simplifies to

b = 3
2
T (adj)− 1

2

∑
n T (rn), (2.104)

where the sum on n is over all left-chiral superfields.

Let us assume for definiteness that we are dealing with an asymptotically free theory,
so if we take the scale µ0 ≫ |Λ|, then the theory is weakly coupled (we might also have
to take some of the superpotential couplings to be small). Let us consider how this
effective theory will change as we run it down in scale a little to µ < µ0. As long as the
ratio µ/µ0 is not too small, the theory should remain weakly coupled, and we expect
that the effective theory should be describable in terms of the same degrees of freedom.
The effective generalized superpotential will then be

f̃µ =
τ(Λ,Φn, λr;µ)

8πi
trf (W

2
L) + f(Φn, λr,Λ;µ) + irrelevant operators. (2.105)

Here we have written the effective coupling τ and superpotential f as general holo-
morphic functions of the left-chiral superfields and the bare couplings, as befits terms
that appear only as integrals over half of superspace. The irrelevant operators include
terms with higher powers of tr(W 2

L), since WL has scaling dimension 1.

However, we have to take into account the angular nature of the ϑ angle which
implies the identification τ(µ) ≃ τ(µ) + 1. This is true in the effective action at any

scale µ since it just follows from the topological quantization of the integral of trf (f f̃).
At the scale µ0 where we have defined ϑ as the phase of Λb, this means that as we
rotate the phase of Λb by 2π, Λb → e2πiΛb, we have τ(µ0)→ τ(µ0) + 1. Now under the
RG flow from µ0 to a slightly lower scale, τ(µ) changes continuously with µ. If follows
that for any µ, when Λb → e2πiΛb we must have τ(µ)→ τ(µ) + 1 by continuity. Thus
τ(Λ,Φ, λ) is not a general holomorphic function, for as we rotate the phase ϑ of Λb by
2π we must have τ → τ + 1. This constrains the functional form of τ to be

τ(µ) =
b

2πi
log

(
Λ

µ

)
+ h(Λb,Φn, λr;µ), (2.106)

where h is now an arbitrary holomorphic single valued function of its arguments.

Since we are dealing with an asymptotically free theory, the Λ→ 0 limit corresponds
to the weak coupling limit, in which the effective couplings should not diverge. Thus
we have

τ(µ) =
b

2πi
log

(
Λ

µ

)
+

∞∑

j=0

Λbjhj(Φ
n, λr;µ), (2.107)
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in which inverse powers of Λb do not appear. By comparing this expression to the
perturbative expansion, where log Λ ∼ 1/g2 and Λbj ∼ j-instanton action, we see that
the gauge coupling τ in the Wilsonian effective action only gets one loop corrections
in perturbation theory, though non-perturbative corrections are allowed.

The superpotential satisfies a similar constraint. If we turned off the gauge coupling
(Λ → 0) then we would have the our previous non-renormalization theorem for the
Wilsonian effective action superpotential which says it does not get renormalized at
all: fµ = fµ0

(Φn, λr;µ). Turning on the gauge coupling can then only add new terms
holomorphic in Λb and vanishing as Λ→ 0, so

fµ = fµ0
(µ) +

∞∑

j=1

Λbjgj(Φ
n, λr;µ), (2.108)

for some single valued holomorphic functions gj, implying no perturbation theory cor-
rections but possible non-perturbative corrections.

In summary, we have learned so far that the effective generalized superpotential has
the form

f̃µ = fµ0
(Φn, λr;µ) +

∞∑

j=1

Λbjgj(Φ
n, λr;µ)

+
1

16π2
log(Λ/µ)b S + S

∞∑

j=0

Λbjhj(Φ
n, λr;µ) +O(S2), (2.109)

where we have defined the dimension 3 composite chiral superfield S to be

S ≡ −trf (W
2
L). (2.110)

2.4.2 Global symmetries and selection rules

The above non-renormalization theorem can be sharpened in an important way by
using the selection rules of other global symmetries in the theory. An important new
element is the treatment of the selection rules stemming from anomalous symmetries.

Consider a global symmetry, U(1)n, which rotates only one left-chiral superfield, Φn.
Thus

U(1)n : Φm → eiαδmnΦm and WL →WL. (2.111)

As we saw in the last lecture, this symmetry is anomalous, and can be considered as
having the effect of rotating the ϑ angle

U(1)n : ϑ→ ϑ+ αT (rn), (2.112)
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where rn is the gauge group representation of Φn. We can express this by giving Λ an
effective charge under U(1)n:

U(1)n : Λb → eiαT (rn)Λb. (2.113)

This gives a selection rule for possible terms appearing in τ and f due to this anomalous
symmetry.

Another useful symmetry is the R-symmetry of our theory. Recalling that the R-
charge of the superspace Grassmann variable is R(θL) = 1, it follows that for

∫
d2θLtr−

f(W 2
L) to be R-invariant we must have

R(WL) = 1 (2.114)

which implies R(λL) = 1 and R(fµν) = R(Vµ) = 0 in components. (Note that since
R(V ) = 0 the Kahler terms are automatically R-invariant.) If we define the R-charges
of the left-chiral superfields to be zero,

R(Φn) = 0, (2.115)

then their components wil have charges R(φn) = 0 and R(ψn) = −1. From the charges
of the fermions, we see that the anomaly for this symmetry can be compensated by
assigning an R charge to Λ of

R(Λb) = T (adj)−
∑

n

T (rn). (2.116)

We would now like to apply the selection rules following from the
∏

n U(1)n×U(1)R

global symmetries (which will typically be explicitly broken by superpotential terms)

to constrain the form of the effective generalized superpotential f̃µ. The analysis of
these constraints is made simpler by ignoring the constraints that come from gauge-
invariance, which we can put back in at the end of our analysis. So, we analyze instead
the selection rule constraints on a superpotential where we introduce a separate tree-
level coupling for each left-chiral superfield Φn:

fµ0
=
∑

m

µ3−dn

0 λnΦn. (2.117)

We emphasize that the λn couplings are not gauge invariant; however, transformation
properties of any physical coupling λr of a gauge-invariant composite operator Or =∏

i Φ
ni in the microscopic superpotential under the global U(1)R×

∏
n U(1)n symmetries

will be the same as those of the corresponding product of λn’s:
∏

i λni
. The charges of
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all the fields and couplings can be summarized as:

U(1)n × U(1)R

Φm δnm 0
λm −δnm 2
S 0 2
Λb T (rn) T (adj)−∑n T (rn)

The general form of any of the unknown non-perturbative terms which may appear
in the effective generalized superpotential f̃µ in (2.109) is

ΛbαSβ
∏

n

λαn

n (Φn)βn for β = 0, 1 (2.118)

for some integers α, αn, and real numbers βn. (The powers of the couplings must
be integral since the effective generalized superpotential should be single valued in
the weak coupling limits Λ, λn → 0.) Terms with β = 0 give contributions to the
gj functions in the superpotential in (2.109) while the terms with β = 1 are non-
perturbative corrections to the generalized gauge kinetic term, giving contributions to
the hj ’s in (2.109). The selection rules then imply the conditions

U(1)n : 0 = αT (rn)− αn + βn

U(1)R : 2 = α

(
T (adj)−

∑

n

T (rn)

)
+ 2β + 2

∑

n

αn. (2.119)

Summing the U(1)n conditions and adding them to the U(1)R condition implies

2 = αT (adj) + 2β +
∑

n

(αn + βn). (2.120)

Since, by regularity in the weak coupling limits Λ, λn → 0, α ≥ 1 and αn ≥ 0, and
since the smallest value that T (adj) can take is 4 (for SU(2)), all solutions to this
constraint must have some βn < 0. Thus all the possible non-perturbative corrections
to the gj and hj functions in (2.109) involve inverse powers of the left-chiral superfields.
In particular, we find that there are no non-perturbative corrections to the UV super-
potential and one loop gauge couplings. In other words, the function f̃µ may contain
non-perturbative corrections to the generalized superpotential in the form of new op-
erators involving inverse powers of left-chiral superfields, but none that are functions
only of the couplings times the operators S or Or present in the UV generalized super-
potential f̃µ0

. This implies, in particular, that the one loop gauge coupling is exact,
and that the λr couplings are unrenormalized. (The potential appearance of inverse
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powers of left-chiral superfields may seem unphysical, but we will meet and interpret
such contributions shortly.)

We should emphasize the limitations of this “non-renormalization” theorem: it was
only derived for weakly-enough coupled theories where the description in terms of the
microscopic degrees of freedom is good. As we run the RG down to the IR, the theory
will become strongly coupled, and our description in terms of the Φn and WL fields will
break down. More technically, as we run down in scale at some point we can no longer
be sure that the “irrelevant operators” in (2.105)—as well as other irrelevant operators
appearing elsewhere in the effective action besides the generlized superpotential—are
really irrelevant. As we discussed in section 2.1, the characterization of an operator by
its scaling dimension (i.e. as relevant or irrelevant) only has meaning in the vicinity
of an RG fixed point. Upon flowing from a UV weak coupling fixed point to its IR
fixed point, operators that were irrelevant in the UV may become relevant in the IR. In
short, this non-renormalization theorem in no way solves the essential strong coupling
problem of asymptotically free gauge theories by themselves.

2.4.3 IR free gauge theories and Fayet-Iliopoulos terms

So far we have been discussing only asymptotically free (and therefore non-Abelian)
gauge theories. Clearly, similar arguments can be applied to IR free gauge theories,
as long as we take the scale of our theory low enough—µ0 ≪ Λ—so that the theory is
weakly coupled. Then the RG running to the IR will just make the theory more weakly
coupled, so the effective theory should be described by the same degrees of freedom.
Thus in IR free theories the weak coupling limit is Λ → ∞. We once again find that
the gauge coupling is only renormalized at one loop in perturbation theory, and that
all non-perturbative corrections must be proportional to powers of Λb (since for IR free
thoeries b < 0). However, since IR free theories are UV strongly coupled, the question of
their IR effective couplings is largely moot, unless they are realized as effective theories
of some microscopic physics with different degrees of freedom, e.g. as an asymptotically
free gauge theory whose gauge group is spontaneously broken down to an IR free group.
In such a case where the IR free gauge groups are Abelian, there exist techniques relying
on the electric-magnetic duality of the low energy effective actions which have proved
to be strong enough to exactly determine the non-perturbative corrections to the low
energy couplings. We will discuss this topic at length in later lectures.

We saw in section 1.7 that Abelian gauge theories admit one extra kind of term, the
Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term, which may appear in an effective action at a scale µ0 as

SFI,µ0
= i

∫
d4xdθa

L µ
2
0ξ0WLa + c.c. (2.121)

Here ξ0 is a (dimensionless) real number and not a function of superfields, since for
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this term to be a supersymmetry invariant, ξ must satisfy Dξ = 0, which implies it
must be a constant. We wish to determine the effective Fayet-Iliopoulos coupling as a
function ξ(g, λr;µ) of the gauge and superpotential couplings g and λr upon running
down to a scale µ. As ξ is not a function of left-chiral superfields, and since g and
λr enter the action in the same way as the vacuum expectation values of left-chiral
superfields do, there follows the supersymmetric selection rule that g, λr, and the
(vacuum expectation values of) any left-chiral superfields can not enter into quantum
corrections of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term. The only other parameters in the theory are
the scale µ0 at which the theory is defined, the RG scale µ of the effective theory, and
the gauge charges of the left-chiral superfields qn. Furthermore, by gauge invariance,
the charges and ξ0 itself can only enter in physical amplitudes in the combinations gξ0
and gqn, where g is the U(1) gauge coupling. Thus the effective Fayet-Iliopoulos term
coefficient must satisfy

gξ = h(gξ0, gqn, µ/µ0) (2.122)

for some real function h, where I have used dimensional analysis to fix some of the
µ dependence. Now, for a U(1) gauge theory we can decouple fields by continuously
varying the qn → 0. In this limit the U(1) field is completely decoupled and so the
Fayet-Iliopoulos coefficient should have its free value, ξ0. This implies, in particular,
that no inverse powers of gqn can appear in h. By our supersymmetric selection rule,
ξ must be g-independent, implying ξ = ξ0 h0(µ/µ0) + qn hn(µ/µ0) for some functions
ha; and the qn → 0 limit implies that h0 = 1. The terms proportional to qn come by
definition from the first order in perturbation theory, namely the tadpole graph with
the vector superfield attached to a loop of left-chiral superfields. The sum of all such
graphs is proportional to the sum of the charges of the left-chiral superfields, so

ξ = ξ0 + C

(
∑

n

qn

)
log

(
µ

µ0

)
(2.123)

where C is a numerical constant that can be calculated from perturbation theory. As
discussed in section 2.3.3 the requirement of absence of gravitational anomalies requires
the sum of the U(1) charges to vanish if the U(1) symmetry is unbroken, and we learn
that the Fayet-Iliopoulos term is exactly unrenormalized.

2.4.4 Exact beta functions

We can summarise our non-renormalization theorem for asymptotically free gauge the-
ories by the effective action

Sµ =

∫
d4x

{
1

2

[
Zn(µ)Φ∗

ne
V Φn

]
D

+

[∑

r

µ3−drλrOr + non-perturbative operators
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− τ(µ)

8πi
S + c.c. + irrelevant operators

]

F

}
. (2.124)

This is the Wilsonian effective action at the scale µ (and is valid as long as µ is not
too much smaller than the UV scale µ0). Here Or are the gauge invariant composite
operators appearing in the UV superpotential

Or =
∏

n

(Φn)rn (2.125)

for some integers rn, with classical scaling dimensions

dr =
∑

n

rn, (2.126)

and 2πiτ(µ) = log(Λ/µ)b is the Wilsonian effective gauge coupling, and we have in-
cluded the wave function renormalizations Zn of the Kahler terms.8

In order to compare the couplings of this effective action to physical couplings that
would be measured in, say, a scattering experiment with energy transfer of order µ,
we must normalize the kinetic terms to their canonical form by rescaling the left-chiral
superfields by

Φn → Φn
cn ≡

√
Zn(µ)Φn, (2.127)

where a “cn” subscript or superscript denotes canonically normalized fields or cou-
plings, as discussed in section 2.2.3. Then the renormalized Lagrangian has the same
form as the Wilsonian one, but with the bare superpotential couplings replaced by
canonical ones:

λcn
r ≡ µ3−dr

(
∏

n

Z−rn/2
n

)
λr, (2.128)

which implies the exact RG equation for the canonical superpotential couplings

βcn
λr
≡ dλcn

r

d logµ
= λcn

r

(
3− dr − 1

2

∑

n

rnγn

)
, (2.129)

where γn = d logZn/d logµ is the anomalous dimension of Φn. Of course, we have no
“exact” method of computing the γn.

In gauge theories, to compare to physical processes we not only need to rescale the
left-chiral superfields but also the vector superfield so that the gauge kinetic terms

8One may wonder why we haven’t written a possible multiplicative renormalization for the vector
superfield V : ZnΦ∗

neZV V Φn? This can certainly arise; however, the relation between the field strength
superfield WL and V can also get renormalized: WL ∼ D2(e−ZW V DαeZW V ). Gauge invariance
requires that ZV = ZW , so that these redefinitions can be trivially scaled out of the effective action.
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are canonically normalized, and the gauge coupling appears in the covariant derivative
acting on the matter fields:

Scn =

∫
d4x

{
1
2

[
Φn∗

cne
gcnVcnΦn

cn
]
D

+ 1
2

[(
1− iϑg2

c

8π2

)
trf (W

cn
L CW cn

L ) + c.c.

]

F

}
.

(2.130)
To get the action to this form starting from the Wilsonian action in our supersymmetric
scheme,

S =

∫
d4x

{
1
2

[
ZnΦn∗eV Φn

]
D

+ 1
2

[(
1

g2
1− iϑ

8π2

)
trf(WLCWL) + c.c.

]

F

}
, (2.131)

we rescale the fields by

Φn → Φn
cn =

√
ZnΦn,

WL → W cn
L =

1

gcn
WL, (2.132)

which classically gives

Scl
cn =

∫
d4x

{
1
2

[
Φn∗

cne
gcnVcnΦn

cn
]
D

+ 1
2

[(
g2
cn
g2
− iϑg2

c

8π2

)
trf(W

cn
L CW cn

L ) + c.c.

]

F

}
.

(2.133)
If this were all there were to the story, then we would have g = gc to make (2.133) and
(2.130) match. However, quantum mechanically the gauge coupling change under the
rescaling (2.132) because of anomalies. In particular, we can think of these rescalings
as complexified chiral rotations of the superfields

Φn → eiαnΦn, with iαn =
1

2
log(Zn),

W cn
L → eiα0W cn

L , with iα0 =
1

2
log(1/g2

cn). (2.134)

Now, such chiral rotations are anomalous, implying that the ϑ angle is shifted to

ϑ→ ϑ+ T (adj)α0 +
∑

n

T (rn)αn, (2.135)

which when substituted into (2.133) gives rise to a shift in the real part of the trf(W
cn
L CW cn

L )
coefficient to

g2
cn
g2

+ i
(T (adj)α0 +

∑
n T (rn)αn) g2

cn
8π2

. (2.136)
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Equating this to 1 to match to the canonical action (2.130) determines gcn in terms of
g as

1

g2
cn

=
1

g2
+

1

16π2

(
T (adj) log(1/g2

cn) +
∑

n

T (rn) log(Zn)

)
. (2.137)

Taking the logarithmic derivative of this expression with respect to the RG scale µ,
and using the definition of the (canonical) beta function as

βcn
g ≡ d(1/g2

cn)

d logµ
, (2.138)

and the exact beta function for the (Wilsonian) coupling, d(1/g2)/d logµ = b/8π2, we
get the exact expression for the canonical beta function

βcn
g =

b+ 1
2

∑
n T (rn)γn

8π2 − 1
2
T (adj)g2

cn
. (2.139)

This result was derived in [31] by different methods. This is the one loop Wilsonian
beta function corrected by the anomalous mass dimensions (which involve higher loop
effects) as well as by an overall factor which depends on the exact coupling. Conceptu-
ally, the anomalous dimensions of the left-chiral superfields enter because these fields
enter in the one loop diagrams for the beta function.

µ
µΛ

g

g2

2

*

*

Figure 2.9: Exact RG flow of the canonical gauge coupling in superYang-Mills theory
(solid line). The dashed line shows the unmodified one loop running of the coupling
for comparison.

The dependence of the exact beta function (2.139) on the anomalous dimensions of
the left-chiral superfields can be removed in the case of a theory with no left-chiral
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superfields, namely in superYang-Mills theory (i.e. the theory of a single non-Abelian
vector superfield). Then (2.139) gives a differential equation for the coupling as a
function of scale:

d(1/g2)

d logµ
=

3
2
T (adj)

8π2 − 1
2
T (adj)g2

, (2.140)

(dropping the canonical superscripts) which can be integrated to give the RG flow
shown in the figure. This flow equation has two solutions, a physically reasonable
lower branch where the coupling goes to zero at large µ, and spurious upper branch
where it diverges instead. The two branches meet at a scale µ∗ ∼ Λ/T (adj)1/3 where
g2
∗ ∼ 1/T (adj) and the beta function has a pole. The fact that the flow does not

continue to scales below µ∗ reflects the point discussed earlier that the supersymmetric
non-renormalization theorems and related exact results do not solve by themselves the
strong coupling problem of asymptotically free gauge theory since they are derived
under the assumption that the effective theory at all scales will be described in terms
of the UV fields. Presumably the exact beta function has become invalid by the time
it reaches µ∗ by new relevant operators (which were irrelevant at weak coupling) being
generated during the flow to strong coupling in the IR.

One interesting piece of information about strong coupling which we do extract is
that (for, say, SU(N) gauge group) strong coupling occurs at couplings g2

∗ ∼ O(1/N),
while the strong coupling scale of the theory is µ∗ ∼ O(Λ/N1/3), results which may be
familiar from the large N expansion of gauge theories.

2.4.5 Scale invariance and finiteness

The exact beta functions for gauge and superpotential couplings we found above can be
used to give some interesting information about exactly marginal operators in certain
cases. The exact beta functions are proportional to

βg ∝ b+ 1
2

∑

n

T (rn)γn

βλr
∝ 3− dr − 1

2

∑

n

rnγn. (2.141)

If one can arrange the couplings and field content of a theory appropriately so that the
conditions for the vanishing of these beta functions are not all lineraly independent,
then we can deduce the existence of a submanifold of the g–λr coupling space for
which the beta functions vanish. Thus changing the couplings in such a way as to
stay on this manifold corresponds to turning on an exactly marginal operator. The
fixed point theories along this submanifold are all scale invariant (since thier beta
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functions vanish); the existence of exactly marginal operators then implies that these
scale invariant theories have non-trivial interactions.

For example, consider an SU(Nc) gauge theory with 2Nc left-chiral superfields Qi

in the Nc of SU(Nc), and another 2Nc left-chiral superfields Q̃i in the Nc. (This is
superQCD with Nf = 2Nc flavors.) If the theory also has a left-chiral superfield Φ in
the adjoint of the gauge group, we can consider adding the operator

f = λ
∑

n

trQ̃nΦQn. (2.142)

It is easy to check that with this matter content, the theory is one loop scale invariant:
b = 0. Since the Q’s and Q̃’s all enter symmetrically (there is an SU(2Nc) flavor
symmetry), they will all have the same anomalous dimension γQ. We then find

βg ∝ βλ ∝ γΦ + 2γQ, (2.143)

so there is only one condition on the λ–g parameter plane for scale invariance. Thus
there will be a line of fixed points; furthermore, at weak coupling (g, λ ≪ 1) the
anomalous dimensions vanish, so this line of fixed points goes through the origin. (In
fact, it turns out that the exact curve is λ = g and the scale invariant theories along
have an N=2 extended supersymmetry.)

As another example, consider a theory with three adjoint left-chiral superfields Φi

(i = 1, 2, 3) and the superpotential

f = atrΦ1Φ2Φ3 + btrΦ3Φ2Φ1 + ctr(Φ3
1 + Φ3

2 + Φ3
3). (2.144)

Then their anomalous dimensions are all equal γi = γ and

βg ∝ βa ∝ βb ∝ βc ∝ γ, (2.145)

so in this case there is actually a three (complex) dimensional space of fixed point
theories in the g–a–b–c coupling space, which passes through weak coupling. (A one
dimensional submanifold of this set is known to be given exactly by g = a = −b and
c = 0; the theories on this line have N=4 extended supersymmetry.)

There are many more examples one can construct along these lines; see [32].

This kind of analysis of exactly marginal couplings does not shed light on superQCD
theories (whose detailed analysis we will be starting in the next lecture); however
perturbative calculations do show the existence of isolated non-trivial fixed points in
superQCD with no superpotential couplings. Indeed, one might think then that one
could tune the field content of a non-Abelian gauge theory to make the beta function
exactly zero, thus acheiving exact scale invariance. Taking Nf = 3Nc in super QCD
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g

β

g*

Figure 2.10: pert fp

does not work, though, since that only cancels the one loop beta function; the two loop
contributions to the canonical beta function make the theory IR free. However, this
observation suggests how to show that interacting scale invariant theories do exist [33].
For Nf < 3Nc a two loop computation gives the β function

β(g) = − g3

16π2
(3Nc −Nf) +

g5

128π4

(
2NcNf − 3Nc

2 − Nf

Nc

)
+O(g7), (2.146)

which gives an IR fixed point (β = 0) at a coupling g∗ ∼
√

3Nc −Nf . We can trust the
existence of this fixed point as long as the coupling g∗ is small, so that the higher order
terms can be safely neglected. Define Nf = Nc(3 − ǫ), and take the limit Nc → ∞
(so that ǫ ∼ 1/Nc). Then Ncg

2
∗ ∼ 4π2ǫ/3. Recalling that Ncg

2
∗ is the expansion

parameter for large Nc, we see that there does exist a limit in which the fixed point is
at weak coupling. (Note that this argument had nothing to do with supersymmetry—it
could have just as well been done in non-supersymmetric QCD). It’s implications for
superQCD can be summarized in a kind of “phase diagram”, see the figure. In the
next lectures we will answer the question posed by the question mark.
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IR-free
gauge
theory

interacting fixed point theory

?

N f N  =3Nf c

cN

Figure 2.11: Partial “phase diagram” for superQCD theories as a function of the
number of colors (Nc) and flavors (Nf).
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Chapter 3

The Vacuum Structure of
SuperQCD

We define superQCD as the SU(Nc) gauge theory with Nf “quark” left-chiral super-
fields Qi

a transforming in the Nc representation of the gauge group, and Nf “anti-

quarks” Q̃a
i in the Nc. Here a, b, c = 1, . . . , Nc are color indices, and i, j, k = 1, . . . , Nf

are flavor indices. The most general renormalizable action for superQCD, and the
definition of the theory, is

S =

∫
d4x

{
1

2

[
Q†

ie
VQi + Q̃†ie−V Q̃i

]
D

+
[ τ

8πi
trf (W

2
L) + f(Q, Q̃) + c.c.

]
F

}
. (3.1)

Here the notation in the Kahler terms is meant to imply that eV is in the fundamental
representation, while e−V is in the anti-fundamental. The possible renormalizable
superpotential terms are mass terms for the quarks

f = mi
jQ

jQ̃i. (3.2)

Our aim is to extract the IR physics of this theory. By IR physics, I mean the physics
at arbitrarily low energy scales—i.e. the vacuum structure and the massless particles.
The reason for concentrating on the IR physics is that this is all that is captured by the
Kahler and superpotential terms that we have been keeping in our effective actions.
Any finite energy effects will presumably also get contributions from higher derivative
terms in the effective action, but the arguments presented here will not be able to
determine them.

As we emphasized, the non-renormalization theorems that we proved in section 2.4
for asymptotically free theories only applied to effective actions at scales above the
strong coupling scale of the gauge theory, where we were assured of the complete

139
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description of the light degrees of freedom in terms of the quark and gluon superfields.
In contrast, the non-perturbative description of the superQCD vacua that we are about
to develop by definition probes physics well below the strong coupling scale. To do this
we will have to make guesses about what the appropriated set of light degrees of freedom
are, and then check that those guesses are self-consistent. The result is a compelling
picture of the vacuum structure of superQCD; however, the nature of method means
that this picture is not immediately generalizable to other gauge theories. In particular,
the vacuum structure of supersymmetric gauge theories with chiral matter and/or a
complicated enough representation structure has not been fully worked out by these
methods.

3.1 Semi-classical superQCD

We start by analyzing the classical vacuum structure of the superQCD, taking into
account one loop effects such as the running of gauge couplings and chiral anomalies.

3.1.1 Symmetries and vacuum equations

First, we look at the RG running of the gauge coupling. By our previous formulas, and
recalling that for SU(Nc)

b =
3

2
T (adj)− 1

2
2NfT (Nc) = 3Nc −Nf , (3.3)

the one-loop running is

8π2

g2(µ)
= (3Nc −Nf) log

(µ
Λ

)
. (3.4)

Thus, the theory is AF for Nf < 3Nc and IR-free for Nf ≥ 3Nc. (For Nf = 3Nc,
though there is no one-loop running, typically the two-loop running in the canonical
beta function due to the anomalous dimensions of the quarks makes the theory IR-free.)

With zero superpotential, the theory has a non-Abelian global symmetry U(Nf )
rotating the quarks, and similarly for the antiquarks; in addition there is a U(1)R

symmetry. We can choose a basis of the U(1) factors to have the following action on
the scalar components of the left-chiral superfields (we denote the scalar components
by the same symbol as the whole superfield) and on the coupling Λ and superpotential
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masses m:

SU(Nc) SU(Nf ) SU(Nf ) U(1)B U(1)A U(1)R′ U(1)R

Qi
a Nc Nf 1 1 1 1 1−Nc

Nf

Q̃a
i Nc 1 Nf −1 1 1 1−Nc

Nf

WL adj 1 1 0 0 1 1
Λ3Nc−Nf 1 1 1 0 2Nf 2Nc 0

mj
i 1 Nf Nf 0 −2 0 2 Nc

Nf

Here the first column is the gauge symmetry, U(1)B is the “baryon number”, the axial
U(1)A and the U(1)R′ as defined are anomalous, and in the last column we have defined
a non-anomalous R-symmetry which is a linear combination of these two U(1)’s,

R = R′ − Nc

Nf
A. (3.5)

(We chose a coefficient of 1 in front of R′ to keep the vector superfield having R-charge
1.)

When there are no quarks, Nf = 0, the theory is then the superYM theory. The
only potential (non-trivial) global symmetry is the anomalous U(1)R′ . The anomaly
shifts the theta angle under a U(1)R′ rotation by angle α as

ϑ→ ϑ+ αT (adj), (3.6)

and can be used to shift ϑ = 0. Thus the theta angle can have no observable effect
in this theory. But since the theta angle is an angle, we see that a Z

T (adj) discrete

subgroup of the U(1)R′ is unbroken. The superYM models thus have a discrete chiral
symmetry. Aside from the discrete choice of the gauge group, superYM has no free
parameters, since the strong coupling scale Λ is dimensionful.

In superQCD with Nf > 0 and when there is no superpotential, the scalar potential

is just the D terms V (Q, Q̃) ∼ trD2. The condition for a supersymmetric vacuum is
then

0 = D =
∑

A

(
Q†a

i (T
(Nc)
A )b

aQ
i
b + Q̃†i

a(T
(Nc)
A )a

b Q̃
b
i

)

=
∑

A

(TA)b
a

(
Q†a

iQ
i
b − Q̃a

i Q̃
†i
b

)
, (3.7)

where in the first line T (Nc) are the generators in the fundamental and T (Nc) are those
of the anti-fundamental, and in the second line we have used that fact that the two
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are related by (T
(Nc)
A )a

b = −(T
(Nc)
A )a

b ≡ (TA)a
b . Since the TA are a basis of hermitian

traceless matrices, the D term conditions can be written as

Q†a

iQ
i
b − Q̃a

i Q̃
†i
b =

1

Nc
(Q†c

iQ
i
c − Q̃c

iQ̃
†i
c)δ

a
b . (3.8)

With non-zero superpotential (i.e. non-zero masses) there are also F term equations

mi
jQ

j = mi
jQ̃i = 0. (3.9)

One can always use separate flavor rotations on the quarks and antiquarks to make the
mass matrix diagonal. In that case the F equations simply set the vacuum expecatation
values of those squarks and antisquarks with non-zero masses to zero. By sending the
mass of one flavor to infinity one can decouple that flavor from the rest of the theory,
leaving superQCD with one fewer flavor at low energies. By the usual one loop RG
matching, the strong coupling scales ΛNf

and ΛNf−1 of the two theories will be related
by

Λ
3Nc−Nf+1
Nf−1 = mΛ

3Nc−Nf

Nf
(3.10)

where m is the mass of the heavy flavor. This is similar to the RG matching discussed
in section 2.3.1, but with the matching done at the scale m of the heavy quark instead
of at a vacuum expectation value φ controlling the mass of a Higgsed (heavy) gauge
boson.

3.1.2 Classical vacua for Nc > Nf > 0

The D equations are not hard to solve, using the fact that by appropriate color and
flavor rotations we can put an arbitrary Qi

a into the diagonal form

Q =




a1
. . .

aNf



, ai ∈ R

+, (Nf < Nc). (3.11)

Here the columns are labelled by the flavor index and the rows by the color index,
and we have shown the result for Nf < Nc. Now Q̃ can simultaneously be put in
upper-diagonal form by the remaining SU(Nf ) symmetry rotations. Plugging into the
D term equations then gives

Q̃T = Q. (3.12)

Of course, we could have solved the D term conditions in a gauge invariant way by
using our result from section 1.7.6 that the D-flat directions are parametrized by the
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algebraically independent set of holomorphic gauge invariant monomials in the fields.
Such a basis (for Nf < Nc) is

M i
j = Q̃a

jQ
i
a, (3.13)

givingNf
2 massless left-chiral superfields whose vacuum expectation values parametrize

the moduli space of vacua. (We will discuss shortly how we know these are a basis of
gauge invariant states.)

As a check on these results, we can count that the two answers imply the same
dimension of our moduli space. From the solution (3.11) and (3.12) we see that at a
generic point in the moduli space the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken from
SU(Nc) to SU(Nc−Nf), implying that (Nc

2−1)− [(Nc−Nf)
2−1] = 2NfNc−Nf

2 gauge
bosons get a mass. But, by the Higgs mechanism, each such massive gauge boson
eats a left-chiral superfield, implying that of the original 2NfNc massless left-chiral
superfields, only 2NfNc − (2NfNc−Nf

2) = Nf
2 survive, matching the counting we

found from the gauge-invariant solution.

Thus we see that the basic physics occuring here classically is just the Higgs mecha-
nism: the squark vacuum expectation values generically break SU(Nc)→ SU(Nc−Nf ).
Of course, for non-generic values of the squark vacuum expectation values, the unbro-
ken gauge symmetry can be enhanced, corresponding to points where rank(M) < Nf ,
or, equivalently, where det(M) = 0.

We can also compute the classical Kahler metric on the moduli space. The Kahler
form is K = Q†a

iQ
i
a + Q̃†i

aQ̃
a
i . The D term equations imply

Q†a

iQ
i
b = Q̃a

i Q̃
†i
b (Nf < Nc) (3.14)

since the trace terms automatically vanish for Nf < Nc. Squaring this equation gives

(MM)i
j = (Q̃†Q̃)i

k(Q̃
†Q̃)k

j which implies that Q̃†Q̃ = (MM )1/2, and so the Kahler
potential is

K = 2Tr(MM)1/2. (3.15)

This implies the Kahler metric is singular whenever M is not invertible, corresponding
to points of enhanced gauge symmetry.

One case that bears special mention is when Nf = Nc − 1. Then generically the
gauge symmetry is completely broken (there is no SU(1) group). In this case we might
expect the IR physics to be under control even quantum mecahnically, since there are
no AF gauge groups left.
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3.1.3 Classical vacua for Nf ≥ Nc.

In this case, diagonalizing Q and Q̃ subject to the D term equations gives the solutions
(up to gauge and flavor rotations)

Q =



a1

. . .

aNc


 , ai ∈ R+,

Q̃ =



ã1

. . .

ãNc


 , (Nf ≥ Nc), (3.16)

where
|ãi|2 = a2

i + ρ, ρ ∈ R, (3.17)

for some constant ρ independent of i. Thus, generically, the gauge symmetry is com-
pletely broken on the moduli space.

The gauge invariant description is in terms of the following set of holomorphic in-
variants:

M i
j = QiQ̃j “mesons”,

Bi1...iNc = Qi1
a1
· · ·QiNc

aNc
ǫa1...aNc “baryons”,

B̃i1...iNc
= Q̃a1

i1
· · · Q̃aNc

iNc
ǫa1...aNc

“anti-baryons”. (3.18)

The baryons and anti-baryons vanished identically for Nf < Nc because of the anti-

symmetrization of the squarks. It is clear that M , B, and B̃ form a basis of gauge
invariants, since they are all that can be made from the SU(Nc) invariant tensors δa

b

and ǫa1...aNc .

However, they are an overcomplete basis. One way of seeing this is to note that
there are 2

(
Nf

Nc

)
+Nf

2 meson and baryon fields, but by the Higgs mechanism there are

only 2NfNc − (Nc
2−1) massless left-chiral superfields. Thus there must be relations

among the baryons and mesons.

These constraints are easy to find. Since the product of two color epsilon tensors is
the antisymmetrized sum of Kronecker deltas, it follows that

Bi1...iNc B̃j1...jNc
= M

[i1
j1
· · ·M iNc ]

jNc
, (3.19)

where the square brackets denote antisymmetrization. Also, since any expression an-
tisymmetrized on Nc+1 color indices must vanish, it follows that any product of M ’s,
B’s, and B̃’s antisymmetrized on Nc+1 upper or lower flavor indices must vanish.
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A convenient notation for writing these constraints is to denote the contraction of
an upper with a lower flavor index by a “·”, and the contraction of all flavor indices
with the totally antisymmetric tensor on Nf indices by a “∗”. For example

(∗B)iNc+1...iNf
= ǫi1...iNf

Bi1...iNc . (3.20)

Then (3.19) can be rewritten in this notation as

(∗B)B̃ = ∗(MNc). (3.21)

The constraint coming from antisymmetrizing the Nc+1 flavor indices in the product
of one M with a baryon is written

M · ∗B = M · ∗B̃ = 0. (3.22)

As long as both B and B̃ are non-zero, an induction argument shows that the above
two constraints imply all the other D term constraints: A constraint with, say, k
B’s and an arbitrary number of M ’s antisymmetrized on Nc+1 upper indices can be
replaced by a constraint with k−1 B fields by (3.21). Repeating this process reduces
all constraints to (3.21) plus the single constraint with no B fields ∗(MNc+1) = 0. But

this latter constraint is implied by (3.21) and (3.22): 0 = B̃(M · ∗B) = M · ∗(MNc) =

∗(MNc+1). When only one of B or B̃ vanishes, the above arguments fail, and extra
constraints would seem to be needed beyond (3.21) and (3.22). I do not know of a
simple set of constraints in this case.

It will be useful to write out the simplest cases explicitly. The first case is when
Nf = Nc. Then we expect Nf

2+1 massless left-chiral superfields, but we have Nf
2+2

invariants. The single constraint is just (3.21), which can be written more simply in

terms of ∗B and ∗B̃ which have no flavor indices, as

y ≡ detM − (∗B)(∗B̃) = 0, (3.23)

where we have used the definition of the determinant which amounts to detM =
∗ ∗ (MNc). Since

dy = (detM)(M−1)i
jdM

j
i − (∗B)d(∗B̃)− (∗B̃)d(∗B), (3.24)

singularities of the moduli space y = dy = 0 occur at

B = B̃ = ∗(MNc−1) = 0. (3.25)

This last constraint implies rank(M) < Nc − 1, so (by referring back to our explicit

solutions for Q and Q̃) we see that there will be at least an unbroken SU(2) gauge
group.
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In the case Nf = Nc+1, there are Nf
2 massless left-chiral superfields, and Nf

2+2Nf

invariants. (3.21) and (3.22) give Nf
2+2Nf constraints. Therefore, the constraints are

not independent in this case. Nevertheless, there is not a smaller set of holomorphic
flavor covariant constraints.

When there are quark masses mi
j the F equations simply amount to the constaraints

that any contraction of the mass matrix with a meson or baryon flavor index vanishes:

m ·M = m ·B = m · B̃ = 0. (3.26)

Finally, from the charges of the elementary fields and the definition of the meson
and baryon fields, we find their symmetry transformation properties:

SU(Nc) SU(Nf ) SU(Nf ) U(1)B U(1)A U(1)R′ U(1)R

M 1 Nf Nf 0 2 2 2−2 Nc

Nf

B 1
(

Nf

Nc

)
1 Nc Nc Nc Nc−Nc

2

Nf

B̃ 1 1
(

Nf

Nc

)
−Nc Nc Nc Nc−Nc

2

Nf

Λ3Nc−Nf 1 1 1 0 2Nf 2Nc 0

mj
i 1 Nf Nf 0 −2 0 2 Nc

Nf

where we have included the transformation properties of the gauge coupling and masses
as well.

3.2 Quantum superQCD: Nf < Nc

In the next five lectures we will study the IR physics of superQCD and will deduce how
the classical vacuum structure of superQCD described above is modified by possible
non-perturbative quantum corrections. We will work up in the number of flavors; see
the review of K. Intriligator and N. Seiberg, hepth/9509066, for another presentation
of this material.

Our starting point is therefore superYM theory, which we have seen has a global
Z

T (adj) chiral symmetry, a strong coupling scale Λ3Nc , and no elementary scalar fields.

What happens in this theory at strong coupling, i.e. at scales below Λ? Witten (Nucl.
Phys. B185 (1982) 253) showed that in these theories

Tr(−)F = 1
2
T (adj). (3.27)

Since this is non-zero, this implies that supersymmetry is not broken. Furthermore,
there are at least 1

2
T (adj) discrete, degenerate vacua. It is a natural guess that the

discrete chiral Z
T (adj) symmetry is spontaneously broken, Z

T (adj) → Z2, by gaugino
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condensation, 〈λλ〉 ∼ Λ3 exp{4πin/T (adj)} with n = 1, . . . , 1
2
T (adj), and that each of

these 1
2
T (adj) vacua are “gapped”—i.e. they have no massless particles—since there are

no flat directions emanating from them and there are no continuous chiral symmetries
which might disallow mass terms. We will confirm this picture of the superYM vacua
by indirect methods using the non-renormalization theorems and flowing down from
Nf > 0 superQCD theories by turning on quark masses.1

Along a generic classical flat direction in superQCD we have seen that we Higgs the
gauge group as SU(Nc)→ SU(Nc−Nf ) for Nf < Nc−1, and completely break it other-
wise. Far out along a classical flat direction where the scale of the vacuum expectation
value of the squark is large compared to Λ, and the gauge group is completely Higgsed,
the Higgsing takes place at arbitrarily weak coupling, and so the classical picture of
the IR physics as just a nonlinear sigma model (i.e. general non-gauge theory) for the

light fields M , B and B̃ (subject to constraints) is reliable. In the cases where there is
an unbroken gauge group, because the massless baryon and meson degrees of freedom
along the flat directions are gauge neutral, all their couplings to the gauge fields are
non-renormalizable. Thus in the IR we expect the theory to decouple into a nonlinear
sigma model for the light M fields and an SU(Nc−Nf) superYM theory. We expect
the latter factor to have a gap, though, leaving only the nonlinear sigma model.

Assuming, then, that the meson and baryon left-chiral superfields are the correct
IR degrees of freedom (at least at generic points on moduli space and with “large
enough” vacuum expectation values), the next question to ask is: are the classical flat
directions lifted quantum mechanically? The only possible term that could appear
in the superpotential consistent with the symmetries and the selection rule for the
anomalous symmetry is:

f ∼
[
Λ3Nc−Nf

detM

] 1

Nc−Nf

. (3.28)

This follows since detM or one of its powers is the only SU(Nf )× SU(Nf ) invariant,
and the above powers are fixed by the U(1)A and U(1)R symmetries. In the weak
coupling limit, Λ→ 0, we expect this contribution to vanish, and so it can only appear
for Nf < Nc because of the sign of the exponent. We thus learn that for Nf ≥ Nc, no
superpotential can be generated, and therefore that the classical flat directions are not
lifted. We will explore the Nf ≥ Nc theories in later lectures.

If the superpotential term (3.28) were generated dynamically for Nf < Nc, what
would its implications be? Since, qualitatively, detM ∼ MNf , the scalar potential

1Another expectation, coming from experience with real and lattice nonsupersymmetric QCD is
that superYM will be color confining. We will find evidence of this only when we study the embedding
of superYM theory in N=2 extended supersymmetric theories at the end of the course.
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derived from the superpotential goes as

V = |f ′|2 ∼ |M |−2Nc/(Nc−Nf ). (3.29)

This potential has no minimum and slopes to zero as M → ∞. This implies that the
resulting theory has no ground state: not only are there no supersymmetric vacua,
but all potential “vacua” are unstable to moving to large |M |! The potential is, how-
ever, small at large vacuum expectation value of M , and so it is consistent with our
assumptions.

The conclusion that the theory has no ground state is unfamiliar enough that it
deserves some discussion. There are a number of ways one might think to avoid this
conclusion. First, might quantum effects make the M = ∞ “point” in moduli space
actually be at finite distance in field space? No, because for large M , we expect
perturbation theory to be good, so the classical Kahler potential K ∼ |M | should
be valid, implying that M → ∞ really is infinitely far away in field space. Could
quantum corrections to the Kahler potential for small M lead to new minima of the
scalar potential? The reason this is a possibility is that the scalar potential is actually
V ∼ gnn∂nf∂nf

∗, where gnn is the inverse Kahler metric. As long as this metric is
not degenerate, then the only zeroes of the potential are when ∂nf = 0, which we saw
occurs only at M =∞. Modifications to the Kahler metric could create local minima
in the scalar potential at finite values of M , but these would always be metastable,
since there would be lower energy states for large enough M . A final possibility is that
quantum corrections actually make the Kahler metric singular at finite M . This is a
breakdown of unitarity, implying that other massless fields would need to be added to
our IR description. I do not see how to rule out such a possibility, however it seems
unlikely that new massless degrees of freedom would enter and yet there would be no
sign of them in the superpotential (recall that when we integrated out massless fields,
we typically found singularities in the superpotential).

3.2.1 Nf = Nc − 1

How can we tell whether this superpotential really is generated dynamically? In the
case Nf = Nc−1, the gauge symmetry is completely broken, and instanton techniques
can then reliably compute terms in the effective action. (This is because the IR diver-
gence we mentioned before in the the instanton calculation in the superYM case is cut
off by the scalar meson vacuum expectation value M .) Furthermore, in this case the
superpotential goes as Λb, which is just what we expect from a one instanton effect.
Such a one instanton calculation has indeed been carried out in the Nc = 2, Nf = 1
case, finding a non-zero result; for a summary and discussion of this computation,
see D. Finnell and P. Pouliot, hepth/9503115. This result not only implies that the
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superpotential term is generated in the SU(2) theory with one flavor, but also in all
superQCD theories with Nf = Nc−1.

To see this, assume the SU(Nc) with Nc−1 flavors generates the superpotential

f = c · Λ
2Nc+1

detM
. (3.30)

We will determine c by looking at a convenient flat direction, namely

〈Q〉 = 〈Q̃T 〉 =




a1
. . .

aNf

0 · · · 0


 , with a1, . . . , aNf−1 ∼ µ≫ aNf

≫ Λ. (3.31)

Along this direction, the large vacuum expectation values break SU(Nc) with Nf =
Nc−1 massless flavors down to SU(2) with one massless flavor. In that case the effective
superpotential is

f = Λ̂5/a2
Nf

(3.32)

where Λ̂ is the strong coupling scale of the SU(2) and the coefficient c = 1 by the
instanton calculation. By RG matching, the SU(2) scale is given by2

Λ̂5 = Λ2Nc+1µ4−2Nc = Λ2Nc+1µ2−2Nf = Λ2Nc+1/(a2
1 · · ·a2

Nf−1). (3.33)

Thus, comparing to (3.30), we see that c = 1.

3.2.2 Nf ≤ Nc − 1: effects of tree-level masses

We can extend this result to other numbers of flavors by considering the effect of a
tree level superpotential giving masses to the squarks. In the end, by matching to the
Witten index result in the pure superYM theory in the infinite mass limit, we will give
a separate argument for the appearance of the dynamical superpotential.

Consider adding to our Nf = Nc−1 theory a tree-level superpotential term

ft = mi
jM

j
i ≡ Tr(mM). (3.34)

The selection rules from the broken flavor symmetries then imply that m can enter
into the effective superpotential as

f = Tr(mM) · g
(

Mm

Tr(mM)
,

Λ2Nc+1

(detM)Tr(mM)

)
(3.35)

2Actually, in this matching there can also be a threshold factor which enters as a possible multi-
plicative factor between the two sides. This factor is scheme-dependent (since it can be absorbed in
a redefinition of what we mean by the strong coupling scales). There exists a scheme, however, in
which the threshold factors are always 1, the “DR-scheme”.
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for some holomorphic function g. When m = 0 and Λ = 0 we should recover the results

f(m=0) =
Λ2Nc+1

detM
,

f(Λ=0) = Tr(mM). (3.36)

Taking the limits m → 0 and Λ → 0 in (3.35) in various ways, one can show by
holomorphy that

f = Tr(mM) +
Λ2Nc+1

detM
for Nf = Nc−1. (3.37)

The F equation for M is then

0 =
∂f

∂M i
j

= mj
i − (M−1)j

i

Λ2Nc+1

detM
. (3.38)

This implies that
detM = Λ(2Nc+1)(Nc−1)/Nc(detm)−1/Nc , (3.39)

and plugging back into (3.38) gives a supersymmetric vacuum at

〈M i
j〉 = (m−1)i

j(detm)1/NcΛ(2Nc+1)/Nc . (3.40)

So, as long as we turn on any non-degenerate masses for the quarks, we find Nc discrete
supersymmetric vacua because of the Nc-th root in (3.40). This is precisely what we
expected physically, since after giving masses to the quarks the low energy theory
should be pure superYM, which has Nc vacua according to the Witten index.

Instead of turning on a non-degenerate mass matrix, we can turn on a degenerate
one so as to integrate out only some of the flavors:

m =

(
0 0
0 m̂

)
(3.41)

where the upper left-hand block is Nf × Nf for some Nf < Nc−1. Then, in the same
block decomposition,

M =

(
M̂ X
Y Z

)
(3.42)

where the fields in the X, Y , and Z blocks all get masses, and so can be integrated
out. Letting i, j = 1, . . . , Nf , and I, J = 1, . . . , Nc−1, the equations of motion for the
X and Y blocks are 0 = ∂f/∂M I

j = ∂f/∂M i
J , giving 0 = (M−1)I

j = (M−1)i
J , which

imply

M−1 =

(
M̂−1 0

0 Z−1

)
⇒ M =

(
M̂ 0
0 Z

)
(3.43)
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so that the X and Y blocks vanish. The equation of motion for the Z block is

0 =
∂f

∂M I
J

= m̂J
I − (Z−1)J

I

Λ2Nc+1

det M̂ detZ
, (3.44)

implying that

detZ =
Λ2Nc+1

det M̂

(
det M̂

Λ2Nc+1 det m̂

)1/(Nc−Nf )

,

〈ZI
J〉 = (m̂−1)I

J

(
Λ2Nc+1 det m̂

det M̂

)1/(Nc−Nf )

, (3.45)

by a similar calculation as in (3.39) and (3.40). Plugging into (3.37) gives

f = Tr(m̂Z) +
Λ2Nc+1

det M̂ detZ

= (Nc −Nf)

(
Λ̂3Nc−Nf

det M̂

)1/(Nc−Nf )

, (3.46)

where we have defined
Λ̂3Nc−Nf ≡ (det m̂)Λ2Nc+1. (3.47)

By the usual RG matching, we recognize this as the strong coupling scale of the SU(Nc)
theory with Nf flavors. Dropping the hats, (3.46) implies that the superpotential term
is dynamically generated for the theories with Nf < Nc−1 with coefficient Nc−Nf .

There are a few interesting points to note about this superpotential. A one instanton
contribution goes as Λb = Λ3Nc−Nf , but (3.46) goes as Λb/(Nc−Nf ). The interpretation
of this is not clear: does it mean that there are semi-classical field configurations
with fractional instanton number which compute this effect? In any case, the usual
instanton contribution to the effective action is not well defined in this case due to the
IR divergences from the unbroken SU(Nc−Nf ) gauge group.

A second interesting point is that these fractional powers imply the superpotential
is multivalued as a function of 〈M〉. We can understand the meaning of this by con-
sidering the limit where detM ≫ ΛNf , so the theory is broken at a large scale down to
SU(Nc−Nf) classically. Since this occurs at weak coupling, we take as light degrees of
freedom the M i

j meson left-chiral superfields and the SU(Nc−Nf) vsf Wα. From our
non-renormalization theorem of section 2.4.2, the effective action for the Wα fields will
be

SSU(Nc−Nf ) =

∫
d4x

[
−b̂

16π2
log

(
Λ̂

µ

)
trW 2

L + c.c.

]

F

(3.48)
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where Λ̂ is the scale of the SU(Nc−Nf) superYM theory and b̂ = 3(Nc−Nf ) is its beta
function. By the usual RG matching

Λ̂3(Nc−Nf ) detM = Λ3Nc−Nf (3.49)

where Λ is the scale of the original SU(Nc) theory with Nf flavors. We argued earlier
that the two sectors corresponding to the SU(Nc−Nf) superYM theory and the M
nonlinear sigma model decouple in the IR. However, the two sectors are coupled by
irrelevant terms through the above dependence of Λ̂ on M . In particular, from (3.48)
and (3.49) we see that SSU(Nc−Nf ) will contain a term

SSU(Nc−Nf ) ⊃
∫
d4x

[
1

64π2
Tr(FMM

−1)(λP+λ) + c.c.

]
, (3.50)

where we have expanded in components: M stands for the lowest component of the
M left-chiral superfield, and FM is its F component, while λ is the gaugino. On the
other hand, the dynamically generated superpotential (3.46), from the M-sector of the
theory gives rise to the terms

SM ⊃ −
∫
d4x

[
Tr(FMM

−1)

(
Λ3Nc−Nf

detM

)1/(Nc−Nf )

+ c.c.

]
. (3.51)

Solving the FM equations of motion from SM + SSU(Nc−Nf ) then gives

〈λP+λ〉 = 64π2

(
Λ3Nc−Nf

detM

)1/(Nc−Nf )

= 64π2Λ̂3, (3.52)

confirming the expected gaugino condensation in the pure superYM theory. Thus the
Nc−Nf branches in the superpotential (3.46) correspond to the Nc−Nf vacua of the
SU(Nc−Nf) superYM theory.

Just as we did for the Nf = Nc−1 theory, we can add in tree-level masses mi
j .

The usual argument using holomorphy, symmetry, and weak coupling limits implies an
effective superpotential and vacuum expectation value of the meson field

f = Tr(mM) + (Nc −Nf)

(
Λ3Nc−Nf

detM

)1/(Nc−Nf )

〈M i
j〉 = (m−1)i

j

(
Λ3Nc−Nf detm

)1/Nc
. (3.53)

This result was first obtained by A. Davis, M. Dine, and N. Seiberg, Phys. Lett. B125
(1983) 487.
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3.2.3 Integrating out and in

The technique of adding masses and integrating out massive degrees of freedom can be
generalized, and in many cases is a useful tool for determining exact superpotentials;3

I will present the basic idea in a somewhat simplified form explained in more detail in
K. Intriligator and N. Seiberg, hepth/9509066, section 2.3.

Consider a gauge theory with scale Λ whose D-flat directions are parametrized by
a set of gauge invariant composite left-chiral superfields Oi. Then, the dynamics may
generate an effective superpotential

fdyn = f(Oi,Λb0). (3.54)

We could probe this theory by adding tree-level couplings

ftree =
∑

i

JiOi (3.55)

to the theory, and then use holomorphy, symmetries and weak coupling limits to con-
strain the resulting effective superpotential, as we have done above. However, there
are many cases in which this can be done more simply:

Think of the couplings Ji as sources for each light degree of freedom. Assuming the
dynamics is trivial (gaussian) in the IR (so there are no IR divergences to keep the 1PI
effective action from existing), we can compute the resulting effective superpotential
as a 1PI effective superpotential, 〈f〉, by the usual Legendre transform4

〈f〉(Ji,Λ
b0) ≡ fdyn(Oi,Λb0) +

∑

i

JiOi, (3.56)

where we replace Oi on the right-hand side by inverting Ji = −∂fdyn/∂Oi, so that
〈Oi〉 = ∂〈f〉/∂Ji. In this case the effective superpotential is automatically linear in the
sources:

feff = fdyn(Oi,Λb0) +
∑

i

JiOi (3.57)

and the Legendre transform just corresponds to integrating out the left-chiral super-
fields coupled to the sources.

This can be extended to the gaugino condensate left-chiral superfield

S ≡ − 1

16π2
trf(W

2
L) (3.58)

3K. Intriligator, R. Leigh, and N.Seiberg, hepth/9403198; K. Intriligator, hepth/9407106.
4One may wonder why we can apply the 1PI effective action technology to the superpotential.

This follows simply from the fact that we add sources to left-chiral superfields in the Lagrangian as
L = · · ·+

∫
d2θ JiOi. So, to compute 〈Oi〉 we must differentiate with respect to the F -component of the

source left-chiral superfield: 〈Oi〉 = (∂/∂FJi
)
∫

d2θ 〈f〉 = (∂/∂FJi
)[
∑

j(∂〈f〉/∂Jj)FJj
] = ∂〈f〉/∂Jj.
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as well, by treating log Λb as its source:

feff = fdyn +
∑

i

JiOi + log Λb S. (3.59)

Since the Legendre transform is invertible, we can reverse this procedure and “in-
tegrate in” fields as well. As an example, consider the pure SU(Nc) superYM theory,
where we have

〈S〉 =
(
Λ3Nc

)1/Nc
=

∂〈f〉(Λ)

∂(log Λ3Nc)
. (3.60)

Solving for 〈f〉 gives 〈f〉 = NcΛ
3, and taking the (inverse) Legendre transform with

respect to the source log Λ3Nc then gives

fdyn(S) = 〈f〉 − log Λ3Nc · S = NcS(1− log S). (3.61)

Thus

feff = fdyn + log Λ3Nc · S = S

[
log

(
Λ3Nc

SNc

)
+Nc

]
, (3.62)

a result first obtained by G. Veneziano and S. Yankielowicz, Phys. Lett. B113 (1982)
321, and T. Taylor, G. Veneziano, and S. Yankielowicz, Nucl. Phys. B218 (1993) 493.
However, the meaning of this effective superpotential is not clear, since it implies the
left-chiral superfield S is always massive.

3.3 Quantum superQCD: Nf ≥ Nc

We now move up in the number of flavors to the Nf = Nc and Nf = Nc+1 cases.
These were first solved by N. Seiberg in hep-th/9402044.

In the last lecture we found for Nf < Nc that

〈M i
j〉 = (m−1)i

j(Λ
3Nc−Nf detm)1/Nc , (3.63)

for an arbitrary mass matrix m. It is not hard to see from symmetries and holomorphy
that this expression is the only one allowed, even for Nf ≥ Nc, though this does not
fix its coefficient. But if we consider a theory with Nf > Nc and take masses such that

m1, . . . , mNc−1,Λ ≪ mNc
, . . . , mNf

, (3.64)

and integrate out the heavy masses, we arrive at an effective SU(Nc) theory with Nc−1
light flavors with a strong coupling scale

Λ̂3Nc−(Nc−1) = mNc
· · ·mNc

Λ3Nc−Nf , (3.65)
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by the usual RG matching. Plugging into (3.63) then implies that (3.63) must also
hold for all Nc and Nf .

Now, consider taking the limit in (3.63) as m → 0. For Nf < Nc this limit always
implied M → ∞, and so there was no vacuum. But for Nf ≥ Nc, we can take the
limit in such a way that M remains finite. By taking m→ 0 in different ways, we can
“map out” the space of vacua of the Nf ≥ Nc theories. The fact that flat directions
survive in these theories accords with the fact that no superpotential is dynamically
generated.

3.3.1 Nf = Nc

In this case, recall that the classical moduli space was parameterized by the “meson”
and “baryon” composite left-chiral superfields

M i
j = QiQ̃j ,

B = Qi1
a1
· · ·QiNc

aNc
ǫa1...aNc ǫi1...iNc

,

B̃ = Q̃a1

i1
· · · Q̃aNc

iNc
ǫa1...aNc

ǫi1...iNc , (3.66)

which satisfy the constraint

detM − (∗B)(∗B̃) = 0. (3.67)

Now, turning on meson masses, by (3.63) gives

M = m−1(detm)1/NcΛ2, ⇒ detM = Λ2Nc . (3.68)

Since this last formula is independent of m, it will be true in the m → 0 limit. Also,
note that when detm 6= 0, that the baryon expectation values must vanish,

∗B = ∗B̃ = 0 if detm 6= 0, (3.69)

since the vacuum must transform trivially under U(1)B because all the fields carrying
baryon number are integrated out if detm 6= 0. Taking the limit m→ 0, we conclude
that ∗B = ∗B̃ = 0. These conclusions, (3.68) and (3.69), are not consistent with the
classical constraint (3.67). Therefore, the classical constraints are modified quantum
mechanically, even though no superpotential is dynamically generated.

To see what the quantum modified constraints are, we need to do a little more
work, since so far we have only probed the vacua by adding a source for M . By the
symmetries, holomorphy, the fact that detM = Λ2Nc when ∗B = ∗B̃ = 0, and from
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demanding that in the weak-coupling limit Λ → 0 the quantum constraint reduce to
the classical one, the general form of the quantum constraint must be

detM − (∗B)(∗B̃) = Λ2Nc

(
1 +

∑

α,β>0

cα,β
(Λ2Nc)α(∗B∗B̃)β

(detM)α+β

)
. (3.70)

Classically we have vacua with arbitrary values of 〈∗B〉 and 〈∗B̃〉, so by going far
enough out on the classical moduli space where the physics is the Higgs mechanism
taking place at arbitrarily weak coupling, we are assured that there will be vacua of
the full quantum theory with non-zero baryon vevs with associated meson vacuum
expectation values which statisfy the classical constraint arbitrarily well. But, fixing
∗B∗B̃ at some large (compared to Λ2Nc) constant value, we see that in addition to the

asymptotically classical solution with detM ∼ ∗B∗B̃, any non-zero cα,β gives rise to

additional solutions going as detM ∼ (∗B∗B̃)(β−1)/(β+α). Such solutions extend out to
the perturbative regime of large meson and baryon vacuum expectation values; since
no vacua like this are seen in perturbation theory, we must have all the cα,β = 0, giving
the quantum constraint:

0 = y = detM − (∗B)(∗B̃)− Λ2Nc . (3.71)

What is the physics of these vacua? First, note that dy = 0 only at ∗B = ∗B̃ =
detM = 0, which does not lie on the constraint surface y = 0. Thus we do not
expect any enhanced gauge symmetries on this moduli space. Furthermore, while
the ∗B, ∗B̃ and M vacuum expectation values at typical points on the moduli space
spontaneously break all the global symmetries, there are special submanifolds where
the global symmetry can be enhanced. For example, at the point M i

j = Λ2δi
j, ∗B =

∗B̃ = 0, the global SU(Nf ) × SU(Nf) × U(1)B × U(1)R symmetry is only broken

to SU(Nf)diag × U(1)B × U(1)R, and the light degrees of freedom are the ∗B and ∗B̃
baryons, as well as the Golstone bosons of the diagonal breaking of the flavor symmetry.
This, then, is a supersymmetric version of a vacuum with chiral symmetry breaking,
and massless pions and baryons. Another enhanced symmetry point is M = 0 and
∗B = ∗B̃ = iΛNc , where only the U(1)B of the global symmetry is broken. There is

no chiral symmetry breaking, and the light fields are the mesons M , as well as a BB̃
composite (the Goldstone boson of the baryon number).

The difference between the classical and quantum moduli spaces can be summarized
by the following cartoon: Classically, the physics is the Higgs mechanism, and at the
singularity at the origin, the gauge symmetry is unbroken so there are massless quarks
and gluons. In the quantum theory, on the other hand, there is no vacuum with massless
gluons, it being replaced by the circle of theories at the neck of the hyperboloid which
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Higgs

gluons

confinement

classical quantum

Figure 3.1: Nf = Nc cartoon

have chiral symmetry breaking. This is the expected physics of a confining vacuum.
We see that in this theory there is no phase transition separating a “Higgs phase”
from a “confining phase”. This is in accord with the fact that we have squarks in the
fundamental representation which can screen any sources in a Wilson loop.

One may wonder how one can generate a superpotential by integrating out some
quarks from this theory, when it doesn’t have a superpotential to start with. The point,
however, is that the fluctuations (and not just the vacuum expectation values) of the
meson and baryon fields are constrained by (3.71). One way of seeing this is to note
that even after turning on meson masses—which should enable us to probe possible
vacua off the constraint surface if they exist—the meson vacuum expectation value
still satisfies the constraint (3.68). One can not just naively integrate out the meson
fields without taking into account the constraint which couples the meson and baryon
fluctuations. To impose this constraint in the action, we add a Lagrange multiplier
left-chiral superfield, A, to enforce the constraint. The Lagrange multiplier can be
thought of as a left-chiral superfield with no kinetic (Kahler) terms, and therefore no
fluctuations. The superpotential (with mass term for the squarks) becomes

f = Tr(mM) + A
[
detM − (∗B)(∗B̃)− Λ2Nc

]
. (3.72)

Taking the mass matrix and meson field to be of the form

m =

(
0 0
0 m̂

)
, M =

(
M̂ X
Y Z

)
, (3.73)

where the upper left-hand block is Nf×Nf , one can then use the F equations of motion

for the M , ∗B, ∗B̃, and A fields to show that ∗B = ∗B̃ = X = Y = 0, and solve for
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the others (just as in the last lecture) giving

f = (Nc −Nf)

(
Λ̂3Nc−Nf

det M̂

)1/(Nc−Nf )

with Λ̂3Nc−Nf ≡ Λ2Nc det m̂. (3.74)

3.3.2 Nf = Nc+1

Recall from the discussion in section 3.1.1 that a basis of composite left-chiral super-
fields in this case is M i

j , ∗Bi, and ∗B̃i, satisfying the classical constraints:

0 = (M−1)i
j detM − (∗B)j(∗B̃)i,

0 = (∗B)iM
i
j = M i

j(∗B̃)j. (3.75)

We probe the quantum moduli space by turning on quark masses mi
j . As before,

when detm 6= 0, ∗Bi = ∗B̃i = 0 and

M i
j = (m−1)i

j(Λ
2Nc−1 detm)1/Nc , (3.76)

which imply, in particular, that

(∗B ·M)i = (M · ∗B̃)i = 0, and (M−1)i
j detM = Λ2Nc−1mi

j . (3.77)

Unlike the Nf = Nc case where turning on masses kept 〈M〉 on the constraint surface
(detM = Λ2Nc), turning on masses in this case allows M to take any value off the con-
straint surface. This implies we will not be able to implement the quantum constraints
with Lagrange mulitpliers in the superpotential—they will have to arise as equations
of motion. Also unlike the Nf = Nc case, in the limit m → 0, 〈M〉 is on the classical
constraint surface. The possible corrections to the classical constraints consistent with
this data involve positive powers of ∗B ·M · ∗B̃/ detM by the symmetries; assuming
that turning on baryon sources can probe vacua with arbitrary baryon vacuum expec-
tation values, all these terms must vanish by taking appropriate M → 0 limits. In
this way we see that the classical constraints (3.67) remain valid in the full quantum
theory.

To see how these can arise as equations motion, we write down the most general
dynamical superpotential (consistent with the symmetries):

f =
1

Λ2Nc−1

[
α(∗B ·M · ∗B̃) + β detM + detM f

(
detM/∗B·M ·∗B̃

)]
. (3.78)

We normally would not allow such a term since it does not vanish in the weak coupling
limit Λ→ 0; however, in this case we will see that it reproduces the classical constraints,
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so it can be kept. The arbitrary function f must vanish in order to have a smooth
M → 0 limit; alternatively, only f = 0 will reproduce the classical constraints. The F
equations of motion are:

∂feff

∂M
⇒ 0 = α(∗B)j(∗B̃)i + β(M−1)i

j detM = 0,

∂feff

∂(∗B, ∗B̃)
⇒ 0 = (∗B ·M)i = (M · ∗B̃)i. (3.79)

These are the classical constraints if α = −β.

Adding in a single mass to integrate out one flavor matches to the Nf = Nc case
when α = 1. The algebra is as follows. In the superpotential

f =
1

Λ2Nc−1

(
∗B ·M · ∗B̃ − detM

)
+ Tr(mM), (3.80)

let

m =

(
0 0
0 m̂

)
, M =

(
M̂ X
Y Z

)
, ∗B =

(
W
∗B̂

)
, ∗B̃ =

(
W̃

∗ ̂̃B

)
, (3.81)

where the upper left-hand blocks are Nc×Nc. We integrate out X, Y , W , and W̃ using
the equations of motion, leaving us with the equations detM = Z det M̂ , ∗B ·M ·∗B̃ =

Z ∗ B̂ ∗ ̂̃B, and TrmM = ZΛ2Nc−1m̂, which, when plugged back into f give

f =
Z

Λ2Nc−1

(
∗B̂ ∗ ̂̃B − det M̂ + Λ̂2Nc

)
, where Λ̂2Nc ≡ m̂Λ2Nc−1. (3.82)

Dropping the hats and identifying Z/Λ2Nc−1 with the Lagrange multiplier field A, we

indeed recover the Nf = Nc case. Note also that with Λ̂ fixed, m̂→∞ implies Λ→ 0.
Thus the kinetic terms for A go as (∂Z)2 ∼ Λ4Nc−2(∂A)2 → 0, showing that A is indeed
a Lagrange multiplier and not a fluctuating field.

We have just shown that the classical and quantum moduli spaces of the Nf =
Nc+1 theories are the same. In particular, unlike the Nf = Nc case, the singular

point at M = ∗B = ∗B̃ = 0 remains in the moduli space. Classically this was the
point with unbroken SU(Nc) gauge group and massless quarks and gluons. Quantum
mechanically, it seems to be a point with massless meson and baryon composites,
confinement (no gluons), and no chiral symmetry breaking. On the other hand, we
have seen before that singularities in the holomorphic coordinate description of the
moduli space are often (though not necessarily) associated with new light degrees of
freedom that were not included in our original effective action. How can we tell if that
is what actually occurs in this case?
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While there is no proof that there cannot be new light degrees of freedom at the
origin, the following argument suggests that there are not. We can test the consistency
of assuming that only the composite meson and baryon fields are the light degrees of
freedom at the origin through the ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions. At the origin,
the full global symmetry group is unbroken, under which the microscopic quark left-
chiral superfields and the macroscopic meson and baryon left-chiral superfields have
charges:

SU(Nf ) SU(Nf ) U(1)B U(1)R

WL Nc
2−1 1 0 1

Q Nf 1 +1 1
Nf

Q̃ 1 Nf −1 1
Nf

M Nf Nf 0 2
Nf

B Nf 1 Nf−1 1− 1
Nf

B̃ 1 Nf 1−Nf 1− 1
Nf

In terms of the microscopic and macroscopic fermion fields this gives

SU(Nf ) SU(Nf ) U(1)B U(1)R

λ Nc
2−1 1 0 1

ψQ Nf 1 +1 1
Nf
−1

ψ eQ 1 Nf −1 1
Nf
−1

ψM Nf Nf 0 2
Nf
−1

ψB Nf 1 Nf−1 − 1
Nf

ψ eB 1 Nf 1−Nf − 1
Nf

One can then check that all the anomalies match. For example:

TrR = 2NfNc ·
(

1

Nf
− 1

)
+
(
Nc

2 − 1
)
· 1 = −Nf

2 + 2Nf − 2 (micro)

= Nf
2 ·
(

2

Nf

− 1

)
+ 2Nf ·

(
− 1

Nf

)
= −Nf

2 + 2Nf − 2 (macro),(3.83)

and

TrR3 = 2NfNc ·
(

1

Nf
− 1

)3

+
(
Nc

2 − 1
)
· 13 = −Nf

2 + 6Nf − 12 +
8

Nf
− 2

Nf
2 (micro)

= Nf
2 ·
(

2

Nf

− 1

)3

+ 2Nf ·
(
− 1

Nf

)3

= −Nf
2 + 6Nf − 12 +

8

Nf

− 2

Nf
2 (macro),(3.84)
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etc.. Because we compute the anomaly by counting states only if their kinetic terms
are non-singular, the matching of the anomalies can be taken as evidence for the Kahler
potential being smooth at the origin.

In summary, for the Nf = Nc+1 theories, we have seen that the quantum and
classical moduli spaces are the same. The classical moduli space was described by
constraints which arose “trivially” from the definition of the composite left-chiral su-
perfields in terms of the microscopic quark left-chiral superfields; while those same
constraints in the quantum theory arose as equations of motion.

3.3.3 Nf ≥ Nc+2

Just as in the Nf = Nc+1 case, we can probe the quantum moduli space by turning
on masses mi

j and using

〈M i
j〉 = (m−1)i

j(Λ
3Nc−Nf detm)1/Nc . (3.85)

For m 6= 0 all values of M can be obtained, and by taking m→ 0 in various ways we
again find that we can arrive at any point on the classical moduli space with vanishing
baryon vacuum expectation values. This then implies, using the symmetries and weak
coupling limits, that the quantum moduli space must coincide with the classical one.

This immmediately raises the question of the interpretation of the singularity at
M = B = B̃ = 0. Unlike the Nf = Nc case, the superpotential (which gives rise to
the constraints as equations of motion, and goes as (detM)1/(Nf−Nc)) in this case is
singular at the origin, which is a sign that there are extra light degrees of freedom
there. Also, the ’t Hooft anomaly-matching conditions are not satisfied if one assumes
that only M , B, and B̃, are light there. We thus have a kind of “phase diagram” for
the vacua at the origin of moduli space of superQCD; see the figure. We will spend
the next two lectures answering the question posed by the question mark.
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Figure 3.2: superQCD phase diag
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3.4 Superconformal invariance

How can we tell the difference between a free scale invariant theory and an interacting
one? In a scale invariant field theory the 2-point correlator of a (Lorentz scalar for
simplicity) field is

〈φ(x1)φ(x2)〉 ∝
1

|x1 − x2|2d
(3.86)

where d is the scaling dimension of φ. For example, for a free scalar field d = 1, for a
free fermion d = 3/2, and for a free U(1) field strength tensor F µν d = 2. At the level
of 2-point functions, we might expect the scaling dimensions of interacting fields to be
different from their canonical values, as interactions generically give rise to anomalous
scaling dimensions. With an extra assumption, we can prove this; we can also derive
restrictions on the allowed ranges of scaling dimensions following from unitarity. The
extra assumption is conformal invariance, and we will explore its implications in this
lecture.

A scale invariant theory (one with vanishing beta functions) is one which is invariant
not only under the Poincaré algebra,

i[Jµν , Jρσ] = ηνρJµσ − ηµρJνσ − ηνσJµρ + ηµσJνρ,

i[P µ, Jρσ] = ηµρP σ − ηµσP ρ,

i[P µ, P ν] = 0, (3.87)

but also under dilatations (scale transformations), which we take to be generated by
an operator D. We define an operator O to have scaling dimension d if it satisfies the
commutation relation

i[D,O] = dO. (3.88)

The only non-zero commutator of dilatations with the generators of the Poincaré alge-
bra is

i[D,P µ] = P µ, (3.89)

since energy momentum has scaling dimension 1, while the generators Jµν of Lorentz
rotations have dimension 0,

i[D, Jµν ] = 0, (3.90)

(i.e. D is a Lorentz scalar), and, of course,

i[D,D] = 0. (3.91)

These commutation relations have a geometrical realization on space-time corrdinates
through the differential operators

Jµν = −i[xµ∂ν − xν∂µ],
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P µ = −i∂µ,

D = ixµ∂µ, (3.92)

showing that D does indeed generate scale transformations.

This algebra has a unique extension to the larger algebra of conformal transforma-
tions. It is thought to be only a mild assumption that scale invariant quantum field
theories are actually conformally invariant. In particular, there is no known example
(I think) of an interacting scale invariant but not conformally invariant 4-dimensional
quantum field theory [J. Polchinksi, Nucl. Phys. B303 (1988) 226].

The conformal algebra has in addition to the Poincaré and dilatation generators, a
vector of conformal generators Kµ, satisfying the algebra

i[Kµ, Jρσ] = ηµρKσ − ηµσKρ,

i[Kµ, Kν ] = 0,

i[D,Kµ] = −Kµ,

i[P µ, Kν ] = 2ηµνD + 2Jµν . (3.93)

The first commutator implies that Kµ transforms as a Lorentz vector, and the third
implies it has scaling dimension −1.

3.4.1 Representations of the conformal algebra

We are interested in the representations of this symmetry on the Hilbert space of
states in a quantum field theory. Thus we are interested in unitary representations
of the conformal algebra, that is, representations in which the generators all act as
Hermitian operators. As with the unitary of the Poincaré group discussed in section
1.4.1, the conformal group is not compact and so all its unitary representations are
infinite dimensional (except the trivial representation). In fact, the conformal algebra
is equivalent to SO(2, 4), the algebra of rotations and boosts in a six dimensional
space with two time-like directions. This can be seen by defining the combinations of
generators Ĵpq with p, q = −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and

Ĵµν = Jµν ,

Ĵ−1,4 = D,

Ĵµ,−1 = 1
2
[P µ +Kµ],

Ĵµ,4 = 1
2
[P µ −Kµ]. (3.94)

One can then check that the Ĵpq satisfies the analog of the Lorentz algebra with a
metric ηpq = diag{−1,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1}.
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As with our discussion of the little group of the Poicaré group, unitary represen-
tations of the conformal group are classified by the irreducible representations of the
maximal compact part SO(2)× SO(4) ⊂ SO(2, 4) of the conformal group. Recalling
that SO(4) ≃ SU(2)L×SU(2)R (see the discussion at the end of section 1.3.2) we can
label the unitary representations of SO(4) by the left and right SU(2) spins (jl, jR). To-
gether with the SO(2) eigenvalue d, these spins label the unitary representations of the
conformal group. The non-compact generators act as raising and lowering operators,
taking us between different states in a given representation.

Define, then, new generators by

D̂ = Ĵ−1,0,

P̂ a = Ĵa,−1 + iĴa,0,

K̂a = Ĵa,−1 − iĴa,0, (3.95)

where a, b = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then D̂ generates the SO(2), and the Hermitian conjugate P̂ a

and K̂a are the raising and lowering operators. The remaining Ĵab generate SO(4)
rotations. These generators satisfy the same commutation relations as the unhatted
generators in (3.87–3.93), but with ηµν replaced by δab.

It will be useful to replace the four a, b indices with α, β = 1, 2 indices for SU(2)L

and α̇, β̇ = 1, 2 indices for SU(2)R. (This will be convenient for the supersymmetric

generalization.) Thus D̂, P̂ αα̇, K̂αα̇, Mαβ
L , and M α̇β̇

R , respectively generate dilatations,
translations, special conformal transformations, and the SU(2)L × SU(2)R ∈ SO(4)
rotations. The SO(4) algebra and charges become in this notation

[Mαβ
L ,Mγδ

L ] = i(Mαδ
L ǫβγ +Mαγ

L ǫβδ +Mβδ
L ǫαγ +Mβγ

L ǫαδ)

[Mαβ
L , Xγ] = i(Xαǫβγ +Xβǫαγ), (3.96)

where X is any generator with a single undotted index. The same formulas hold for
SU(2)R (i.e. with dotted indices). Here ǫαβ and ǫα̇β̇ are antisymmetric 2-index tensors
with ǫ12 = ǫ1̇2̇ = +1. Defining

J3
L ≡ 1

2
M12

L , J+
L ≡ 1

2
M11

L , J−
L ≡ 1

2
M22

L , (3.97)

puts the algebra into the familiar SO(3) rotation group form

[J3
L, J

±
L ] = ±J±

L , [J+
L , J

−
L ] = 2J3

L,
[J3

L, X
1] = 1

2
X1, [J3

L, X
2] = −1

2
X2. (3.98)

The quadratic casimir J3
L(J3

L + 1) + J−
L J

+
L = jL(jL + 1) measures the spin jL of a

representation. The casimir can be written in terms of the Mαβ
L as

jL(jL + 1) =
1

8
Mαβ

L Mγδ
L ǫαγǫβδ, (3.99)
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where summation over repeated indices is implied. An analogous definition exists for
the other spin jR. The non-zero dimensions of the generators are given by

[D̂, P̂ αα̇] = +P̂ αα̇, [D̂, K̂αα̇] = −K̂αα̇. (3.100)

The special conformal generators and their superpartners satisfy

[P̂ αα̇, K̂ββ̇] =
i

2
(Mαβ

L ǫα̇β̇ +M α̇β̇
R ǫαβ) + D̂ǫαβǫα̇β̇. (3.101)

Summation on repeated SU(2) indices is implied.

Hermitian conjugation properties of the hatted generators follow from their defini-
tion. In particular, D̂ is Hermitiean, while Hermitien conjugation exchanges SU(2)L

and SU(2)R, and exchanges P̂ with K̂:

D̂† = D̂,

(Mαβ
L )† = +ǫαγǫβδMγδ

L , (M α̇β̇
R )† = +ǫα̇γ̇ǫβ̇δ̇M γ̇δ̇

R ,

(P̂ αα̇)† = −ǫαβǫα̇β̇K̂ββ̇, (K̂αα̇)† = −ǫαβǫα̇β̇P̂ ββ̇. (3.102)

We can now find the finite-dimensional representations of the conformal algebra by
looking at the primary or highest-weight states which are those annihilated by the K̂’s

K̂αα̇|jL, jR, d〉 = 0. (3.103)

Here we have labelled the highest-weight state by its eigenvalues under the SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R rotations and D̂. The rest of the states in the representation of which |jL, jR, d〉
is the highest-weight state are formed by acting on it with the “lowering” operator P̂ αα̇:

(
∏
P )|jL, jR, d〉, (3.104)

and are called descendant states.

All the unitary irreducible representations of the conformal algebra can be classified
as follows [Mack, Commun. Math. Phys. 55 (1977) 1]:

identity jL = jR = 0 d = 0
free chiral jLjR = 0 d = jL + jR + 1

chiral jLjR = 0 d > jL + jR + 1
free general jLjR 6= 0 d = jL + jR + 2

general jLjR 6= 0 d > jL + jR + 2

(3.105)

It is not hard to derive these constraints from the conformal algebra. (The hard part
is showing that they are sufficient.) States with Lorentz spins jL, jR have internal
rotational quantum numbers which we denote by associating a “field” φ to the state

φα1...α2jL
α̇1...α̇2jR ,↔ |jL, jR, d〉 (3.106)
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where the dotted and undotted indices are separately symmetrized. (From now on the
various SU(2) indices of a single field will always be understood to be symmetrized.)
All descendant states are generated by applying P̂ αα̇ to φ. The dimension of φ is
D̂(φ) = d.

The field φ is just a notational device to make the SO(4) representation structure
clear as far as we are concerned; however there is a way of associating local quantum
fields to states in conformal field theories. This can be done by Wick rotating our
conformal quantum field theory to Euclidean space and performing radial quantiza-
tion in which we choose the Euclidean dilatation generator DE as our Hamiltonian.
This Hamiltonian generates radial scalings instead of time translations, and so radial
quantization foliates the Euclidean R4 by constant radius S3’s centered around a given
point x0. In the Euclidean theory the translation and special conformal generators P a

E

and Ka
E satisfy the same conjugation relations as in (3.102), and in general the clas-

sification of highest weight states of the Euclidean algebra is identical to that of our
hatted Minkowski generators P̂ a, K̂a, etc.. This relation between the Euclidean and
Minkowski formulations of the conformal group is important because in the Euclidean
formulation dilatations can be used to related any state at a given radius to one lo-
calized at x0 (by scaling the radius to zero). This gives a one to one correspondence
of states with local operators (fields) at x0 in Euclidean conformal field theory. Below
we will find in some cases that polynomials in the momenta annihilate a state; this
translates to a differential constraint on the associated field through the identification
of P a

E ↔ ∂a. In the cases that concern us these constraints will imply that the field is
free. By Wick rotating back to Minkowski space free fields remain free. Thus will be
able to intpret polynomial relations involving the Minkowski P̂ a generators (which, re-
call, are not the translation generators, but are some linear combination of translations,
special conformal transformations, dilatations, and boosts) as differential relations on
local fields.

In the scalar case, jL=jR=0,

||P̂ αα̇φ||2 = ||P̂ αα̇|0, 0, d〉||2

= 〈0, 0, d|(−ǫαβǫα̇β̇K̂ββ̇P̂ αα̇)|0, 0, d〉
= ǫαβǫα̇β̇〈0, 0, d|[P̂ αα̇, K̂ββ̇]|0, 0, d〉
= ǫαβǫα̇β̇〈0, 0, d|ǫαβǫα̇β̇D̂|0, 0, d〉
= 4〈0, 0, d|D̂|0, 0, d〉 = 4d, (3.107)

implying d > 0, and a null state when d = 0. Here in the second line we have used the
conjugation relation (3.102), in the third the primary state condition (3.103), and in
the fourth the commutator (3.101) and the fact that a jl = jr = 0 state is annihilated
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by Mαβ
L and M α̇β̇

R . At the next level a similar computation shows

||P̂ 2φ||2 = 8d(d− 1), (3.108)

implying d ≥ 1 and a null state at d = 1. The field associated to the null state at d = 1
therefore satisfies the (Euclidean) free massless wave equation ∂2φ = 0.

In the chiral case where jL 6=0 and jR=0, a similar calculation gives

||ǫαβ1P̂ αα̇φβ1...β2jL ||2 = 2(d−jL−1), (3.109)

implying d ≥ jL+1, and a null state when d = jL+1. This null state gives the free
massless wave equation since P̂ β1

α̇ P̂ α̇
α φ

αβ2...β2jL = −1
2
P̂ 2φβ1...β2jL .

Finally, in the general case jLjR 6= 0,

||ǫαβ1ǫα̇β̇1P̂ αα̇φβ1...β2jL
β̇1...β̇2jR ||2 = d−jL−jR−2, (3.110)

implying d ≥ jL+jR+2, with a null state when the inequality is saturated. This
reproduces the classification of unitary conformal representations given in (3.105).

An interesting consequence of this classification is that a U(1) gauge conformal
field theory in four dimensions is interacting if and only if it has both electrically
and magnetically charged conformal fields in its spectrum [P. Argyres, R. Plesser,
N. Seiberg, and E. Witten, Nucl. Phys. B461 (1996) 71]. To see this, recall that an
Abelian field strength field F µν is decomposed into the chiral (jL, jR) = (1, 0) and (0, 1)
representations F±. Then, if D̂(F±) = 2 it is a free field so dF± = 0, which implies
the free Maxwell equations and the Bianchi identities dF = d ∗ F = 0. On the other
hand, if the field strength is interacting, then D̂(F±) > 2, implying J± ≡ dF± 6= 0.
Since F+ and F− are independent representations of the conformal algebra, we learn
from the equations of motion

dF = J+ − J− ≡ Je 6= 0, and d ∗ F = J+ + J− ≡ Jm 6= 0, (3.111)

that the electric and magnetic currents Je and Jm cannot vanich as quantum fields in
this theory.

A related point is that all Abelian gauge charges will vanish in a fixed point theory
(though they may still couple to massive degrees of freedom). In the case of the
interacting U(1) field strength F , though we have seen that its conserved electric and
magnetic currents do not vanish, there is no charge at infinity associated with them,
because of the rapid decay of correlation functions of F due to its anomalous dimension.
This is true even if we include massive or background sources, since the long distance
behavior of the fields is governed by the conformal field theory. If, on the other hand,
F were free, then we have seen that its associated conserved currents, and thus the
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charges, vanish. Note, however, massive sources can have long range fields in this case
since F has its canonical dimension. (We do not reach a contradiction by taking the
mass of a charged source to zero since its U(1) couplings flow to zero in the IR.) Non-
Abelian gauge charges need not vanish in the conformal field theory since the above
arguments only apply to gauge invariant fields or states.

3.4.2 N=1 superconformal algebra and representations

When we extend the conformal algebra by including the supersymmetry generators
Qα

L, Qα̇
R, we are forced by associativity to include three additional generators: the

fermionic superconformal generators Sα
L and Sα̇

R, and a scalar bosonic R generating
U(1)R rotations. This is in contrast to the usual (non-conformal) supersymmetry
algebra where inclusion of the R generator was not mandatory.

By a similar change of basis to hatted operators as in the previous subsection, we
can write the N = 1 superconformal algebra generators and their hermiticity relations
as (dropping the hats on all generators from now on)

R† = R,
(Qα

L)† = +ǫαβSβ
L, (Sα

L)† = −ǫαβQβ
L,

(Qα̇
R)† = +ǫα̇β̇S β̇

R, (Sα̇
R)† = −ǫα̇β̇Qβ̇

R. (3.112)

The non-zero dimensions of the generators are given by

[D,Qα
L] = +1

2
Qα

L, [D,Sα
L] = −1

2
Sα

L,

[D,Qα̇
R] = +1

2
Qα̇

R, [D,Sα̇
R] = −1

2
Sα̇

R, (3.113)

and likewise for the U(1)R charges

[R,Qα
L] = +Qα

L, [R, Sα
L] = −Sα

L,

[R,Qα̇
R] = −Qα̇

R, [R, Sα̇
R] = +Sα̇

R. (3.114)

The conformal generators and their superpartners satisfy

[Kαα̇, Qβ
L] = iSα̇

Rǫ
αβ , [P αα̇, Sβ

L] = iQα̇
Rǫ

αβ ,

[Kαα̇, Qβ̇
R] = iSα

Lǫ
α̇β̇, [P αα̇, S β̇

R] = iQα
Lǫ

α̇β̇, (3.115)

while the supersymmetry algebra and its conformal extension are given by:

{Qα
L, Q

α̇
R} = 2P αα̇, {Sα

L, S
α̇
R} = 2Kαα̇,

{Qα
L, S

β
L} = Mαβ

L − i(D −
3

2
R)ǫαβ ,

{Qα̇
R, S

β̇
R} = M α̇β̇

R − i(D +
3

2
R)ǫα̇β̇. (3.116)
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In radial quantization, there is again a one-to-one map between states and local
operators at the origin. Primary states |jL, jR, d, r〉 are in a representation of SU(2)L×
SU(2)R × SO(2)D × U(1)R and are annihilated by Kµ, Sα

L and Sα̇
R. Descendants are

formed from the primary states by acting on them with the QL and QR operators (since
P can be expressed as an anticommutator of QL and QR). The classification of unitary
irreducible representations is then [Dobrev and Petkova Phys. Lett. B162 (1985) 127]:

identity jL = jR = 0 d = 0 r = 0
free left-chiral jR = 0 d = +3

2
r 3

2
r = jL + 1

left-chiral jR = 0 d = +3
2
r 3

2
r > jL + 1

free right-chiral jL = 0 d = −3
2
r 3

2
r = −jR − 1

right-chiral jL = 0 d = −3
2
r 3

2
r < −jR − 1

free general jLjR 6= 0 d = jL + jR + 2 3
2
r = jL − jR

general jLjR 6= 0 d > |3
2
r − jL + jR|+ jL + jR + 2

(3.117)

Thus, in general, d ≥ |3
2
r|, with equality only for the left-chiral or right-chiral fields.

In the above classification, the left-chiral fields are defined as those with jR = 0. It is
easy to see from the superconformal algebra that this implies the usual condition for
left-chiral superfields: Qα̇

Rφ = 0; similarly for the right-chiral fields.

3.5 N=1 duality

Let us apply this representation theory of the superconformal algebra to the singularity
at the origin of the Nf ≥ Nc+2 moduli space. Recall that the global symmetry group
and charges of the superQCD theory for Nf ≤ 3Nc is

SU(Nf ) SU(Nf ) U(1)B U(1)R

Q Nf 1 1
Nf−Nc

Nf

Q̃ 1 Nf −1
Nf−Nc

Nf

M Nf Nf 0 2
Nf−Nc

Nf

B
(
Nf

Nc

)
1 Nc Nc

Nf−Nc

Nf

B̃ 1
(
Nf

Nc

)
−Nc Nc

Nf−Nc

Nf

(3.118)

For sufficiently large Nc and Nf close to (but less than) 3Nc, then we have seen that
the fixed point is close to zero coupling. The zero coupling theory is free so is con-
formally invariant, and the U(1)R symmetry in the superconformal algebra is just the
microscopic U(1)R shown above. So for the fixed point at small value of the coupling,
it is reasonable to assume that the U(1)R symmetry in its superconformal algebra is
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the same, since there is not enough “time” for relevant operators at the zero coupling
point to flow to irrelevant operators at the fixed point, and so make a new, “accidental”,
U(1)R symmetry in the IR.

Actually, since there is also the U(1)B symmetry, the U(1)R symmetry appearing
in the superconformal algebra at the fixed point could be a combination of the U(1)R

and U(1)B defined above. Notice, however, that this will not affect the R-charge of the
meson field, since its baryon number vanishes. We thus read off the scaling dimension
of M :

D(M) =
3

2
R(M) = 3

Nf −Nc

Nf

. (3.119)

This implies that for 3
3
Nc < Nf < 3Nc, 1 < D(M) < 2 and so M is an interacting

conformal field.

n
1.5 3

1

2

D(M)

__
n

f

c

Figure 3.3: dimension of M plot

For Nf > 3Nc this formula implies D(M) > 2; however, we know that in this range
the IR theory is free, so the quark left-chiral superfields have their canonical dimension
of 1, and thus the meson left-chiral superfield must have dimension 2. The reason the
above formula fails in this case is that the IR free theory (being free) has an unbroken
U(1)A in the IR which can mix with the U(1)R defined above.

The relation (3.119) also implies that D(M) ≤ 1 for Nf ≤ 3
2
Nc. Since dimensions

less than 1 are not allowed by unitarity, it must be that a new accidental R symmetry
arises in this range. It is suggestive that right at Nf = 3

2
Nc, D(M) = 1, implying

that M is free. This led [N. Seiberg, hep-th/9411149] to guess that D(M) = 1 for
Nf ≤ 3

2
Nc, and so should be treated as an elementary field in an IR free theory in this

range.

Since the global symmetry must be the same as in the microscopic theory, one wants
this IR free theory to have Nf fundamental flavors in an SU(Ñc) gauge theory. In

order to be IR free we need Ñc <
1
3
Nf when Nf ≤ 3

2
Nc. A simple choice that works is

Ñc ≡ Nf −Nc. (3.120)

We will refer to this theory as the “dual theory”, while we will call the original SU(Nc)
theory the “direct theory”. (It is sometimes also referred to as the “magnetic theory”,
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while the direct theory is called the “electric theory”; the reasons for these names will
only become clear a few lectures from now.)

We assign the quantum numbers to the fundamental fields in the dual theory as

SU(Ñc) SU(Nf ) SU(Nf ) U(1)B U(1)R

M 1 Nf Nf 0 2
Nf−Nc

Nf

q Ñc Nf 1 Nc

Nf−Nc

Nc

Nf

q̃ Ñc 1 Nf
−Nc

Nf−Nc

Nc

Nf

(3.121)

Here SU(Ñc) column are the gauge charges, while the rest are the (non-anomalous)
global symmetries. The R-charges of the dual quark left-chiral superfields are fixed by
anomaly cancellation. The normalization of their baryon number is chosen so that the

dual baryons, b ≡ q
fNc and b̃ ≡ q̃

fNc , will have the same baryon number as the direct
baryon fields B and B̃. Indeed, with these assignments, we find the global charges of
the gauge-invariant composite left-chiral superfields in the dual model to be

SU(Nf ) SU(Nf ) U(1)B U(1)R

m̃ Nf Nf 0 2 Nc

Nf

b
(

Nf

Nf−Nc

)
1 Nc (Nf−Nc)

Nc

Nf

b̃ 1
(

Nf

Nf−Nc

)
−Nc (Nf−Nc)

Nc

Nf

(3.122)

where we have defined the dual meson to be m̃ ≡ qq̃. Comparing with the global
charges of the baryons in the direct theory, we see that they are the same, since as

flavor representations
(

Nf

Nc

)
=
(

Nf

Nf−Nc

)
.

f c

n  =nf c

n  =n  +2
f fn  =3nf c

c

n n  =(3/2)nc

n

no vacuum

IR-free
gauge

IR-free
nlsm

interacting FP
gauge
IR-free

Figure 3.4: complete phase diagram
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This educated guess for an alternative (IR equivalent) description of the vacuum
physics at the origin of moduli space implies the following “phase diagram” answering
the question posed in the last lecture (compare the phase diagram of that lecture).
The nature of this proposed solution is quite surprising: the AF direct gauge theory, at
least for some range of Nf , is IR-equivalent to an IR-free gauge theory! This naturally
raises the question of what is the relation between the IR-free gauge bosons and the
direct (microscopic) gauge fields? No precise answer to this question is known.

3.5.1 Checks

Is there any way of checking this proposal?

The first thing to note is that the global symmetries of the direct and dual theories
are the same. One can check that the ’t Hooft anomaly-matching conditions all work.

The next thing to check is whether these two theories have the same moduli space of
vacua: do they have the same light gauge-singlet left-chiral superfields? In the direct
theory away from the origin, we have M , B, and B̃. In the dual theory, the elementary
M , and the composite b and b̃ fields have the same symmetry properties, and so can
plausibly be identified. However, the dual theory also has the composite dual meson
m̃. To remove this operator from the dual theory, we must add some superpotential
interaction. There is only one term allowed by the symmetries:

fdual = ΛMqq̃, (3.123)

where Λ is a dimensionless coupling. Such a coupling is just what we need to remove
m̃ as an independent degree of freedom in the IR, since the F -term equation for M
implies that qq̃ ≡ m̃ = 0. Thus, for non-zero λ we at least have the right counting of
light degrees of freedom away from the origin of moduli space.

The superpotential in the dual theory raises a new question, however: what is the
correct value of λ? Actually, this is the wrong question, since the superpotential
coupling is not exactly marginal.

For example, at the fixed point (the vacuum at the origin of moduli space) when
Nc+2 < Nf < 3

2
Nc, the dual theory is IR-free, so the gauge-coupling, gdual flows to

zero. In a free theory, a Yukawa coupling like (3.123) is irrelevant, so λ also flows
to zero. Thus the origin of the λ–gdual plane is the fixed point. In the regime when
3
2
Nc < Nf < 3Nc, the λ and gdual couplings are still irrelevant for large couplings,

but gdual = 0 is an UV fixed point, since there is supposed to be an IR fixed point at
gdual = g∗ > 0 when λ = 0. (Recall the form of the 2-loop beta function found at the
beginning of last lecture.) However, at this IR fixed point D(M) = 1 since it is free
(it has no couplings), and D(q) = D(q̃) = 3Nc/(2Nf) from their R-charges, implying
D(Mqq̃) < 3, and so is a relevant operator. Thus the superpotential will cause the
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theory to flow to a fixed point at non-zero λ = λ∗. These RG flows can be illustrated
as: Thus we expect the superpotential term to be irrelevant everywhere in the vicinity
of the fixed point, except at the fixed point itself. (This situation is often described by
saying that the operator in the superpotential is marginal but not exactly marginal.)

g
dual

λ

n  +2<n  <(3/2)nc cf

g
dual

λ

(3/2)n  <n  <3nc f c

Figure 3.5: RGflow of yukawa-dual

We can therefore trade λ for a scale in the dual theory, and so (as long as it is not
zero) its value can have no effect on the scale-invariant far-IR physics. In the case
where both the direct theory and the dual theory are AF, each has a gauge strong-
coupling scale, Λ and Λdual respectively. However, the dual theory also has a second
scale, which we can define as µ ∼ λΛdual. The statement that these two theories are
“dual” just means that they flow to the same theory at mass scales well below the
smallest of Λ, Λdual and µ. We can trade λ for µ in the superpotential by noting that
in the microscopic theory, M is a composite operator of canonical dimension 2 (in the
UV), while in the dual theory it is a fundamental field of dimension 1 (in the UV).
Then, if we define a new meson field by

M = Mdirect ≡ µMdual, (3.124)

the dual superpotential becomes

fdual =
1

µ
Mqq̃. (3.125)

By the symmetries and holomorphy, the relation between the direct and dual strong-
coupling scales must be

Λ
3Nc−Nf

direct Λ
3(Nf−Nc)−Nf

dual = (−)Nf−NcµNf . (3.126)

The factor of (−)Nf−Nc can be determined by considering the dual of the dual theory.
In this case we expect to regain the original theory with gauge group SU(Nc) and
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quarks Q (since Nf − Ñc = Nc):

dual dual
Q −→ q , M −→ Q,N,M

f = 0 f = 1
µ
Mqq̃ f = 1

µ
MN + 1

eµNQQ̃

(3.127)

where in the original theory M is the composite meson M = QQ̃, and similarly in the
first dual N = qq̃. From the superpotential of the (dual)2 theory, we see that the (now
fundamental) N mesons are massive and can be integrated-out, giving the required

M = QQ̃ only if µ̃ = −µ. Then (3.126) implies that Λ(dual)2 = Λdirect with the factor
of (−)Nf−Nc .

3.5.2 Matching flat directions

We will now analyze the moduli space of deformations of the two theories and show they
are the same. We will do somewhat less than this, mainly because (as mentioned in
lecture 20) we do not have a convenient description of this moduli space for general Nf

and Nc. So we will outline what happens when we turn on vacuum expectation values
for the meson field in the two theories. The equivalence of the baryonic directions in
moduli space are, as far as I know, less well understood.

Recall that the moduli space of the direct theory is the same as its classical moduli
space, and that in the classical moduli space there are flat directions with arbitrary
meson vacuum expectation values with rank(M) < Nc; see eq. (20.10). Suppose we
turn on a vacuum expectation value with rank(M) = 1:

〈M〉 =




a2

0
. . .

0


 , (3.128)

corresponding to giving only one component of the squarks a vacuum expectation
value. The effect of this on the direct theory for large a is to Higgs the theory from
SU(Nc) with Nf flavors down to SU(Nc−1) with Nf−1 flavors. On the other hand,
turning on this vacuum expectation value in the dual theory gives rise through the
dual superpotential,

fdual =
1

µ
TrMqq̃ =

a2

µ
q1γ̇otq̃

1, (3.129)

to a mass term for the q1 and q̃1 dual quarks (here the 1 is a flavor index). Again for
large a, integrating-out the massive quarks takes the dual theory from SU(Nf−Nc) with
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Nf flavors to the SU(Nf−Nc) theory with Nf−1 flavors. The equivalence of the direct
and dual theories implies that the resulting theories after Higgsing or integrating-out
should again be realted by our dual map, which indeed they are:

direct dual

SU(Nc), Nf ←→ SU(Nf−Nc), Nf

↓ ↓
Higgs mass
↓ ↓

SU(Nc−1), Nf−1 ←→ SU(Nf−Nc), Nf−1

(3.130)

Doing the more general case of higher-rank M is equivalent to simply repreating this
procedure. Nothing new happens until we take rank(M) = Nc, in which case it can be
shown that the resulting direct and dual theories coincide, giving identical non-singular
moduli spaces of meson and baryon vacuum expectation values.

Alternatively to turning on vacuum expectation values in the direct theory, we can
turn on masses to the fundamental quarks. The corresponding deformation of the dual
theory should again give rise to an equivalent theory. Suppose we turn on a mass for
just the Q1 and Q̃1 quarks:

fdirect = mQ1 · Q̃1. (3.131)

For large m, integrating-out this quark then takes the SU(Nc) theory with Nf flavors
to an SU(Nc) theory with Nf−1 flavors. In the dual theory, on the other hand, turning
on this mass corresponds to the superpotential

fdual =
1

µ
Tr(Mqq̃) +mM1

1 , (3.132)

which, upon integrating-out the M1
1 component (by its F -term equation), gives rise to

〈q1 · q̃1〉 = −mµ. (3.133)

For large m this is just Higgses the dual theory from SU(Nc−Nf) with Nf flavors down
to SU(Nc−Nf−1) with Nf−1 flavors. This is again dual to the corresponding direct
theory:

direct dual

SU(Nc), Nf ←→ SU(Nf−Nc), Nf

↓ ↓
mass Higgs
↓ ↓

SU(Nc), Nf−1 ←→ SU(Nf−Nc−1), Nf−1

(3.134)
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Again, one can extend this to turning on mass matrices of arbtrary rank by repeating
this procedure. This procedure ends with turning on a mass matrix with rank(m) =
Nf−Nc, where again the resulting direct and dual theories can be shown to be the
same.

So far we have presented strong evidence for Seiberg’s duality conjecture for SU(Nc)
superQCD. This conjecture posits the IR equivalence of two quite different-looking
gauge theories. This is equivalent to saying that the two theories are in the same
universality class. Using similar arguments there has been developed a fairly rich
“phenomenology” of dual sets of theories for other gauge groups and matter content.
Perhaps especially interesting among these dualities are chiral/non-chiral dual pairs.
No simple constructive rules for predicting other dual pairs has been given. Also, the
question of IR equivalences among theories with product gauge groups has not been
systematically explored.

Finally, the question of what general lessons can be derived from the existence and
systematics of these gauge universality classes has not been answered. There are many
suggestions that these dualities are related to a different kind of duality among quantum
field theories called S-duality. S-duality is the exact quantum equivalence of theories
with an exactly marginal operator at different values of the coefficient of this operator.
(In a few lectures we will discuss the simplest example of such an S-duality: electric-
magnetic duality in Abelian gauge theories.) However, there is as yet no clear statement
of the relation between N=1 and S-dualities.
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Chapter 4

Extended Supersymmetry

In this chapter we will explore gauge theories with extended supersymmetry. With
extended supersymmetry there are scalar fields in the same supermultiplet as the gauge
bosons. They thus transform under the adjoint representation of the gauge group.
The part of moduli space where only these adjoint scalars get vacuum expectation
values is called the Coulomb branch of the moduli space. This is because a vacuum
expectation value for an adjoint scalar can at most Higgs the gauge group to U(1) gauge
factors, implying that the Coulomb branch vacua have long distance electromagnetic-
like forces (Free photons). In what follows we will discuss the physics peculiar to
Coulomb branches first (without refence to extended supersymmetry), and only later
will we develop the algebra of extended supersymmetry representations, construct the
classical actions, and derive nonrenormalization theorems.

In detail, the first two section deal with two (nonsupersymmetric) aspects of physics
in vacua with unbroken U(1) gauge groups: magnetic monopoles and electric-magnetic
duality. Section 4.3 will then analyze the simplest example of a Coulomb branch, which
occurs in the SU(2) superYM theory with and adjoint left-chiral superfield Φ. This
example with a special superpotential interaction is actually N=2 supersymmetric,
and was first solved in [42]. The N=1 treatment which we give follows the discussion
of [43]. The later sections then analyze extended supersymmetric theories along the
lines of the development we gave in chapters 1 and 2 for N=1 theories.

4.1 Monopoles

The first ingredient we need to be aware of is monopoles [64].

First, following Dirac, we ask whether it is possible to add megnetic charges without
disturbing the quantum consistency of the electromagnetic coupling. A static magnetic

179
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field
~B =

Qmr̂

4πr2
(4.1)

corresponds to a magnetic charge
∫

S2
∞

~B · d~S = Qm at r = 0. To couple a charged

particle to a background field quantumly we need the vector potential Aµ. There is no
solution for Aµ which is regular away from r = 0; however we can write the solution
as one which is regular in two “patches”. Divide a two-sphere S2 of fixed radius r into
a northern half N with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, a southern half S with π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π and the
overlap region which is the equator at θ = π/2. The vector potential on the two halves
is then taken to be

~AN =
Qm

4πr

(1− cos θ)

sin θ
êφ, ~AS = −Qm

4πr

(1 + cos θ)

sin θ
êφ. (4.2)

Note that on the two halves of the two-sphere the magnetic field ~B = ~∇ × ~A agrees
with (4.1). This construction only makes sense if the difference between AN and AS

on the overlap region is a gauge transformation. At θ = π/2

~AN − ~AS = ~∇χ, χ =
Qm

2π
φ, (4.3)

so that the difference is a gauge transformation; however, the gauge function χ is not
continuous. In quantum mechanics, a gauge transformation acts on wave functions
carrying (electric) charge Qe as ψ → e−iQeχψ so physical quantities will be continuous
as long as e−iQeχ is continuous. This then gives us the condition e−iQeQm = 1 or

QeQm = 2πn, n ∈ Z (4.4)

which is the famous Dirac quantization condition.

Monopoles can be constructed as finite-energy classical solutions of non-Abelian
gauge theories spontaneously broken down to Abelian factors [65]. In particular they
will occur in the N = 2 SU(2) Yang-Mills theory. We illustrate this for simplicity in a
(non-supersymmetric) SU(2) theory broken down to U(1) by a real adjoint Higgs:

L = − 1

4g2
F a

µνF
aµν +

1

2
DµΦaDµΦ

a − V (Φ) (4.5)

where V has a minimum on the sphere in field space
∑

a ΦaΦa = v2. Different directions
on this sphere are gauge-equivalent. In the vacuum 〈Φa〉 lies on this sphere, Higgsing
SU(2) → U(1) and giving a mass mW = gv to the W± gauge bosons. The unbroken

U(1) has coupling g, so satisfies Gauss’s law ~D· ~E = g2j0
e , where jµ

e is the electric current

density. Thus the electric charge is computed as Qe = 1
g2

∫
S2
∞

~E ·d~S. In the vacuum, the
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unbroken U(1) is picked out by the direction of the Higgs vev, so ~E = 1
v
Φa ~Ea. With

this normalization of the electic charge, we find that the W± bosons have Qe = ±1.

Static, finite-energy configurations must approach the vacuum at spatial infinity.
Thus for a finite energy configuration the Higgs field Φa, evaluated as r →∞, provides
a map from the S2 at spatial infinity into the S2 of the Higgs vacuum. Such maps
are characterized by an integer, nm, which measures the winding of one S2 around the
other. Mathematically, the second homotopy group of S2 is the integers, π2(S

2) = Z.
The winding, nm, is the magnetic charge of the field configuration. To see this, the
total energy from the Higgs field configuration:

Energy =

∫
d3x

1

2
DµΦaDµΦa + V (Φ) ≥

∫
d3x

1

2
DµΦ

aDµΦa. (4.6)

To have finite energy configurations we must therefore ensure that the covariant deriva-
tive of Φa falls off faster than 1/r at infinity. The general solution for the gauge field
consistent with this behavior is

Aa
µ ∼ −

1

v2
ǫabcΦb∂µΦc +

1

v
ΦaAµ (4.7)

with Aµ arbitrary. The leading-order behavior of the field strength is then

F aµν =
1

v
ΦaF µν (4.8)

with

F µν = − 1

v3
ǫabcΦa∂µΦb∂νΦc + ∂µAν − ∂νAµ (4.9)

and the equations of motion imply ∂µF
µν = ∂µ ∗ F µν = 0. Thus we learn that outside

the core of the monopole the non-Abelian gauge field is purely in the direction of
Φa, that is the direction of the unbroken U(1). The magnetic charge of this field
configuration is then computed to be

Qm =

∫

S2
∞

~B · d~S =
1

2v3

∫

S2
∞

ǫijkǫabcΦa∂jΦb∂kΦcdSi = 4πnm (4.10)

where nm is the winding number of the Higgs field configuration, recovering the Dirac
quantization condition.1

1The reason this is the Dirac quantization condition (4.4) only for even values of n is that in this
theory we could add fields in the fundamental 2 representation of SU(2), which would carry electric
charge Qe = ±1/2.
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Note that for such non-singular field configurations, the electric and magnetic charges
can be rewritten as

Qe =
1

g2

∫

S2
∞

~E · d~S =
1

g2v

∫

S2
∞

Φa ~Ea · d~S =
1

g2v

∫
d3x~Ea · ( ~DΦ)a

Qm =

∫

S2
∞

~B · d~S =
1

v

∫

S2
∞

Φa ~Ba · d~S =
1

v

∫
d3x~Ba · ( ~DΦ)a (4.11)

using the vacuum equation of motion and the Bianchi identity ~D · ~Ea = ~D · ~Ba = 0
and integration by parts.

If we consider a static configuration with vanishing electric field the energy (mass)
of the configuration is given by

mM =

∫
d3x

(
1

2g2
~Ba · ~Ba +

1

2
~DΦa · ~DΦa + V (Φ)

)
≥
∫
d3x

(
1

2g2
~Ba · ~Ba +

1

2
~DΦa · ~DΦa

)

=
1

2

∫
d3x

(
1

g
~Ba − ~DΦa

)2

+
vQm

g
, (4.12)

giving the BPS bound

mM ≥
∣∣∣∣
vQm

g

∣∣∣∣ . (4.13)

This semi-classical bound can be extended to dyons (solitonic states carrying both
electric and magnetic charges):

mD ≥ gv

∣∣∣∣Qe + i
Qm

g2

∣∣∣∣ . (4.14)

A theta angle has a non-trivial effect in the presence of magnetic monopoles: it shifts
the allowed values of electric charge in the monopole sector of the theory [66]. To see
this, consider gauge transformations, constant at infinity, which are rotations in the
U(1) subgroup of SU(2) picked out by the Higgs vev, that is, rotations in SU(2) about
the axis Φ̂a = Φa/|Φa|. The action of such an infinitesimal gauge transformation on
the field is

δAa
µ =

1

v
(DµΦ)a (4.15)

with Φ the background monopole Higgs field. Let N denote the generator of this gauge
transformation. Then if we rotate by 2π about the Φ̂ axis we must get the identity

e2πiN = 1. (4.16)
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Including the θ term, it is straightforward to compute N using the Noether method,

N =
∂L

∂∂0Aa
µ

δAa
µ = Qe −

θQm

8π2
, (4.17)

where we have used the definitions (4.11) of the electric and magnetic charge operators.
This result implies

Qe = ne + nm
θ

2π
(4.18)

where ne is an arbitrary integer and nm = Qm/4π determines the magnetic charge of
the monopole. We will henceforth label dyons by the integers (ne, nm). Note that the
BPS bound becomes

MD ≥ gv

∣∣∣∣
(
ne + nm

θ

2π

)
+ inm

4π

g2

∣∣∣∣ = gv|ne + τnm|. (4.19)

This result is classical; quantum mechanically, the coupling τ runs, and gv and gτ
will be replaced by functions of the strong coupling scale Λ and the vevs. In theories
with extended supersymmetry the (quantum-corrected) BPS bound can be computed
exactly, and states saturating the bound can be identified [57]. For example, in the
N = 2 SU(2) theory the BPS mass formula becomes [42]

MD = |a(U)ne + b(U)nm|, (4.20)

where a and b are holomorphic functions of U and Λ4 satisfying

∂b(U)

∂a(U)
= τ(U), (4.21)

with a(U) a function we will determine in section 4.3 below.2

4.2 Electric-magnetic duality

Maxwell’s vacuum equations are invariant under the substitution

~E → ~B, ~B → −~E. (4.22)

Covariantly this substitution takes the form fµν → ∗fµν , where recall that the Hodge
dual ∗fµν ≡ 1

2
ǫµνρσf

ρσ. This substitution invariance of the free Maxwell equations is
broken by the presence of electric source terms

∂µf
µν = jν

e , ∂µ∗fµν = 0, (4.23)

2b(U) is often called aD(U) in the literature.
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For this reason it is of no practical interest in everyday applications of electromag-
netism. However, if we include magnetic source terms so that

∂µ ∗ F µν = jν
m, (4.24)

with jν
m the magnetic four-current, we make Maxwell’s equations symmetric under the

substitution (4.22) and simultaneous interchange of electric and magnetic currents.
This substitution invariance of Maxwell’s equations is called electric-magnetic duality.
As it involves an action on the couplings (exchanging electric and magnetic sources)
it is not a symmetry of electromagnetism. Rather, it is simply an ambiguity in the
description of low energy electromagnetism: what you call electric versus magnetic is
a matter of choice.

Let us generalize this to many U(1) gauge factors. It is convenient to discuss the
U(1) gauge fields in the language of forms. Thus we define the one-form potentials and
their 2-form field strengths by

V I = V I
µ dx

µ

f I = dV I =
1

2
f I

µνdx
µ ∧ dxν , (4.25)

and the Hodge dual of a p-form C = Cµ1···µp
dxµ1 · · ·dxµp to be the (4− p)-form

∗C ≡ 1

p!
ǫµ1···µ4

Cµ1···µpdxµp+1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxµ4 , (4.26)

so that ∗∗C = (−)p+1C. It is also convenient to introduce a kind of “self dual” field
strength defined by

F I = f I − i∗f I (4.27)

so that the U(1)n Maxwell action becomes

S = − 1

16π

∫
Im [τIJF ∧ ∗F ] , (4.28)

where τIJ is a complex matrix of couplings,

τ =
ϑIJ

2π
+ i

4π

(g2)IJ
. (4.29)

The classical Maxwell’s equations with electric and magnetic sources follow from the
action

S =

∫ (
− 1

2e2
f ∧ ∗f + V ∧ ∗je + Ṽ ∧ ∗jm

)
, (4.30)
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where, away from any electric sources Ṽ is defined through ∗f = dṼ . The Dirac
quantization condition [39] implies that if there are electric sources of unit strength, so
that a stationary point source at the origin would have ∗je = δ(3)(x)dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3,
then the strength g2 of a magnetic source (i.e. ∗jm = g2δ(3)dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3) obeys
g2 = 4πnm/e

2 for nm an integer. With these normalizations, we call the (integer)
strength of the electric source, ne, the electric charge, and nm the magnetic charge.
The equations of motion following from Eq. 4.30 are

1

e
d∗f = eneδ

(3),
1

e
df =

4π

e
nmδ

(3), (4.31)

which are invariant under the electric-magnetic duality transformation

(f/e)→ ∗(f/e), ∗(f/e)→ −(f/e),

nm → ne, ne → −nm,

e ↔ 4π/e. (4.32)

The minus signs are because ∗∗f = −f in Minkowski space.

We can show that this duality of the classical equations of motion holds quantum
mechanically as well, though this should be obvious since we are just talking about a
free theory. We will also take this opportunity to generalize the above discussion to
n U(1) factors and include the theta angles. We compute physical quantities in the
quantum theory as a path integral over all gauge potential configurations

∫
DV IeiS.

This can be rewritten as a path integral over field strength configurations as long as
we insert the Bianchi identity as a constraint:

∫
Df IDṼJe

iS′

, where 4πS ′ = 4πS +∫
ṼI ∧ df I . Here ṼI is a (one-form) Lagrange multiplier enforcing the Bianchi identity,

and whose normalization is chosen so that it couples to monopoles with strength one.
Performing the Gaussian functional integral over f I using

∫
ṼI ∧ df I =

∫
f̃I ∧ f I =

1
2

∫
Im[F̃I ∧ ∗F I ] where F̃I is related to f̃I = dṼI as in (4.27), we find an equivalent

action, S̃, for ṼI :

S̃ = − 1

16π

∫
Im
[
(−τ IJ )F̃I ∧ ∗F̃J

]
, (4.33)

where τ IJ is the matrix inverse of τIJ :

τ IJτJK = δI
K . (4.34)

Thus the free U(1) gauge theory with couplings τIJ is quantum mechanically equivalent
to another such theory with couplings −τ IJ . This is the electric-magnetic duality
“symmetry”. It is not really a symmetry since it acts on the couplings—it is an
equivalence between two descriptions of the physics.
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The electric-magnetic duality transformation

S : τIJ → −τ IJ , (4.35)

together with the invariance of the physics under 2π shifts of the theta angles (integer
shifts of ReτIJ)

T (KL) : τIJ → τIJ + δK
I δ

L
J + δL

I δ
K
J , (4.36)

generate a discrete group of duality transformations:

τIJ → (AI
LτLM +BIM)(CJNτNM +DJ

M)−1, (4.37)

where

M ≡
(
AI

K BIL

CJK DJ
L

)
∈ Sp(2n,Z). (4.38)

The conditions on the n×n integer matrices A, B, C, and D for M to be in Sp(2n,Z)
are (in an obvious matrix notation)

ABT = BTA, BTD = DTB,

ATC = CTA, DTC = CDT ,

ATD − CTB = ADT −BCT = 1, (4.39)

and imply that

M−1 =

(
DT −BT

−CT AT

)
. (4.40)

We have seen that under an electric-magnetic duality transformation, a massive
(classical) dyonic source with magnetic and electric charges (nI

m, ne,J) in the original
description couples to the dual U(1)’s with charges (ne,I ,−nJ

m). The effect of a T (KL)

theta angle rotation on the charges is (nI
m, ne,J) → (nI

m, ne,J − nK
mδ

L
J − nL

mδ
K
J ), as

follows from the generalization of the Witten effect [40] to n U(1) factors. Together
these generate the action

(nm ne)→ (nm ne) ·M−1 (4.41)

of the Sp(2n,Z) electric-magnetic duality group on the 2n-component row vector of
magnetic and electric charges.

In the case of a single U(1) factor the coupling matrix becomes a single complex
number

τ =
ϑ

2π
+ i

4π

g2
, (4.42)

and the electric-magnetic duality transformations simplify to the group SL(2,Z) =
Sp(2,Z) of duality transformations:

τ → aτ + b

cτ + d
,

(
ne

nm

)
→
(
a b
c d

)(
ne

nm

)
, a, b, c, d ∈ Z, ad− bc = 1, (4.43)
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which is generated by the electric-magnetic duality transformation (S) and the 2π shift
of the theta angle (T ),

S : τ → −1

τ
, (ne, nm)→ (nm,−ne),

T : τ → τ+1, (ne, nm)→ (ne+nm, nm). (4.44)

Thus electric-magnetic duality simply expresses the equivalence of free U(1) field the-
ories coupled to classical (massive) sources under Sp(2n,Z) redefinitions of electric and
magnetic charges. The importance of this redundancy in the Lagrangian description
of IR effective actions becomes apparent when there is a moduli space M of inequiv-
alent vacua. In that case, upon traversing a closed loop in M the physics must, by
definition, be the same at the beginning and end of the loop, but the Lagrangian de-
scription need not—it may have suffered an electric-magnetic duality transformation.
This possibility is often expressed by saying that the coupling matrix τIJ , in addition
to being symmetric and having positive definite imaginary part, is also a section of a
(flat) Sp(2n,Z) bundle with action given by Eq. 4.38.

Electric-magnetic duality can be generalized to other free theories with U(1) gauge
invariances. For example, in four dimensions we can also consistently couple a two-form
field B = 1

2
Bµνdx

µ ∧ dxν if it is invariant under the gauge transformation δB = dΛ
for an arbitrary one-form Λ. Then the gauge-invariant field strength is the three-form
H = dB, and the IR free Lagrangian is L ∼ H ∧∗H . We can define a dual “magnetic”
field strength one-form by H̃ ≡ ∗H , and, away from sources, its gauge potential (zero-

form) Φ by H̃ = dΦ. In this case the gauge transformations are shifts of Φ by constants,
and the Lagrangian becomes L ∼ dΦ ∧ ∗dΦ. Thus electric-magnetic duality implies
that the two-form potential theory is equivalent to that of a derivatively-coupled real
scalar field. In particular, we lost no generality by not including two-form potentials
in our free IR effective actions. In a general space-time dimension d, electric-magnetic
duality relates IR free U(1) theories of p-form potentials to those of (d − p − 2)-form
potentials; the resulting discrete duality groups (including theta angle rotations) have
been worked out.[41]

Finally, electric-magnetic duality extends trivially to supersymmetric theories as
well. For example, treating the field strength left-chiral superfieldWL in

∫
d2θL(τ/32πi)·

(W 2
L) as an independent field in the path integral, the Bianchi identity, DLWL =

−DRWR, can be implemented by a real vector superfield V Lagrange multiplier. We
add to the action

i

16π

∫
d4x d4θ VDLWL =

−i
16π

∫
d4x d2θLDLVWL =

1

16π

∫
d4x d2θL W̃LWL, (4.45)

plus its complex conjugate. Performing the Gaussian integral over WL gives an equiv-
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alent action

S̃ =

∫
d4x d2θL

1

32πi

(−1

τ

)
(W̃ 2

L) + c.c. (4.46)

4.3 An SU(2) Coulomb branch

Let us consider an N=1 supersymmetric SU(2) gauge theory with an adjoint left-chiral
superfield Φa

b and no superpotential. (This theory is actually N=2 supersymmetric,
as we will discuss later.) The adjoint representation can be thought of as the set of
hermitian traceless 2 × 2 matrices, acted on by gauge transformations as Φ → gΦg−1

where g ∈ SU(2). Since the scalar component of Φ is complex, it takes values in the
set of complex traceless 2×2 matrices (no hermiticity condition). The classical moduli
space is parametrized by the singlet composite left-chiral superfield

U = TrΦ2. (4.47)

Higher powers of Φ in the color trace are just polynomials in U . Thus the classical
moduli space is the complex U -plane. The classical Kahler potential is K ∼ (UU)1/2,
so there is a Z2 conical singularity at the origin, corresponding to the vacuum where
the full SU(2) symmetry is restored.

This moduli space is actually in a Coulomb phase. One way of seeing this is to note
that Φ has left-chiral superfield degrees of freedom, U has one, so only two were given
mass. Thus only two of the three SU(2) are Higgsed, so it must be that SU(2)→ U(1)
on the U -plane. This can be seen more directly by noting that the D-term equations
imply

[Φ†,Φ] = 0, (4.48)

which implies that Φ can be diagonalized by color rotations:

Φ =

(
a 0
0 −a

)
, (4.49)

and there is a discrete gauge identification a ≃ −a. It is easy to see that (4.49) leaves
the diagonal U(1) ⊂ SU(2) unbroken, and the light field U is neutral under this U(1).

The light degrees of freedom are thus a U(1) vector superfield WL and the left-
chiral superfield U . This theory has an anomaly-free U(1)R symmetry under which
R(WL) = 1 and R(U) = 0. There is also an anomalous U(1)A under which WL is
neutral, U → eiαU , and ϑ→ ϑ+ 2α. By the usual arguments, there is no dynamically
generated superpotential for U , so the classical flat directions are not lifted.
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This is not the whole story, though, since there is also the kinetic term for the vector
superfield:

Scoul = Kahler +

∫
d4x

[
1

16πi
τ(U, λ4)tr(W 2

L) + c.c.

]

F

(4.50)

where τ(U) = ϑ(U)
2π

+ i 4π
g2(U)

is the low energy coupling, which can depend on U . Our

goal will be to detemine the coupling function τ(U). What is the meaning of this
U(1) coupling in an IR effective theory? Classically, the AF SU(2) theory is being
Higgsed at the scale U1/2 down to U(1); since the fields charged under the U(1) (e.g.
the W± bosons) get masses of order U1/2, they decouple at smaller scales, and the U(1)
coupling does not run. Thus the IR coupling τ just measures the SU(2) coupling at
the scale U1/2. By asymptotic freedom, for 〈U〉 ≫ Λ2 this one-loop description of the
physics should be accurate. The question is what happens for 〈U〉 < Λ2.

UΛ E

g

U(1)
G

2

1

Figure 4.1: Running of the coupling of an asymptotically free gauge theory with gauge
group G Higgsed to U(1)’s at a scale U ≫ Λ2. The U(1) couplings do not run below
〈Φ〉 because there are no charged fields lighter than φ.

Recall that under the anomalous U(1)A rotations the theta angle and therefore τ
shifts. By the angular nature of the theta angle, the shift τ → τ+1 is a symmetry.
This, plus holomorphy and matching to the one-loop β-function at weak coupling (large
U) implies

τ(U) =
1

2πi
log

(
Λ4

U2

)
+

∞∑

n=0

cn

(
Λ4

U2

)n

. (4.51)

The first term is just the one-loop SU(2) β-function. The non-perturbative term with
coefficient cn corresponds to an n-instanton contribution. (Since the model is Higgsed,
the instantons have an effective IR cutoff at the scale U , so these instanton effects are
calculable; the first two coefficients have been calculated.)

As we make a large circle in the U -plane, the effective coupling shifts, τ → τ−2,
corresponding to an unobservable theta angle shift ϑ → ϑ−4π. Note that there is a
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global discrete symmetry of this model which acts on the U -plane as

Z2 : U → −U, (4.52)

and so takes τ → τ−1 (a 2π shift in the theta angle). This Z2 is part of the anomaly-
free Z4 subgroup of the anomalous U(1)A.

Solving for the vacuum structure of the SU(2) theory is thus reduced to determining
this function τ(U). It is worth examining the formula (4.51) in some detail. The first,
logarithm, term came from matching to the one-loop running of the microscopic cou-
pling for U ≫ Λ2. Any other terms containing multiple logarithms, or any non-constant
coefficient of the single logarithm term are not allowed, since they would necessarily
imply τ(U) transformations under theta angle rotations which are U -dependent, and
therefore not in SL(2,Z) since SL(2,Z) is a discrete group of transformations. The
absence of these higer logarithm terms is equivalent to the absence of all higher-loop
corrections to the running of the microscopic coupling.

The terms proportional to Λ4n correspond to a non-perturbative n-instanton con-
tribution. Since the model is Higgsed for large U , the instantons have an effective
IR cutoff at the scale U , so these instanton effects are calculable; the first two coeffi-
cients have been calculated [63]. In principle one could compute τ(U) by calculating
all the n-instanton contributions, and then analytically continuing (4.51) to the whole
U -plane; in practice this is too hard. Instead, we follow N. Seiberg and E. Witten’s
more physical approach to determining τ(U) [42].

So far we have been doing the “standard” analysis of the low energy effective action
for this theory. But there are two puzzles which indicate that we are missing some
basic physics:

• (1.) The effective coupling τ(U) is holomorphic, implying that Reτ and Imτ are
harmonic functions on the U -plane. Since they are not constant functions, they
therefore must be unbounded both above and below. In particular this implies
that Imτ = 1

g2 will be negative for some U , and the effective theory will be
non-unitary!

• (2.) If we add a tree level mass ftree = mtrΦ2 = mU , then, for m ≫ Λ, Φ can
be integrated out leaving a low energy pure SU(2) superYM theory with scale

Λ̂6 = m2Λ4. This theory has a gap, confinement, and two vacua with gaugino
condensates 〈λλ〉 = ±mΛ2. But, in our low energy theory on the U -plane, there
are no light charged degrees of freedom to Higgs the photon.

The remainder of this lecture presents the physical ingredients which resolve these
puzzles. In the next lecture we return to this SU(2) theory and solve for τ(U).
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Now, we learned last lecture that this theory can have magnetic monopoles. Indeed,
one can show that there are semi-classically stable solitons with charges (ne, nm) =
(0,±1) in this theory, and they turn out to lie in chiral multiplets of the supersymmetry
algebra. Furthermore, from (4.51) we see that changing the phase of U shifts the
effective theta angle. In particular under the global Z2: U → eiπU , τ → τ−1. From
the associated duality transformation on the charges of any massive states (4.18), we
see that there will be (∓1,±1) dyons in the spectrum. Repeating this procedure, we
find there must be a whole tower of semi-classically stable dyons of charges (n,±1) for
arbitrary integers n.

ne

nm

ϑ ϑ+2π

Figure 4.2: dyon spectrum

The existence of these dyon states suggests a possible resolution to one of our puzzles:
perhaps at some strong coupling point on the moduli space, e.g. U = U0 with

U0 ∼ Λ2, (4.53)

one of these dyons becomes massless, thereby providing the light charged left-chiral
superfield needed to Higgs the U(1).

4.3.1 Physics near U0

Making this assumption, let us check that it gives rise to the desired physics. We
add to our low energy effective theory two left-chiral superfields M and M̃ oppositely
charged under the U(1). (We need two for anomaly-cancellation in the U(1).) Since
we are supposing that these states become massless at U = U0, we can expand the
effective superpotential around this point as

f = (U − U0)MM̃ +O((U − U0)
2). (4.54)

The D equations from the coupling to the U(1) gauge field imply

|M | = |M̃ |, (4.55)
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while the F equations from (4.54) are

0 =
∂f

∂U
= MM̃,

0 =
∂f

∂M
= (U − U0)M̃. (4.56)

The solutions are M = M̃ = 0 with U arbitrary, which is just the U -plane Coulomb
branch.

Now we add a bare mass term for the adjoint Φ, and see if we lift the flat directions
and obtain a discrete set of gapped vacua. The bare mass term is ftree = mtrΦ2 = mU .
By the selection rule for the anomalous U(1)A under which m has charge −1 and
the U(1)R under which m is assigned charge 2, and the usual non-renormalization
argument, the low energy effective superpotential must be of the form

f = (U − U0)MM̃ +mU +O((U − U0)
2). (4.57)

The D and F equations become

0 = |M | − |M̃ |,
0 = MM̃ +m,

0 = (U − U0)M̃, (4.58)

whose solutions are |M | = |M̃ | = m1/2 and U = U0. Thus the Coulomb branch is
indeed lifted, and there is only a single vacuum. This vacuum has a gap, since the
charged left-chiral superfields M and M̃ get non-zero vevs, thereby Higgsing the U(1).

In this analysis, we have implicitly assumed (in writing down the D terms) that

M and M̃ were electrically charged with respect to the U(1) field. But, by electric-
magnetic duality, our analysis is valid for any dyonic charges. This is because M and
M̃ are the only light charged fields in the theory near U0, so we can by an electric-
magnetic duality transformation rotate any (ne, nm) to a description in which they are
proportional to (1, 0).3 Then in this description the above analysis is valid.

Now, for m ≫ Λ we expect to recover the two gapped vacua of the pure SU(2)
superYM theory. Recalling the Z2 symmetry of the theory, it is natural to assume
that there are two points on the U -plane where charged left-chiral superfields become
massless in the m = 0 theory, and they are at U = ±U0. Since Λ is the only scale in
the theory, we take U0 = Λ2. (We can take this as the definition of Λ, if we like.)

3More precisely, there is an SL(2, Z) transformation which takes them to (q, 0) where q is the
greatest common divisor of ne and nm.
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4.3.2 Monodromies

Can this assumption be checked? Yes, by examining the behavior of τ as a function
of U . Recall the other puzzle we had about the physics on the Coulomb branch: since
τ(U) is holomorphic, 1/g2 ∼ Imτ is harmonic and therefore unbounded from below,
violating unitarity.

This puzzle is resolved by noting that τ is not, in fact, a holomorphic function of
U . In particular, by electric-magnetic duality, as we traverse closed loops in the U -
plane, τ need not come back to the same value, only one related to it by an SL(2,Z)
transformation. Mathematically, this is described by saying that τ is a section of a flat
SL(2,Z) bundle. This multi-valuedness of τ can be described by saying that τ is a
holomorphic function on a cut U -plane, with cuts emanating from some singularities,
and with the jump in τ across the cuts being an element of SL(2,Z). The two points
U = ±Λ2 at which we are assuming there are massless charged left-chiral superfields
are the natural candidates for the branch points as shown in the figure. The presence
of these cuts allows us to avoid the conclusion that Imτ is unbounded.

−Λ2 Λ2

γ
1

γ
2

γ
3

U

Figure 4.3: Cut U-plane with three loops. The cuts have been placed in an arbi-
trary manner connecting the two possible strong-coupling singularities, and a possible
singularity at weak coupling (U =∞).

Upon traversing the various loops γi in the above figure, τ will change by the action
of an SL(2,Z) element. These elements are called the monodromies of τ , and will be
denoted Mi.

We first calculate M3, the monodromy around the weak-coupling singularity at
infinity. By taking γ3 of large enough radius, τ will be accurately given by its one-loop
value, the first term in (4.51). Taking U → e2πiU in this formula gives τ → τ − 2,
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giving for the monodromy at infinity4

M3 =

(
−1 2
0 −1

)
. (4.59)

In order to calculate theM1,2 monodromies, let us first calculate the monodromy we
would expect if the left-chiral superfield becoming massless at the associated singularity
had charge (ne, nm). By a duality transformation we can change to a basis where this
charge is purely electric: (ñe, 0). In this basis the physics near the U = U0 singularity
is just that of QED with the electron becoming massless. This theory is IR free,
so the behavior of the low energy effective coupling will be dominated by its one-
loop expression, at least sufficiently near U0 where the mass of the charged left-chiral
superfield ∼ U−U0 is arbitrarily small:

τ̃ =
ñe

2

πi
log(U − U0) +O(U − U0)

0. (4.60)

By traversing a small loop around U0, (U−U0)→ e2πi(U−U0), we find the monodromy

τ̃ → τ̃ + 2ñe
2 =⇒ M̃ =

(
1 2ñe

2

0 1

)
. (4.61)

Now let us duality transform this answer back to the basis where the charges are
(ne, nm). The required SL(2,Z) element will be denoted N =

(
a b
c d

)
, and satisfies

(
a b
c d

)(
ne

nm

)
=

(
ñe

0

)
, and ad− bc = 1 with a, b, c, d ∈ Z. (4.62)

The transformed monodromy is then

M = NM̃N−1 =

(
1 + 2nenm 2n2

e

−2n2
m 1− 2nenm

)
. (4.63)

Now, by deforming the γi contours in the U -plane, we find that the three mon-
odromies must be related by

M3 =M1M2. (4.64)

Assuming that a left-chiral superfield with charges (ne1, nm1) becomes massless at U =
Λ2, while one with charges (ne2, nm2) does so at U = −Λ2, and substituting into (4.64)
using (4.59) and (4.63) gives as solutions

(ne1, nm1) = ±(n, 1), (ne2, nm2) = ±(n−1, 1), for all n ∈ Z. (4.65)

4This actually only determines the monodromy up to an overall sign. The sign is determined by
noting that U → e2πiU has the effect of Φ→ −Φ on the elementary Higgs field, so it reverses the sign
of the low energy electromagnetic field which in terms of SU(2) variables is proportional to tr(ΦF ).
Thus it reverses the sign of electric and magnetic charges, giving an “extra” factor of −1l ∈ SL(2, Z).
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This set of charges actually represents a single physical solution. This is because taking
U → eiπU takes us to an equivalent theory by the Z2 symmetry; but this corresponds
to shifting the low energy theta angle by 2π which in turn shifts all dyon electric
charges by their magnetic charges. Repeated applications of this shift can take any of
the above solutions to the solution

(ne1, nm1) = ±(0, 1), (ne2, nm2) = ±(−1, 1). (4.66)

The plus and minus sign solutions must both be there by anomaly cancellation in the
low energy U(1). We thus learn that there is a consistent solution with a monopole
becoming massless at U = Λ2 and a charge (−1, 1) dyon becoming massless at U =
−Λ2. Some progress has been made in weakening the initial assumption that there are
just two strong-coupling singularities [67].

4.3.3 τ(U)

With the monodromies around the singularities in hand, we now turn to finding the
low energy coupling τ on the U -plane. The basic idea is that τ is determined by
holomorphy and demanding that it match onto the behavior we have deterined above
at U = ∞ and U = ±Λ2. Seeing how to solve this “analytic continuation” problem
analytically is not obvious, however. Seiberg and Witten did it by introducing an
auxiliary mathematical object: a family of tori varying over the Coulomb branch.

This is a useful construction because the low energy effective coupling τ has the same
properties as the complex structure of a 2-torus. In particular, the complex structure
of a torus can be described by its modulus, a complex number τ , with Imτ > 0. In
this description, the torus can be thought of as a parallelogram in the complex plane
with oposite sides identified, see the figure. Furthermore, the modulus τ of such a
torus gives equivalent complex structures modulo SL(2,Z) transformations acting on
τ . Therefore, if we associate to each point in the U -plane a holomorphically-varying
torus, its modulus will automatically be a holomorphic section of an SL(2,Z) bundle
with positive imaginary part, which are just the properties we want for the effective
coupling τ .

At U = ±Λ2, magnetically charged states become massless, implying that the effec-
tive coupling Imτ → 0. (Recall that by U(1) IR freedom, when an electrically charged
state becomes massless, the coupling g → 0, implying τ → +i∞. Doing the duality
transform τ → −1/τ gives the above result for a magnetic charge becoming massless.)
From the parallelogram, we see this implies that the torus is degenerating: one of its
cycles is vanishing.

Now, a general torus can be described analytically as the Riemann surface which is
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1

τ τ+1

0

Figure 4.4: A complex torus as a parallelogram in the complex plane with opposite
sides identified.

the solution y(x) to the complex cubic equation

y2 = (x− e1)(x− e2)(x− e3). (4.67)

We can think of this as a double-sheeted cover of the x-plane, branched over the
three points ei and the point at infinity. We let this torus vary over the U -plane by
letting the ei vary: ei = ei(U,Λ). By choosing the cuts to run between pairs of these
branch points, and “gluing” the two sheets together along these cuts, one sees that
the Riemann surface is indeed topologically a torus. Furthermore, the condition for a
nontrivial cycle on this torus to vanish is that two of the branch points collide. Since
we want this to happen at the two points U = ±Λ2, it is natural to choose e1 = Λ2,
e2 = −Λ2, and e3 = U :

y2 = (x− Λ2)(x+ Λ2)(x− U). (4.68)

Furthermore, note that this choice has a manifest U → −U symmetry, under which
x→ −x and y → ±iy.

Given this family of tori, one can compute their moduli as a ratio of line integrals:

τ(U) =

∮
β
ω

∮
α
ω
, (4.69)

where ω is the (unique) holomorphic one-form on the Riemann surface,

ω =
dx

y
=

dx√
(x2 − Λ4)(x− U)

, (4.70)

and α and β are any two non-trivial cycles on the torus which intersect once. For
example, we might take α to be a cycle on the x-plane which loops around the branch
points at ±Λ2, while β is the one which loops around the branch points at Λ2 and U .
If we chose the cuts on the x-plane to run between ±Λ2 and between U and ∞, then
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the α cycle would lie all on one sheet, while the β cycle would go onto the second sheet
as it passes through the cut; see the figure. Since the integrand in (4.70) is a closed
one form (dω = 0), the value of τ does not depend on the exact locations of α and β,
but only on how they loop around the branch points.

−Λ2 Λ2

x

U

α

β

Figure 4.5: Cut x-plane with α and β cycles.

We can now check that our family of tori (4.68) indeed give rise to the correct
low energy τ . By taking U → ∞, it is not hard to explicitly evaluate (4.70) to find
agreement with the first term in the weak-coupling expansion (4.51).5 Also, without
having to explicitly evaluate the integrals in (4.70), one can check that it reproduces
the correct monodromies as U goes around the singularities at ±Λ2 by tracking how
the α and β cycles are deformed as U varies. Finally, it turns out that the family of
tori (4.68) is the unique one with these properties [42].

4.3.4 Dual Higgs mechanism and confinement

In summary, we have found the solution for SU(2) with a massive adjoint in which,
at zero mass, there is a complex U -plane of degenerate vacua in a Coulomb phase.
The vacua at U = ±Λ2 are special since a monopole and dyon, respectively, becomes
massless there. When we turn on a non-zero mass for the adjoint, all the vacua on
the U -plane are lifted, except for the two massless points. At those points, the scalar
monopole or dyon fields condense, Higgsing the (appropriate electric-magnetic dual)
U(1). This is illustrated in a picture of the combined moduli and parameter space of
the model:

One puzzle that may remain concerning this solution is that for an adjoint mass
m ≫ Λ we expected to find two confining vacua of the low energy pure superYM

5Though perhaps only up to an SL(2, Z) transformation if I made the wrong choice for my α and
β cycles.
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2 2−Λ Λ

U

m=0

m>0

Figure 4.6: Moduli and parameter space for N=1 SU(2) gauge theory with a massive
adjoint left-chiral superfield.

theory, yet we seem to have found instead two Higgs vacua. This is not quite right,
though, since the Higgs mechanism taking place is not the usual condensation of an
electrically charged scalar field, but of magnetically (and dyonically) charged scalars.

To see what this means, let us recall the basic physics of the Higgs mechanism.
When an electric charge condenses, it screens any background electromagnetic fields,
damping them exponentially—this is a consequence of the photon aquiring a non-zero
mass. This means that electric sources in the theory are essentially free, for their electric
fields can be “absorbed” by the electric condensate, and their interaction energy will
drop off exponentially. Magnetic charges, on the other hand, behave very differently,
because the magnetic field lines have no condensate source to end on. The result is that
magnetic field lines tend to be excluded from the vacuum; this is called the Meissner
effect in superconductors. The minimum energy configuration is for the magnetic field
to be confined to a thin flux tube connecting opposite magnetic charges, leading to
confining forces between them. Thus, in the Higgs mechanism, electric charges are
screened and magnetic charges are confined.

To see what happens when magnetic charges, instead of electric charges, condense, we
simply do an electric-magnetic duality transformation. Thus in the dual Higgs effect,
magnetic charges are screened, and electric charges are confined. So we have indeed
found confinement in our SU(2) solution at the monopole point. This is a concrete
realization of a picture of confinement in non-Abelian gauge theories proposed in the
’70’s by S. Mandelstam and by G. ’t Hooft.

Finally, at the dyonic point, by another duality transformation, it is not hard to
see that both electric and magnetic charges are confined, though any dyonic charges
proportional to (−1, 1) will just be screened. This is a realization of an “oblique
confinement” phase of non-Abelian gauge theories proposed by ’t Hooft.
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